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REMOTE UPDATE OF COMPUTERSBASED ON PHYSICAL DEVICE

RECOGNITION

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/220,092 which

was filed June 24, 2009 and whichis fully incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

Field of the Invention

(O002] The present invention relates to computers and, in particular, to methods, apparatus

and systems for maintaining appropriate configuration updates to software/hardware

configuration through the use of physical device recognition to tailor configuration updates.

Description of the Related Art

[0003] Monitoring changes and updates to the plurality of computer programs resident on a

client device is a difficult task for the typical user to consistently perform. In addition, the latest

update from a vendor may not be appropriate considering the hardware, software or

physical/geo-location of the client device. Thus, there is a need in the art for a tool that will

automate the program configuration update process and optimize the suggested updated program

configuration to match the environmentofthe client device.

[0004] The present invention is directed toward a system, method and apparatus for remote

updating of the configuration of a computer. One embodiment of the invention is system for

remote updating a computer configuration, comprising: a client device configured to load a

computer program to perform a remote update; a processor, at the client device, configured to

perform physical device recognition on the client device to determine machine parameters,

wherein unique device identifiers are generated forthe client device, at least in part, based on the

determined machine parameters; a transceiver configured to send the unique device identifiers to

at least one of an auditing server and an update server via Internet; an update server configured

to collect the unique device identifiers from at least one client device; a processor, at the update

server, configured to analyzed the unique identifiers at the update server, wherein the analyzed

unique identifiers determine an updated program configuration; and a transceiver, at the update

server, configured to deliver the updated program configuration to the client device via Internet.
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[0005] In accordance with one aspect of the embodiments described herein, there is provided

an apparatus for remote update of a program, comprising: means for loading a client device with

a computer program configured to perform a remote update; means for performing physical

device recognition on the client device to determine machine parameters; means for generating

unique device identifier based at least in part on the determined machine parameters; means for

sending the unique device identifier to at least one of an auditing server and an update server;

and means for receiving an updated program configuration from the update server,

[0006] In accordance with another aspect of the embodiments described herein, there is

provided a method for remote update of a program, comprising: collecting unique identifiers

from at least one of an audit server and client device at an update server; analyzing the unique

identifiers; determining an updated program configuration for the client device from the

analyzed unique identifiers; and delivering the updated program configuration to the client.

[0007] In accordance with another aspect of the embodiments described herein, there is

provided a tangible computer readable medium having stored thereon, computer-executable

instructions that, if executed by a computing device, cause the computing device to perform a

method comprising: loading a client device with a computer program configured to perform a

remote update; performing physical device recognition on the client device to determine

machine parameters; generating unique device identifier based at least in part on the determined

machine parameters; sending the unique device identifier to at least one of an auditing server and

an update server; and receiving an updated program configuration from the update server.

[0008] In accordance with another aspect of the embodiments described herein, there is

provided an apparatus for remote updating of a program, comprising: means for collecting

unique identifiers from at least one of an audit server and client device; means for analyzing the

unique identifiers; means for determining an updated program configuration for the client device

from the analyzed unique identifiers; and means for delivering the updated program

configuration to the client.

(0009] In accordance with another aspect of the embodiments described herein, there is

provided a tangible computer readable medium having stored thereon, computer-executable

instructions that, if executed by a computing device, cause the computing device to perform a

method comprising: collecting unique identifiers from at least one of an audit server and client
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device; analyzing the unique identifiers; determining an updated program configuration for the

chent device from the analyzed unique identifiers; and delivering the updated program

configuration to the client,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

(0010) FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system for remote updating of a client device by an

update server in accordance with an embodimentof the invention.

(0011) FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a method for remote updating of a client device in

accordance with an embodimentof the invention implemented on the client device.

(0012] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an apparatus according to the invention that may be

configured as a client device, or as a processoror similar device for use within a client device.

(0013] FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a method for remote updating of a client device in

accordance with an embodimentof the invention implemented on the update server.

[0014] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an apparatus according to the invention that may be

configured as an update server, or as a processor or similar device for use within an update

server,

[0015] FIG. 61s a block diagram of memoryallocation for a unique device identifier used in

the various exemplary embodiments of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] In accordance with the present technology, there is provided a system, method and

apparatus for the remote update of computer software licenses through the use of physical device

recognition. In particular, FIG. 1 shows an exemplary schematic diagram for a system for

remote updating of at least one client device 100 by an update server 120 in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment of the invention. In particular, FIG. 1, shows an exemplary system

having at least one computing/network client device 100 that is in operative communication via

the Internet 102 with an audit server 110 and an update server 120. While only one client device

100 is illustrated in FIG. 1, it will be understood that a given system may comprise any number

of client devices and use any numberof apparatuses and methods of the invention as described

herein. Further details regarding the system of PIG. | are provided below.
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[0017] FIG. 2 provides an exemplary flow diagram of a method for remotely updating a client

device. In particular, in step 210 of FIG. 2, the loading of at least one client device with a

computer program for remote updating is performed. Physical device recognition of at least one

of a software, hardware and geo-location environment of the client device is performed to

determine machine parameters in step 220. Step 230 involves generating unique device

identifiers, at least in part, from the determined machine parameters. The unique device

identifiers are sent to at least one of an audit server 110 and an update server 120, as shown in

PIG, 1, in step 240. In step 250, the client device 100 receives an updated program configuration

from the update server 120, as shown in FIG.1.

[0018] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary apparatus that may be configured as a client device,

comprising: a transceiver 304, a processor 306 and a memory 308; or as a processor 306; or as a

similar device for use within a client device 100, as shown in FIG. 1, which provides the means

for implementing the method, as disclosed in FIG. 2, on the client device 100. In particular,

apparatus 300 may comprise means for loading 320 a client device with a computer program for

performing a remote update. In addition, the apparatus 300 may comprise means for performing

320 physical device recognition of one or more machine parameters of the client device. The

machine parameters may comprise a combination ofat least one user-configurable parameter and

at least one non-user-configurable parameterof the client device. Further, the apparatus 300 may

comprise a means for generating 340 a device identifier for the device based at least in part on

the collected one or more machine parameters. Furthermore, apparatus 300 may comprise means

for sending unique identifiers to at least one of an audit server and an update server. Moreover,

apparatus 300 may comprise meansfor receiving 360 an updated program configuration from the

update server.

[0019] In addition, apparatus 300 may further comprise a means for determining the geo-

location code for the device and for associating the geo-location code with a unique device

identifier; and a software identifier to generate an audit number. The geo-location code may

comprise, but is not limited to an Internet protocol (IP) address,

[0020] The apparatus 300 may further comprise a means for generating a device identifier by

implementing or executing at least one irreversible transformation such that the machine
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parameters cannot be derived from the device identifier. Additionally, at least one of the

irreversible transformations may comprise, but is not limited to a cryptographic hash function.

[0021] It is noted that apparatus 300 mayoptionally include a processor module 306 having at

least one processor, in the case of apparatus 300 configured as computing device, rather than as a

processor. Processor module 306, in such case, may be in operative communication with means

for determining the geo-lacation code; means for generating a device identifier by implementing

or executing at least one irreversible transformation and components thereof, via a bus 302 or

similar communication coupling. Processor 306 may effect initiation and scheduling of the

processes or functions performed by means for generating a device identifier by implementing or

executing at least one irreversible transformation, and components thereof.

[0022] In related aspects, apparatus 300 may include a transceiver module 304 for

communicating with means for generating a device identifier by implementing or executing at

least one irreversible transformation, and components thereof. A stand alone receiver and/or

stand alone transmitter may be used in lieu of or in conjunction with the transceiver 304,

[0023] In addition, apparatus 300 may optionally include a meansfor storing information, such

as, for example, a computer readable medium or memory device/module 308. Further, the

memory device/module 308 may be operatively coupled to the other components of apparatus

300 via bus 302 or the like. The computer readable medium or memory device 308 may be

adapted to store computer readable instructions and data for effecting the methods of FIG, 2;

and, as shown in FIG, 3, the processes and behavior of means 320-360; means for determining

the geo-location code; means for generating a device identifier by implementing or executing at

least one irreversible, and components thereof; or processor 306 (in the case of apparatus 300

being configured as a computing device) or the methods disclosed herein.

[0024] In yet further related aspects, the memory module 308 may optionally include

executable code for the processor module 304 configured to: (a) determine machine parameters

of a client device, the machine parameters comprising a combination of at least one user-

configurable parameter and at least one non-user-configurable parameter of the device; (b)

generate a device identifier for the device based, at least in part, on the machine parameters; and

(c) determine whether an Intemet connection is available for the client device. One or more of
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steps (a)-(c) may be performed by a processor modulein lieu of or in conjunction with the means

described above.

[0025] FIG. 4 shows an exemplary flow diagram of a method for remote updating of a client

device in accordance with an embodimentof the invention on the update server 120, as shown in

FIG. |. In particular, in step 410 the unique identifiers are collected by update server 120 from

at least one of the audit server 110 and the client device 100, as shown FIG. 1. The unique

identifiers are then analyzed on the update serverin step 420. Step 430 involves determining an

updated program configuration for the client device from the analysis of the unique identifiers.

The updated program configuration is delivered to the client device in step 440.

[0026] FIG. 5 shows an exemplary apparatus that may be configured as either an update

server, OF as a processor or similar device for use within the update server. an exemplary

apparatus diagram that may be configured as an update server comprising: a transceiver 504, a

processor 506 and a memory 508; or as a processor 506; or as a similar device for use within an

update server 120, as shown tn FIG. |, which provides the means for implementing the method,

as disclosed in FIG, 4, on the update server 120, as disclosed in FIG, 1, In particular, apparatus

500 may comprise meansfor collecting 520 unique identifiers from at least one of an audit server

and at least one client device with a computer program for performing a remote update. In

addition, the apparatus 300 may comprise means for analyzing 530 the unique identifiers that are

determined,at least in part, from the machine parameter, The machine parameters may comprise

a combination of at least one user-configurable parameter and at least one non-user-configurable

parameter of the client device. Further, the apparatus 500 may comprise a means for

determining 540 an updated program configuration for the device based, at least in part, on the

collected one or more machine parameters, Furthermore, apparatus 500 may comprise means for

delivering the updated program configuration for the client device 100 from the update server

120, as shownin FIG. |.

[0027] It is noted that apparatus 500 may optionally include a processor module 506 having at

least one processor, in the case of apparatus 500 configured as a computing device, rather than as

a processor. In related aspects, apparatus 500 may include a transceiver module 504 for

communicating with means for generating a device identifier by implementing or executing at
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least one irreversible transformation, and components thereof. A stand alone receiver and/or

stand alone transmitter may be used in lieu of or in conjunction with the transceiver 504,

[0028] In addition, apparatus 500 may optionally include a means for storing information, such

as, for example, a computer readable medium or memory device/module 508. Further, the

memory device/module 508 may be operatively coupled to the other components of apparatus

900 via bus 302 or the like. The computer readable medium or memory device 508 may be

adapted to store computer readable instructions and data for effecting the methods of FIG, 4;

and, as shownin FIG. 5, the processes and behavior of means 520-550, and components thereof;

or processor 506 (in the case of apparatus 300 being configured as a computing device).

[0029] In yet further related aspects, the memory module 508 may optionally include

executable code for the processor module 504 configured to: (a) collect unique identifiers from at

least one of an audit server and client device; (b) analyze the collected unique identifiers; (c)

determine an updated program configuration for the client device; and (d) deliver the updated

program configuration to the client device(s). One or more of steps (a)-(d) may be performed by

a processor module in lieu of or in conjunction with the means described above.

[0030] FIG. 6, discloses, for one or more embodiments described herein, an exemplary format

for a unique device identifier 600, which may further include two components: (1) a variable key

portion; and (2) a system key portion. The variable key portion may be generated at the time of

registration of client device 100 by reference to a variable platform parameter, such as, but not

limited to: a reference to system time information, location and/or other parameters that are

variable in nature may be utilized in other embodiments. The system key portion may include

the above described parameters expected to be unique to the client device 100, that are for

example, but not limited to: hard disk volume name, user name, computer name, user password,

hard disk initialization date, or combinations thereof. The variable key portion and/or system

key portion may be combined with the IP address and/or other platform parameters of the client

device 100. It 1s noted that unique device identifiers, or portions thereof, may be encrypted to

add an additional layer of specificity and security.

[0031] With respect to the system, method and apparatus of the invention, the following

paragraphs provide additional detail regarding the implementation of each of the embodiments

discussed above.
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(0032] The machine parameters may further include, but are not limited to: user account

information, program information (e.g., serial number); location of a user within a given

application program, and features of the software/hardware the useris entitled to use. As shown

in FIG. 1, block 107, the updated program configuration delivered to the client device may

include, but is not limited to: binary, executables, paths, dlls, miss orassets.

[0033] The client device 100 may be, but is not limited to, a personal computer, a server

computer, a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a personal digital assistant, a mobile phone, a

wireless communication device, an onboard vehicle computer, a game console, or any other

machine/device capable of communication with a computer network, such as but not limited to

the Internet. In related aspects, in wireless communications, Over The Air (OTA) Push orthe

like may be implemented to download onto or upgrade (e.g., configuration/settings, etc.) client

network devices. OTA Push involves the use of wireless phone numbers (MS-ISDN) rather than

IP.

[0034] The client device 100 may comprise software (e.g., an operating system or other

applications) that requires a license to be authorized for use, The client device 100 may further

comprise an auditing tool or application. The auditing application may be any program or

application that collects identifying information regarding the client device 100 and/or software

on the client device 100. The auditing application may comprise a stand alone application or an

applet running within a web browser on the client device [00 (e.g, an applet comprising

executable code for a Java Virtual Machine).

[0035] The auditing application may be embedded in or associated with another software

application, including, but not limited to software. For example, the auditing application may be

embeddedin or associated with a tool bar of a software application, for example, but not limited

to a web browser. The auditing application may prompt the user to register with an online

software registration service, or may run in the background with little or no interaction with the

userof the client device 100.

[0036] The auditing application may include a registration routine that collects information

regarding client device 100 by checking a numberof parameters which are expected to be unique

to the client device environment. The parameters checked may include, but are not limited to:

hard disk volume name, user name, device name,user password, hard disk initialization date, etc.
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The collected information may include, but is not limited to: information that identifies the

hardware comprising the platform on which the web browser runs, such as, CPU number, or

other unique parameters associated with the firmware in use. The system information may

further include, but is not limited to: system configuration information, amount of memory, type

of processor, software or operating system serial number,etc.

[0037] In the alternative, or in addition, the parameters checked may include, but are not

limited to virtual machine specifications, Examples of virtual machine specifications may

include, but are not limited to: information relating to virtual processors, virtual BIOS, virtual

memory, virtual graphics, virtual IDE drives, virtual SCSI devices, virtual PCI slots, virtual

floppy drives, virtual serial (COM) ports, virtual parallel (LPT) ports, virtual keyboard, virtual

mouse and drawing tablets, virtual Ethernet card, virtual networking, virtual sound adapter,etc,

[0038] Based on the collected information, the auditing application may generate a device

identifier that 1s unique for the client device 100. In the alternative, or in addition, the auditing

application may gather and send the device parameters to a remote server, such as audit server

110, which in turn generates the device identifier. The device identifier may be stored in a

hidden directory of the client device 100 and/or at a remote location, such as the audit server

110. The device identifier may incorporate the device’s IP address and/or other geo-location

code (e.g., GPS data, cell site triangulation data, or the like, or combinations thereof) to add

anotherlayer of specificity to client device’s unique identifier.

[0039] An application (e.g., auditing application) running on the client device 100 or otherwise

having access to the hardware and file system of the client device 100 may generate a device

identifier (e.g., a unique device identifier) using a process that operates on data indicative of the

configuration and hardware of the client device 100. The device identifier may be generated

using a combination of user-configurable and non-user-configurable machine parameters as input

to a process that results in the device identifier, which may be expressed in digital data as a

binary number.

[0040] Each machine parameter is data determined by a hardware component, software

component, or data component specific to the client device 100. Machine parameters may be

selected based on the target device system configuration such that the resulting device identifier
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has a very high probability (e.g., greater than 99.999) of being a unique identifier of the client

device 100.

(0041] In addition, the machine parameters may be selected such that the device identifier

includes at least a stable unique portion up to and including the entire identifier that has a very

high probability of remaining unchanged during normal operation of the client device 100. As a

result, the device identifier should be highly specific, unique, reproducible and stable as a result

of properly selecting the machine parameters.

[0042] The application for generating the unique device identifier may also operate on the

collected parameters with one or more algorithms to generate the device identifier. This process

may include at least one irreversible transformation, such as, but not limited to a cryptographic

hash function. As a result, the input machine parameters cannot be derived from the resulting

device identifier. Thus, each device identifier, to a very high degree of certainty, cannot be

generated except by the suitably configured application operating or otherwise having had access

to the same client device for which the device identifier was first generated. Conversely, each

device identifier, again to a very high degree ofcertainty, can be successfully reproduced by the

suitably configured application operating or otherwise having access to the same client device

100 on which the device identifier was first generated.

[0043] The auditing application may operate by performing a system scan to determine a

present configuration of the client device, The auditing application may then select the machine

parameters to be used as input for generating the unique device identifier. Selection of

parameters may vary depending on the system configuration. Once the parameters are selected,

the application may generate the device identifier.

[0044] Further, generating the device identifier may also be described as generating a device

fingerprint and may entail the sampling of physical, non-user configurable properties as well as a

variety of additional parameters such as uniquely generated hashes and time sensitive values.

During a standard operating lifetime, the process of passing electricity through the various

switches causes a computer chip to degrade. These degradations manifest as gradually slower

speeds that extend the processing time required to compute various benchmarking algorithms.

Physical device parameters available for sampling may include, but are not limited to: unique

manufacturer characteristics, carbon and silicone degradation and small device failures.

10
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[0045] The process of measuring carbon and silicone degradation may be accomplished by

measuring a chip's ability to process complex mathematical computations, and tts ability to

respond to intensive time variable computations. These processes measure how fast electricity

travels through the carbon. Using variable offsets to compensate for factors such as, but not

limited to: heat and additional stresses placed on a chip during the sampling process. This

approach allows for each and every benchmark to reproduce the expected values.

(0046] In addition to the chip benchmarking and degradation measurements, the process for

generating a device identifier may include measuring physical, non-user-configurable

characteristics of disk drives and solid state memory devices. Each data storage device has a

large variety of damage and unusable data sectors that are nearly unique to each physical unit.

The ability to measure and compare values for damaged sectors and data storage failures

provides a method foridentifying storage devices.

[0047] Device parameter sampling, damage measurement and chip benchmarking makeup just

a part of device fingerprinting technologies described herein. These tools may be further

extended by the use of complex encryption algorithms to convolute the device identifier values

during transmission and comparisons. Such encryption processes may be used in conjunction

with random sampling and key generations.

[0048] The device identifier may be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: machine model; machine serial number;

machine copyright; machine ROM version; machine bus speed; machine details; machine

manufacturer; machine ROM release date; machine ROM size; machine UUID; and machine

service tag. Further, the device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters

associated with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: CPU ID; CPU model; CPU

details; CPU actual speed; CPU family; CPU manufacturer; CPU voltage; and CPU external

clock.

[0049] The device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: memory model; memory slots; memory

total; and memory details. Further, the device identifier may also be generated by utilizing

machine parameters associated with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: video

model; video details; display model; display details; audio model; and audio details.
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[0050] The device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: network model; network address;

Bluetooth address; BlackBox model; BlackBoxserial; BlackBox details; BlackBox damage map;

BlackBox volume name; NetStore details; and NetStore volume name. Furthermore, the device

identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated with, but not limited

to, one or more of the following: optical model; optical serial; optical details; keyboard model;

keyboard details; mouse model; mouse details; printer details; and scannerdetails,

[0051] The device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: baseboard manufacturer, baseboard

product name; baseboard version; baseboard serial number; and baseboard asset tag. Moreover,

the device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated with, but

not limited to, one or more of the following: chassis manufacturer; chassis type; chassis version;

and chassis serial number.

[0052] The device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: IDE controller, SATA controller; RAID

controller; and SCSI controller. Further, the device identifier may also be generated by utilizing

machine parameters associated with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: port

connectordesignator; port connector type; port connectorport type; and system slot type.

[0053] The device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: cache level; cache size; cache max size;

cache SRAM type; and cache error correction type. Furthermore, the device identifier may also

be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated with, but not limited to, one or more of

the following: fan; PCMCIA; modem; portable battery; tape drive; USB controller; and USB

hub.

[0054] The device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine parameters associated

with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: device model; device model IMEI; device

model IMSI; and device model LCD. Moreover, the device identifier may also be generated by

utilizing machine parameters associated with, but not limited to, one or more of the following:

wireless 802.11; webcam; game controller; silicone serial; and PCI controller.
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[0055] In one example, the device identifier may also be generated by utilizing machine

parameters associated with, but not limited to, one or more of the following: machine model,

processor model, processor details, processor speed, memory model, memory total, network

model of each Ethemet interface, network MAC address of each Ethernet interface, BlackBox

Model, BlackBox Serial (e.g., using Dallas Silicone Serial DS-2401 chipset or the like), OS

install date, nonce value, and nonce time of day.

[0056] Further, with reference once again to FIG. | the auditing application may also include a

registration routine that collects or receives information regarding the software on the client

device 100 by checking information which is expected to be unique to software, for example, but

not limited to the software serial number. The collected software identifier may include, but 1s

not limited to: the software serial number, product identification number, product key, etc. The

collected software identifier may include, but is not limited to: information regarding where the

software was sold or distributed, who the buyers, sellers, and/or distributors were, which stores

the software was sold in, etc.

[0057] The software identifier may be unique to particular copy of software, such as when the

software is licensed to a single user. In the altemative, or in addition, the software identifier may

be unique to particular type or group of software, such as when the software is licensed to a

defined group of users.

[0058] The embodiments described herein comprise an auditing application that collects the

software identifier for software on the client devices. However, it will be understood that the

systems, methods and components described herein can be adapted to collect one or more types

of software identifiers for a plurality of software applications. The software identifier may be

stored in a hidden directory of the client device 100 and/orat a remote location, such as the audit

server 110. For example, in one approach, the software identifier, device identifier, and/or

combinations thereof may be hidden in multiple locations on the client device 100 and may be

crosschecked for tampering, corruption, etc. In another approach, the software identifier, device

identifier, and/or combinations thereof may be hidden in multiple locations, including one or

more remote locations/servers, and may be crosschecked with each other to verify the integrity

of the identifiers.
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(0059] The auditing application may also include a registration routine that collects or receives

information regarding the geo-location code of the client device 100. The geo-location code may

comprise, but is not limited to: the IP address, GPS data, cell site triangulation data, or the like

for the client device 100.

[0060] Auditing application may electronically send the device identifier and the software

identifier to the auditing server 110 or directly to the update server 120 via the Internet 102. In

the altemative, or in addition, a geo-location code may be associated with the device identifier

and/or the software identifier and may be sent to the auditing server 110 ordirectly to the update

server 120, via a secured network connection or via the Internet 102. Further, the client device

100 or the auditing server 110 may encrypt and store the data, such as the device identifier, the

software identifier, and/or the geo-location code, received from the client device 100, In

addition, the auditing server 110 may receive such data from a plurality of client devices and

store the received data in an audit database.

[0061] In one embodiment, the auditing application may generate an audit number by

associating the software identifier with the device identifier and/or geo-location code, and may

send the generated audit numberto the audit server 110 or store the audit numberin the client

device 100.

[0062] In another embodiment, the auditing application may send the device identifier, the

software identifier, and/or the geo-location code to the audit server 110 in a piecemeal manner.

The audit server 110 may in turn generate the audit number. The audit server 110 may receive or

generate audit numbers from a plurality of client devices 110 and store the received audit

numbers in the audit database.

[0063] It is noted that the audit number may be generated from the device identifier, the

software identifier, and/or the geo-location code via any numberof suitable approaches. For

example, the software identifier may be concatenated or linked with the device identifier and/or

geo-location code. It is also noted that the audit number may bestored in a hidden directory of

the client device 100 and/orat a remote location, such as the audit server 110, It is further noted

that the device identifier, the software identifier, and/or the geo-location code mayata later time

be extracted from the audit number.
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[0064] When a user of a client device, including but not limited to client device 110, installed

with auditing application, attempts to run software, the auditing application in response may

transmit the software identifier associated with the device identifier and/or the geo-location code

(or an audit number generated from such data) to the audit server 110, which in tum may store

the received data in the audit database.

[0065] With reference to the embodimentof FIG. 1, the audit server 110 may be in operative

communication with an upgrade server 120, which may be any device, for example, but not

limited to: personal computer, a server computer, a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a

personal digital assistant, a mobile phone, or a wireless communication device, that is capable of

communication with a computer network, such as the Internet. The upgrade server 120 may

comprise a remote update application, which may be any program orapplication, such as a stand

alone application or an application that is embedded or associated with another software

application, such as an applet running within a web browseron the upgrade server 120.

[0066] The remote update application may be adapted to allow a user, for example, but not

limited to a software manufacturer or distributor, to view the data collected and stored in the

audit database of the client device 100, audit server 110 orthat is collected from the client device

100. The present embodiment will be described in the context of a software manufacturer

utilizing the remote update application. However, it will be understood that any user of the

remote update server 120 may utilize the remote update application,

[0067] The remote update application may present the data in the audit database or that which

is collected from the client device 100 in a mannerthat allowsits user to better understand how

its software is being used, legitimately or otherwise.

[0068] While the present invention has been illustrated and described with particularity in

terms of preferred embodiments, it should be understood that no limitation of the scope of the

invention is intended thereby. Features of any of the foregoing methods and devices may be

substituted or added into the others, as will be apparent to those of skill in the art. [t should also

be understood that variations of the particular embodiments described herein incorporating the

principles of the present invention will occurto those of ordinary skill in the art and yet be within

the scope of the invention.
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So ae, 33 Ge

[0069] As used in this application, the terms “component,” “module,” “system,” and the like

are intended to refer to a computer-related entity, either hardware, firmware, a combination of

hardware and software, software, or software in execution, For example, a component can be,

but is not limited to being, a process running on a processor, a processor, an object, an

executable, a thread of execution, a program, and/or a computer. By way ofillustration, both an

application running on a computing device and the computing device can be a component. One

or more components can reside within a process and/or thread of execution and a component can

be localized on one computer and/or distributed between two or more computers. In addition,

these components can execute from various computer readable media having various data

structures stored thereon. The components can communicate by way of local and/or remote

processes such a8 in accordance with a signal having one or more data packets (e.g., data from

one componentinteracting with another componentin a local system, distributed system, and/or

across a network such as the Intemet with other systems by way ofthe signal).

[0070] It is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the processes disclosed

herein in an example of exemplary approaches, Based upon design preferences, it is understood

that the specific order or hierarchy of steps in the processes may be rearranged while remaining

within the scope of the present disclosure. The accompanying method claims present elements

of the various steps in sample order, and are not meant to be limited to the specific order or

hierarchy presented.

[0071] Moreover, various aspects or features described herein can be implemented as a

method, apparatus, or article of manufacture using standard programming and/or engineering

techniques. The term “article of manufacture” as used herein is intended to encompass a

computer program accessible from any computer-readable device, carrier, or media. For

example, computer-readable media can include but are not limited to magnetic storage devices

(e.g., hard disk, floppy disk, magnetic strips, etc.), optical discs (e.g., compact disc (CD), digital

versatile disc (DVD), etc.), smart cards, and flash memory devices (e.g., Erasable Programmable

Read Only Memory (EPROM), card, stick, key drive, etc.). Additionally, various storage media

described herein can represent one or more devices and/or other machine-readable media for

storing information. The term “machine-readable medium” can include, without being limited

to, wireless channels and various other media capable of storing, containing, and/or carrying

instruction(s) and/or data.
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(0072] Those skilled in the art will further appreciate that the various illustrative logical

blocks, modules, circuits, methods and algorithms described in connection with the examples

disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic hardware, computer software, or

combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and software,

various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, methods and algorithms have been

described above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is

implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design

constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans may implement the described

functionality in varying ways for each particular application, but such implementation decisions

should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the scope of the present invention.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system for remotely updating a program configuration, comprising:

a client device configured to execute a computer program to perform a remote update, the

client device comprising:

a first processor coupled to memory storing the computer program which, when

executed by the processor (i) performs physical device recognition on the client device to

determine machine parameters, and (ii) generates unique device identifiers for the client

device, the unique device identifiers based at least in part on the determined machine

parameters; and

a first transceiver configured to send the unique device identifiers to at least one

server via Internet; and

an update server configured to collect the unique device identifiers from at least one

chent device, the update server comprising:

a second processor coupled to memory and configured to analyze the unique

device identifiers at the update server, and to determine based on the analyzed unique

device identifiers an updated program configuration; and

a second transceiver configured to deliver via the Internet data representing the

updated program configuration to the client device for storage therein.

be The system of claim 1 wherein the unique device identifier comprises a hash cede.

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the computer program when executed implementsat least

one irreversible transformation such that the machine parameters cannot be derived from the

unique device identifier,

4, The system of claim 3 wherein the at least one irreversible transformation comprises a

cryptographic hash function.

5. The system of claim | wherein the unique identifiers further comprise software identifiers

and geo-location identifiers,

18
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6. The system of claim 5 wherein at least one of the geo-location identifiers comprises an

Internet Protocol address of the client device.

7. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: a machine model number, a machine serial number, a machine ROM version, a

machine bus speed, machine manufacturer name, machine ROM release date, machine ROM

size, machine UUID, and machineservicetag.

8. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: CPU ID, CPU medel, CPU details, CPU actual speed, CPU family, CPU

manufacturer name, CPU voltage, and CPU external clock.

9. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: optical model, optical serial number, keyboard model, mouse model, printer

model, and scanner model.

10. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: baseboard manufacturer, baseboard product name, baseboard version, baseboard

serial number, and baseboard asset tag,

1. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: chassis manufacturer, chassis type, chassis version, and chassis serial number.

12. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: IDE controller, SATA controller, RAID contreller, and SCSI controller,

13. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: port connector designator, port connector type, port connector port type, and

system slot type.

14. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: cache level, cache size, cache max size, cache SRAM type, and cache error

correction type.
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15. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: fan, PCMCIA, modem, portable battery, tape drive, USB controller, and USB

hub,

10. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: device model, device model IMEI, device model IMSI, and device model LCD,

17. The system of claim | wherein the machine parameters comprise information regarding

at least one of: wireless 802.11, webcam, game controller, silicone serial, and PCI controller.

18. A method for remote update of a program, comprising:

collecting, at an update server, unique identifiers from at least one of an audit server and

client device;

analyzing the unique identifiers;

determining an updated program configuration for the client device based on the analyzed

unique identifiers; and

delivering the updated program configuration to the client device.

19. The method of claim 18 wherein the determining step comprises the update server

comparing each analyzed unique identifier to known identifiers stored in a database to determine

whether a match exists.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein the determining step further comprises the update server

generating the updated program configuration as data representing all matches yielded by the

comparing step.
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ABSTRACT

A system for remotely updating a program configuration includes an update server in

communication with a client device configured to execute a remote update program. The client

device includes a first processor coupled to memory storing the program which, executed,

performs physical device recognition on the client device to determine its machine parameters,

and generates unique device identifiers based thereon, and a first transceiver configured to send

the identifiers to the update server. The update serveris configured to collect the identifiers from

the client device, and includes a second processor for analyzing the identifiers and determining

an updated program configuration based on the collected identifiers matching known identifiers,

and a second transceiver configured to deliver data representing the updated program

configuration to the client device for storage therein.
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e External customers may access SCORE contentvia the Public and Private PAIR interfaces.

Form Revision Date: February 8, 2006
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PTOMSB/06 (10-07)
Approveo Tor use tNrOUgN UorsurZUTY. Unis U691-UUd

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Application or Docket Number

12/818,906
. APPLICATION AS FILED ~ PARTI OTHER THAN

(Column 1} {(Colurnn 2} OR SMALL ENTITY

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD
Substitute for Form PTO-875 ,    

 

  
 
 

 

RATE (3 FEE (5|G=amat a_ma =Cc=am al/ 5m| 7 Mm m:
BASIC FEE
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b}, oF (c)) NIA NIA
SEARCH FEE
(37 CFR 7. 18(k), (i), or (m)} NIA NiA

N/A 
 
   

 
  

a
ae

(37 CFR 1,16(0), (p), or (q))

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

   

  
 

 
 

(37 CFR 1.16()) OR

(37 GFR 1.16(h))
If the specification and drawings exceed 100

APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paner, tha application size fee due is
FEE $270 ($135 for small entity) for each additional '

(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof, See
35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR

MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.186}|390P|
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL P|

APPLICATION AS AMENDED = PARTII
. OTHER THAN

(Column 4} (Column 2) | (Column 3} OR SMALL ENTITY
t HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT
< AFTER EXTRA RATE(3)
5 AMENDMENT
Ww . OR

z poe x=|
= (37 CFR 1.16(h}) OR
—|Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) PY

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1,16G)} OR 
TOTAL

 
 

  

  
  

(Column 1} (Column 2) (Column 3) OR

 
 
 

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

a AFTER PREVIOUSLY RATE($) RATE(8) TIONAL
Zz AMENDMENT PAID FOR

= Total OR
DB(|(37 GFR 1.164))

Be G7 CFR 1.16¢h) oR
t|Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) PF PF

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1,164) OR NiA

TOTAL TOTAL
ADD'T FEE OR ADDT FEE

* (f the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O" in column 3.
* Ifthe “Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20°,

~~ |f the “Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than3, enter “3".
The “Highest Number Previousty Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

“This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process} an application. Confidentiality is gavemed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete,

.including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to tha USPTO.Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Sox 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. OO NOT SENO FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ff you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select aptian 2.
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a) UNtrED Srares PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE USTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COS MERCK
United States Patent ood Trademark Officer

Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS) Bre 114 
Alexandria, Virginia 22413-1440wwwieota20¥

  
APE ICATION TILING or GRPART

371(¢) DATE PEE REC ALTY.DOCKIELNO

12/818,906 06/18/2010 2447 462 UN-NP-AD-037 20 2

CONFIRMATION NO. 8831

96051 FILING RECEIPT
Uniloc USAInc.

2151 Michelson Ste. 100 ee01812
Irvine, CA 92612

Date Mailed: 07/02/2010

Receipt is acknowledgedof this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the
application mustinclude the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE,
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection.
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted onthis Filing Receipt, please
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections

Applicant(s)
Craig Stephen Etchegoyen, Irvine, CA;

Powerof Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 96051

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant
This appin claims benefit of 61/220,092 06/24/2009

Foreign Applications

Permission to Access - A proper Authorization to Permit Access to Application by Participating Offices
(PTO/SB/39 or its equivalent) has been received by the USPTO.

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 07/01/2010

The country code and numberof yourpriority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention,
is US 12/818,906

Projected Publication Date: 12/30/2010

Non-Publication Request: No

Early Publication Request: No
™ SMALL ENTITY **
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Title

Remote Update of Computers Based on Physical Device Recognition

Preliminary Class

709

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-membercountry. The PCT process simplifiesthefiling
of patent applications on the sameinvention in membercountries, but does not result in a grant of "an international
patent" and doesnoteliminate the need of applicantsto file additional documents and fees in countries where patent
protection is desired.

Almost every country has its awn patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely.

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions madein the United States, the Director of the USPTO must
issue a license before applicants Can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application
serves as a requestfor a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing.

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents”) for more information on timeframes and deadlinesforfiling foreign
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199,arit
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http:/‘www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html.

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish
to consult the U.S. Government website, http:/Awww.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerceinitiative,
this website includes self-help “toolkits” giving innovators guidance on how to protectintellectual property in specific
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may
call the U.S. Governmenthotline at 1-866-999-HALT (1-866-999-4158).

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15

GRANTED

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED"followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issuedin all applications where
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14.

This licenseis to be retained by the licensee and may be usedat any time on or after the effective date thereof unless
itis revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s)filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This
license is not retroactive.

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128}); the Bureau of Industry and
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy.

NOTGRANTED

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase “IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOTappearonthis form. Applicant maystill petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12,
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from thefiling date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed
from thefiling date of this application and the licensee has not réceived any indication of a secrecy order under 35
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15({b).
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ERTAN”
(giadosshy Ae . UNITED StarEs PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

el m2 USTTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COS MERCKa United States Patent and Tr few

bs Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 37NC1 DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICAN | ADTTY. DOCKET NO VSITILE

12/818,906 06/18/2010 Craig Stephen Ltchegoyen UN-NP-AD-037
CONFIRMATION NO.8831

96051 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER

Uniloc USAInc.

2151 Michelson Ste. 100 LONE
Irvine, CA 92612 900000042401 #57

Date Mailed: 07/02/2010

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWEROF ATTORNEY

This is in responseto the Powerof Attorneyfiled 06/18/2010.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondencein this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/hnguyen/

 
Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101
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PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
Approved fer use through 07/31/2010. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF GCOMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid CMB control number.

Complete if Known

12/818,906

June 18, 2010

Substitute for form 1449/PTO

(medified by Apolicant)

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 2192
Ue a many sheets nea ‘ExemnerNane 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner|Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

Initials No. Number-Kind Cede "=" MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document RelevantPassagesofRelevant
US-4351982 09/28/1982|Miller et al.

US-4658093 04/14/1987|Hellman

US-4704610 11/03/1987|Smith et al.

P| US-4796220 01/03/1989|Wolfe
P| US-5210795 05/11/1993|Lipner etal.

—|— US-5291598 03/01/1994|GrundyUS-5414269 05/09/1995|Takahashi

P| US-5418854 05/23/1995|Kaufmanetal.
US-5440635 08/08/1995|Bellovin et al.

US-5490216 02/06/1996|Richardson, III

U5-5666415 09/09/1997|Kaufman

US-5745879 04/28/1998|Wyman

US-5754763 05/19/1998|Bereiter

US-5790664 08/04/1998|Coley et al.

US-5925127 07/20/1999|Ahmad

P| U5-5974150 10/26/1999|Kaish etal.
P| US-6009401 12/28/1999|Horstmann

—|— U5-6044471 03/28/2000|CalvinUS-6158005 12/05/2000|Bharathan etal.

P| US-6230199 05/08/2001|Revashetti etal.
US-6233567 05/15/2001|Cohen

US-6243468 06/05/2001|Pearceet al.

U5-6294793 09/25/2001|Brunfeld etal.

US-6330670 12/11/2001|England et al.

    
Examiner Date

Signature Considered

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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Substitute for form 1449/PTO

(medified by Apolicant)

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Use as many sheels as necessary)

PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
Approved fer use through 07/31/2010. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF GCOMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid CMB control number.

Complete if Known

12/818,906

June 18, 2010

[ExaminerName| 
 

U. 5. PATENT DOCUMENTS 

Examiner|Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Initials No. Number-Kind Cede "=" MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document RelevantPassagesofRelevant
US-6449645 09/10/2002|Nash

US-6536005 03/18/2003|Augarten

US-6785825 08/31/2004|Calvin

P| US-6859793 02/22/2005|Lambiase
P| US-6920567 07/19/2005|Dohertyetal.

—|— U5-6976009 12/13/2005|Tadayon etal.US-7032110 04/18/2006|Su etal.

P| US-7069440 06/27/2006|Aull
US-7069595 06/27/2006|Cognigni etal.

US-7085741 08/01/2006|Lao etal.

U5-7188241 03/06/2007|Cronceet al.

US-7 203966 04/10/2007|Abburiet al.

US-7206765 04/17/2007|Gilliam et al.

US-7272728 09/18/2007|Pierson et al.

US-7319987 01/15/2008|Hoffman etal.

P| US-7337147 02/26/2008|Chenetal.
P| US-7343297 03/11/2008|Bergleret al.

—|— U5-7327280 02/05/2008|Bachelderetal.US-7463945 12/09/2008|Kiesel etal.

P| US-7653899 01/26/2010|Lindahi etal.
US-20010034712 10/25/2001|Calvin

US-20010044782 11/22/2001|Hughesetal.

U5-200700159814 2/14/2002|Ganesan

US-2002008 2997 6/27/2002|Kobata etal.

Examiner

Signature

    
Date
Considered

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
Approved fer use through 07/31/2010. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF GCOMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid CMB control number.

Complete if Known

12/818,906

June 18, 2010

Substitute for form 1449/PTO

(medified by Apolicant)

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 2192
Ue a many sheets nea ‘ExemnerNane 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner|Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

Initials No. Number-Kind Cede "=" MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document RelevantPassagesofRelevant
US-200201651718 10/31/2002|Coley et al.

US-20030065918 04/03/2003|Willey

US-2003017 2035 09/11/2003|Cronce etal.

P| US-20040024860 02/05/2004|Sato etal.
P| US-20040030912 02/12/2004|Merkle et al.

—|— US-20040059929 03/25/2004|Rodgersetal.US-20040143746 07/22/2004|Ligeti et al.

P| US-20040187018 09/23/2004|Owen etal.
US-20050108173 05/19/2005|Stefik et al.

US-20050138155 06/23/2005|Lewis

US-2005017 2280 08/04/2005|Ziegler et al.

US-2006007 2444 040/6/2006|Engel et al.

US-20060095454 05/04/2006|Shankar etal.

US-200602765337 11/23/2006|Wesinger,Jr.

US-20060161914 07/20/2006|Morrison etal.

P| US-200602782511 12/14/2006|Takanoetal.
P| US-20070168288 07/19/2007|Bozeman

—|— US-20070198422 08/23/2007|Prahlad et al.US-20070203846 08/30/2007|Kavuriet al.

P| US-20070219917 09/20/2007|Liu etal.
US-20070282615 12/06/2007|Hamiltonetal.

US-20080065552 03/13/2008|Elazar etal.

US-20080086423 04/10/2008|Waites

US-20080147556 06/19/2008|Smith etal.

Examiner

Signature

    
Date
Considered

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
Approved fer use through 07/31/2010. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; US. DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid CMB control number.

STATEMENTBY APPLICANT
{Use as many sheets as necessary} lExaminerName|sss

Substitute for form 1449/PTO

(medified by Applicant)

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE 
 

 

 

     
 

 

 

  
  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner|Cite Document Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

Initials No. Number-Kind Cede "=" MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document RelevantPassages orRelevant
US-20080228578 09/18/2008|Mashinsky

US-20080320607 12/25/2008|Richardson

US-20090083730 03/26/2009|Richardson

US- 20090138975 05/28/2009|Richardson

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

intals| No.|T2*eign Patent Document VINSODSYWY =ApplcantotGited|WhereRelevantPassages|T
Country Code —- Number — Kind Code Document or Relevant Figures Appear

WD 9220022 11/12/1992|Digital Equip. Corp.

WO 9301550 1/21/1993|Infologic Software

—|— WO 9535533 12/28/1995|Megalode Corp.AU 678985 6/19/1997|Uniloc Corp. Pty Ltd

|||wo0067095|11/9/2000|Trymedia Systems
|||wo2005104686|11/10/2005|IPASS Inc.
ffTgp2637961|3/22/2006|Microsoft Corp.

EP 1637958 3/22/2006|Microsoft Corp.

EP 1670188 6/14/2006|Alcatel

W02007060516 5/31/2007|Lo

WO2008013504 1/31/2008|Starhub Ltd

WO2008157639 12/24/2008|Uniloc Corp.

W0O2009039504 3/26/2009|Uniloc Corp.

WO2009065135 5/22/2009|Uniloc Corp.

W02009076232 6/9/2009|Uniloc Corp.

WO2009105702 8/27/2009|Etchegoyen

|||wozoon14315|11/26/2009|Etchegoyen

Examiner

Signature

    
Date
Considered

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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PTO/SB/08a (07-09)
Approved fer use through 07/31/2010. OMB 0651-0031

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF GOMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid CMB control number.

Complete if KnownSubstitute for form 1449/PTO

{modified by Applicant) 12/8 18,906

June 18, 2010

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE Craig 5. Etchegoyen
STATEMENTBY APPLICANT 2192

(Use as many sheets a3 necessary) |ExaminerName
UN-NP-AD-037

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner|Cite Foreign Patent Document Publication Date Nameof Patentee or
Initials No. MM-DD-Y¥Y¥Y Applicant of Cited

Country Code — Number — Kind Code Document

2009158525 12/30/2009|Uniloc USA,Inc.

 
 
  
  
  
  

 
 
  

 
 

 
 
 

   Pages, Columns, Lines,
Where Relevant Passages
or Relevant Figures Appear 

  
   
 

 

  

NON PATENTLITERATURE DOCUMENTS

Examiner|Cite Include name of the author (in CAP|TAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of
Initials the item (book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc.), date page(s), volume-issue T

number(s), publisher, city and/or country where published.

WILLIAMS, R., “A Painless Guide to CRC Error Detection Algorithms”, Ver. 3, Aug. 19, 1993.

ANGHA,F. et al., “Securing Transportation Network Infrastructure with Patented Technology

of Device Locking — Developed By Uniloc USA”, avail. at: http://www.dksassociates.com/
admin/paperfile/ITS%20World%20Paper%20Submissian_Uniloc%20_2_.pdf, Oct. 24, 2006.
ECONOLITE, “Econalite and Uniloc Partner to Bring Unmatched Infrastructure Security to
Advanced Traffic Control Networks with Launch of Strongpoint”, ovail. ot:

http://www.econolite.com/docs/press/20080304_Econolite_StrongPaint.pdf, Mar. 4, 2008.

  

Examiner Date

Signature Considered

EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whetheror not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in
conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant.
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AOUQ UEAT
AUG348113

(12) PATENT ABRIDGMENT (1 4) document No. AU-B-48113/93
(1 9) AUSTRALIAN PATENT OFFICE (1 0) Acceptance No. 678985

(54) Title
SYSTEM FOR SOFTWARE REGISTRATION

international Patent Classification(s)
(5t)® Gos 015/21 GOéF 009/44

(21) Application No. : 48113793 (22) Application Date : 20.09.93
(87) PCT Publication Number : WO94/07204

(30) Priority Data

(31) Number {32) Date (33) Country
PL4842 2¢.09.92 AU AUSTRALIA
PLS524 26.10,92 AU AUSTRALIA

(43) Publication Date : 12.04.94

(44) Publication Date of Accepted Application : 19.06.97
(71) Appilicant(s)

UNILOCG CORPORATION PTY LIMITED

(72) Inventor(s) ;
RIC BAILIER RICHARDSON

(794) Attorney or Agent
PETER MAXWELL & ASSOCIATES , PO Box R1466 Royal Exchange, SYONEY NSW 2000

(56)=Prior Art Documents
US 5375240
US §291598
WO 92/09160

(57) Claim

1. A registration system for ficensing execution of digital data in the use

mode, said digital data executable on a platform, said system including

local licensee unique !D generating means and remote licensee unique ID

generating means, said system further including mode switching means

operable on said platform which permits use of said digital data in said use

mode on said platform only if a licensee unique ID first generated by said
tocal licensee unique ID generating means has matched a licensee unique ID

subsequently generated by said remote licensee unique ID generating

means; and wherein said remote licansee unique ID generating means

comprises software executed on a platform which inciudes the atgorithm

utitized by said local ticensee unique ID generating means to produce said

licensee unique iD.
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Mm OPI DATE 12/04/94 APPEN. ID 48113/93 Laa
AOJP DATE 07/07/94 PCT NUMBER PCT/AU93/00483

AUGS4a 113

 

  
 
  

 
  

 WO 94/07204

 
(80) International Patent Classification a;

GOGF 15/21, 9/44

(Li) International Publication Number: (43) International Publication Date: - 3. March 1994 (31.03.94) 

  (74) Agent; PETER MAXWELL & ASSOCIATES: 5 Ross
Street, North Parramatta. NSW 2151 (AU).(21) International Application Number: PCT/AU93/00483 

 
 

(22) International Filing Date: 20 September 1993 (20.09.93)   

 
 

  
 
 

 

(81) Designated States: Al, AU, BB, BO, BR, BY, CA, CH,
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SYSTEM FOR SOFTWARE REGISTRATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to improvements in systems for

software registration and, more particularly, to

5 improvements in arrangemente where software is transferable

by media such as magnetic disks, CD ROMS and the like.

BACKGROUND ART

Much commercially available software is provided at

time of purchase (or licence) on a magnetic media,

10 typically a floppy disk. Frequently the only security

feature attached te the software is a simple registration

number stored on the media. This registration number

identifies that particular copy of the software and it is

often required at the time of installation of the software

15 onto any given computer that the installer must provide the

registration number independently to the installation

routines.

However, such simple security arrangements for the

distribution ef software on media suffer from at least two

20 disadvantages (1) each copy of the software made on any

given media at the time of manufacture must include an

individual, unique number, programmed into the media and,

(2) this arrangement does not prevent copying of the

sottware, once instalied on any given computer, to another

25 computer by means of file transfer (45 oppesed to

reinstailation).

WO 92/09,160 to Tau Systems Corporation discloses a

registration system which is relatively sophisticated which

_. APPLE.EXHIBIT 1102, Page 50 of 1048
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relies for its security on a requirement that an intending

software licensee must obtain from a remote location by

file transfer significant and essential portions of the

programme which the licensee desires to execute. The

arrangement disclosed in WO 92/09,160 suffers from a number

of deficiencies including:-

{a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

the shell programme which the intending licensee

initially executes requires a unique identity

embodied within the shell prior to distribution

of the shell programme;

the shell programme is not, itself, a functional

programme - that is, it does not include all of

the code which the intending licensee wishes to

execute. That programme must be cbtained

remotely with all the delays, inconveniences and

possibilities of corruption during transit that

that entails;

the prior art system appears to require and

indeed, rely on, eneryption to ensure that the

programme material which is communicated from 4

remote location is not intercepted for

utilisation in an unauthorised manner;

it is unclear whether the system can accommodate

and react appropriately to the sitwation where

the programme, once registered, is transferred in

ite entirety from one platform to another so as

to avoid the requirement for payment of a further

registration fee.
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U.S. 4,796,220, assigned to Pride Software

Development Corporation, discloses a system for unique

recognition of a platform on which licensed software is to

be executed. However, U.S. 4,796,220 does not contemplate

or disclose utilisation of information which is unique to

the user or intended licensee as part of the registration

process which is to be distinguished from identification of

the platform upon which the software is proposed to be run.

U.S. 4,688,169 to Joshi broadly discloses the same

principles as U.S. 4,796,220 in that it discloses a

computer software security system whieh relies for its

security on a “machine identification code unique to the

machine" upon which the software to be protected is to he

run. Again, the disclosure is limited to identification of

the platform and there is no suggestion or contemplation of

linking platform identification with unique user

identification.

Also this arrangement does not allow the flexibility

of transfer of copies of the programme from platform to

platform which can be run in a demonstration mode.

It 1s an object of the present invention to address

or reduce the abovementioned disadvantages.

DEFINITIONS

Throughout this specification the term "software" is

to be interpreted broadly so as to include all forms of

aigital data which are executable on a platform {as to be

later defined). The digital data comprising the software

can, for example, be code comprieging a word processing

APPLE EXHIBIT 1102, Page 52 of 1048
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programme adapted to run on aPC or the like. The software

Gan also, for example, be digital data stored on a CD ROM

adapted for playback as music on a CD ROM audio drive. The

digital data can be displayable information or information

which is otherwise usable by a licensed user,

Threughout this specification the term “platform”

denotes an environment to be associated with a computing

device such as a microprocessor or other data processing

device which permits execution of the digital data (to

which reference has previously been made in relation to the

term "software") whereby the computer can perform functions

on input and output devices associated therewith.

In some circumstances the "software" or digital data

may itself be the operating system environment. Typicaliy,

but by no means exclusively, examples of operating system

environments include the Microsoft DOS operating system,

the IBM 0S/2 operating system or the Macintosh System 7

environment. In the degenerate case of microcontrollers

operating from ROM the operating system environment may be

the microcode of the microcontroller which enables the

microcontroller to execute machine code.

In this specification "use mode" refers to use of the

digital data or software by its execution on a platform so

as to fulfil the seller's/licensor's obligations in

relation to the sale or license of the right to execute the

digital data or software in the use mode. The use mode is

to be distinguished from what might generally be termed

unlicensed modes of cperation (which is not to aay
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unauthorised modes of operation) as typified by the
demonstration modes later described in this specification.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

In broad terms the system according to the invention

is designed and adapted to allow digital data or software

to run in a use mode on a platform if and only if an

appropriate licensing procedure has been followed. In

particular forms the system includes means for detecting

when parts of the platform on which the digital data has

been loaded has changed in part or in entirety as compared

with the platform parameters when the software or digital

data to be protected was for example last booted or run oF

validly registered.

The system relies on digital data or code which forms

part of the digital data to be protected by the system.

This portion of the digital data which preferably is

integral to the digital data to be protected has been

termed the code portion 38 elsewhere in this specification.

The code portion jncludes an algorithm adapted to generate

a registration number which is unique to an intending

licensee of the digital data based on information supplied

by the licensee which characterises the licensee,

The algorithm in the cade portion is duplicated at a

remote location on a platform under the control of the

licensor or its agents and communication between the

intending licensee and the licensor or its agent is

required so that a matching registration number can be

generated at the remote location for subsequent
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communication to the intending licensee as a permissive to licensed

_ operation of the digital data in a use mode.

Preferably the cade portion is integral with the digital data and can

be identical for all copies of the digital data, It is the algorithm embedded

within the code portion (and which is duplicated at the remote location)

which provides a registration number which can be “unique” if the

information provided by the intending licensee upon which the algorithm

relies when executed upon the platform is itself “unique”.

| In any event in particular preferrad forms a serial number {see further
on) is included in the registration Aummber generation algorithm which

introduces an additional level of uniqueness into the registration number

calculation process.

Accordingly in one broad farm ef the imvention there is provided a

registration system for licensing execution sf digital data in the use mode,

said digital! data executable on a platform, said system including local

licensee unique ID generating means and remote licensee unique !D

generating means, said system further including mode switching means

operable on said platform which permits use of said digital data in said use

mode on said platform only if a licensee unique ID first generated by said

local licensee unique ID generating means has matcheda licensee unique ID

subsequently generated by said remote licensee uniqua [D generating

means: and wherein said remote licensee unique ID generating means

comprises software executed on a platform which includes the algorithm

utilized by said local licansee unique ID generating means to producesaid

licensee unique ID.

Preferably said systern further includes platform unique ID generating

means, wherein said mode switching means will permit said digital data to
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run in said use mode in subsequent execution of said digital data on said

platform only if said platform unique ID has not changed.

Preferably said mode switching means permits operation of said

digital data in said use mode in subsequent executionof said digital data

only if said licensee unique ID generated by said local licensee unique ID

generating means has not changed.

Preferably said mode switching means inciudes part of said digitai

data.

Preferably the information utilized by said local licensee unique ID

generating means to produce said licensee unique {D comprises prospective

licensee details, contact details and name.

Preferably said platform unique ID generating means forms part of

said digitat data.

Preferably said platform unique ID generating means utilises hard disk

information and/or other computer hardwareor firmware information to

determine said platform unique JD,

Preferably said platform comprises a computer operating system

environment.

Preferably said digital data comprises a software programme adapted

to run under said operating system enviranment.

In a further broad form of the invention, there is provided a

registration system attachable to software to be protected, said registration

system generating a security key from information input to said software

which uniquely identifies an intended registered user of said software on a

computer on which said softwareis to be installed; and wherein said

registration system is replicated ut a tegistration authority and used for the

purposes of checking by the registration authority that the information
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unique to the user is correctly entered at the time that the security key is

generated by the registration system.

Preferably said security key is generated by a registration number

algorithm.

Preferably said registration number algorithm combines information

entered by a prospective registered user unique to that user with a serial

number generated from information provided by the environment in which

the software to be protected is to run (eg system clock, last modify date,

user name}.

Preferably said registration means checks at the time of boot of said

software as to whetherit is a first boot of the software to be protected or

a subsequent boot. If a subsequent bootis detected then environment and

user detai!s are compared to determine whether the programmereverts to a

demonstration mode and a new user registration procedure is to

commence, or a full version run.

Preferably said environment details comprise one or more of disc

volume name, user name or computer, initialisation date of hard disc,

hardwareidentifier (eg. ROM cheksum) or other elements which are

generally not user-configurable on the platform.

in a further broad form of the invention there is provided a method of

contro! of distribution of software, said me*hod comprising providing mode-

switching means associated with said software adapted to switch said

software betweena fully enabled mode and a partly enabled or

demonstration mode, said method further comprising providing registration

key generating means adapted to generate a registration key which is a

function of information unique to an intending user of the Software; said

mode-switching means switching said software into fully enabled mode

APPLE EXHIBIT 1102,Page 57 of 1048
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intending user at the time of registration of said software has matched

identically with said registration key; and wherein said enabling keyis

communicated to said intending user at the time of registration of said

5 software; said enabling key generated by a third party means of operation

of a duplicate copy of said registration key generating means.
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lEF DE | THE

Embodiments of the invention will now be described with reference

to the accompanying drawings wherein:-

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of the relationship and interaction

between an intending registered user and a registration

authority of software on media secured according to a

first embodiment of the invention,

Figs 2a, 2b, 2c are segments of a flowchart of the procedure to be

followed during registration of software by a user

according to a first embodiment of the invention,

Fig. 3 is a flow chart of alternative boot processes according to a

second embodiment of the invention,
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is a personal information dialogue bor

relating to the procedure of Figs. 2a, 2b,

2c in accordance with a third embodiment,

is a schematic diagram of a system

according to a fourth embodiment of the

invention,

is an implementation of the fourth

embodiment of Fig. 5 in relation to a CD

ROM drive,

is a logic flow chart in relation to the

decoder box of Pig. 6&,

is a block diagram of a generalised system

according to a fifth embcdiment of the

invention,

is a block diagram indicating one

particular example of generation of a

registration number for the system of Fig.

& and

is a schematic diagram of a sixth

embodiment comprising a particular example

of the generalised system of Fig. &.

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

It ig to be understood that, in its various

embodiments, the invention is for the protection of digital

code/software by control of permission to use the digital

code /softwate. A hardware platform and a remote

registration station implemented at least partially by

means of electronic hardware are required by the various
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embodiments.

The code/software to be protected requires at least

some adaption to be useable with the invention in its

various embodiments. The adaptation can be universal for

all copies of the code/sofware to be protected.

1. FIRST EMBODIMENT

With reference to Figs, 1 and & the system according

to embodiments of the invention is designed and adapted to

allow digital data 39 or software to run in a use mode on a

Platform 31 if and only if an appropriate licensing

Procedure has been followed. In particular forms the

system includes means for detecting when parts of the

platform 31 on which the digital data 39 has been loaded

has ehanged in part or in entirety as compared with the

platform parameters when the software or digital data to be

protected was for example last booted or run or validly

registered.

The system relies on digital data or code 38 which

forms part of the digital data to be protected by the

system. This portion of the digital data which preferably

is integral to the digital data to be protected has been

termed the code portion 38 elsewhere in this specification,

The code portion 38 includes an algorithm adapted to

qenerate a registration number 66 or local licensee unique

Ib or registration key which is unique to an intending

licensee of the digital data based on information supplied

by the licensee which ¢haracterises the licensee. In this

instance the local licensee unique ID génerator which

APPLE EXHIBIT1102, Page 61 of 1048
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generates the registration number comprises the execution

of code 38 on platform 31.

The algorithm in the code portion is duplicated at a

remote location on a platform 67 under the control of the

licensor or its agents and communication between the

intending licensee and the licensor or its agent is

required so that a matching registration number or enabling

key can be generated at the remote location for subsequent

communication to the intending licensee as a permissive to

licensed operation of the digital data 39 in a use mode.

Execution of the duplicated code portion on platform

67 comprises, in this instance, the remote licensee unique

ID generating means.

Mode switching means can comprise execution of the

code portion which additionally performs a comparison of

the locally and remotely generated registration numbers.

Preferably the code portion 38 is integral with the

digital data and can be identical for all copies of the

digital data. It is the algorithm embedded within the code

portion (and which is duplicated at the remote location)

which provides a registration number which can be “unique”

if the information provided by the intending licensee upon

which the algorithm relies when executed upon the platform

is itself "unique".

In any event in particular preferred forms a seriai

humber (see further ony ia included in the registration

number generation algorithm which introduces an additional

level of uniqueness into the registration nuamber
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calculation process.

With particular reference to Fig. 1 a programme

comprising digital data protected according to a firet

embodiment of the invention is supplied recorded on a

magnetic disk 10.

Included as part of the software on that disk 10 is a

registration and re-registration routine which executes

whenever the programme protected by the arrangement of the

first embodiment “boots”.

With reference to Figs. 1 and Figs. @a, 2b and ?ce the

operation cf the security routine will be described on the

assumption that the programme on the disk 10 pratected by

the registration rovwtine has not been registered on the

platform or is otherwise being loaded for the first time.

The prospective new user 11 inserts disk 10 into the

user PC 12 so as to be read by PC 12.

As part of the software installation procedure the

registration routine is activated causing a series of

dialogue boxes to appear on the display 13 of the user PC

12. Having checked to ensure that the software has not

previously been registered on the PC 12 a dialogue box A

{in Fig. 2a) is displayed which provides the user with a

ehoice of either seeing a demonstration of the software

(which typically has features such as save and/or print

disabled) or alternatively

an invitation to register ownership/license of the software

(after which all features of the software aré made

available toe the user).
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If the register option is selected or if the user
cancels the demonstration in favour of registration then a

contact dialogue box B {in Fig. 2a) is presented on the

display 13 which provides a list (stored on disk 10 as part

of the registration routine) which provides for example,

names and contact numbers of the software publishing

company together with other general product information.

Following the user's indication of agreement during

display of license details (bex Bl) to proceed to register,

the user can contact the registration centre after filling

out the registration dialogue box C as detailed below.

After selecting "continue", the registration routine begins

the first step in the generation of a security key which

will be unique to the current copy of the software and to

certain features of the environment in which it runs.

As shown in Fig. 2b, the first step in the generation

of the security Key comprises the generation of a serial

number generated from the current time on the system and,

in this example, the last modify date of the software and

other information from the computer environment. The

serial number is encrypted and rearranged and then

presented as a number in the registration dialogue box on
the display 13.

The registration dialcgue box C (in Fig. 2b} prompts

the user for detaiis unique to that user (including, for

example, name, company, address, State, contact number)

together with financial details for payment for the purpose

of becoming a registered user of the software protected by
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the registration routine {for example Mastercard or
carporate account number details). This information,

unique to the user, is passed through a registration number

algorithm i4 (represented symbolically in Fig. 1} which

generates a registration number or security key from the

information unique to the user together with the serial

number previously generated. The registration number or

security key is not made available to the user of the PC 12

by the PC i2.

An identical registration number aigorithm 14 resides

on the registration authority PC 15. As an integral part

of the registration procedure the prospective new user 11

communicates the information unique to the user which was

entered by the user on the user PC 12, along with the

serial number generated by the user's algorithm, to the

registration authority 16. The registration authority

feeds this information into the registration authority PC

15 wherein the registration number algorithm 14 should

produce an identical registration number or security key to

that produced by the user PC 12 if the details communicated

to the registration authority by the prospective new user

1] match with the details that have been entered on the

user PC 12. Optionally the user can communicate the

information to the registration authority electronically

eg. by fax or modem or tone phone.

As a final stage in registration {refer Pig. 2c) the

Fegistration authority 16 provides the registration number

generated by the registration authority PC 15 to the user
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11. The user 11 enters the registration number into the

user PC 12 where the registration routine checks to see

whether the entered registration number matches the

calculated registration number. If the two match then a

valid registration has taken place and access is provided

by the registration routine to a full operating version of

the software protected by the registration routine. If

there is no match and a preference file (which stores the

user details) does not exist then a dialogue box D (Fig.

2c) appears on the display 13 of user PC 12 providing the

prospective new user 11 with the opportunity to check

his/her details or switch to the demonstration version of

the software protected by the registration routine.

Again, the registration authority PC 15 can provide

to PC 12 the registration number which it generates by

electronic means such as modem communication.

It will be evident that it is not obvious to the

prospective new user 11 that the registration number which

unlocks the full version of the software protected by the

registration routine is, in fact, generated from an

algorithm residing on the magnetic disk 10 and that it

forms part of the software to which access is desired.

In this manner the registration procedure outlined

above ensures that exactly the same details entered by the

prospective new user on his/her user PC 12 are those

details recorded by the registration authority 26. It wiil

also be evident that the procedure does not require each

magnetic disk 10 containing a copy of the software to be
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protected to have a unique registration number recorded on

the disk at the time of distribution of the disk. Each

copy has exactly the same registration number algorithm

located upon it. A unique registration number or “security

key" is generated only at the time cf registration from the

details supplied by the prospective new user 11.

The registration routine behaves generally as follows

where any copy of the protected software boots. In this

situation, the registration routine checks at the time of

boot to see what registration details are present for that

particular copy of the software. If no details are present

then it is assumed that the PC is booting from a newly

Gistributed magnetic disk and registration is to occur for

the first time. The registration procedure in that case is

that followed in respect of Figs. 2a, 2b and 2c.

In the event that registration details are present

then the registration routine checks a number of parameters

which are expected to be unique to the environment in which

the software to be protected operates. In this embodiment

the parameters checked are hard disc volume name, user

name, and computer name and user paseword and hard disc

initialisation date {not generally user configurable on the

Apple Macintosh computer}. The registration routine then

checks these parameters against the corresponding details

that it finds from the operating environment of the

computer on which the software is punning. If a designated

combination of these details matches then it is assumed

that a properly authorised and registered copy of the
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software is running and full access to the software is

allowed.

In this manner, it is quite in order for users ta

provide other users with copies of the software protected

by the security routine. The security routine attached to

the saftware to be protected determines from the

environment in which it operates whether an additionai

registration fee is required. Tf it is determined by the

registration routine that this is the case then the

registration routine has the capability to provide a fresh

registration number as part of an authorised registration

procedure pending which the protected software reverts to

demonstration mode.

2. SECOND EMBODIMENT {Auto re-registration) 

According to @ second embodiment a more sophisticated

procedure suitable for checking at first boot and at

subsequent boot is shown in flow chart form in Fig. 3.

This procedure incorporates redundancy to cope with

situations where the key file containing the information

from which the current uge has been authorised may have

been deleted or does not exist on a subsequent boot.

The distinction as against the first embodiment i5

that a "key file" is created at the time of registration of

the software and a duplicate key file is also created at

the game time. fhe duplicate key file is arranged to be

stored on the computer at a location separate from the

programme to be protected. In the case cf the Apple

Macintesh computer the duplicate key file can be stored in
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the "system" folder.

Both the key file (stored with the software) and the

duplicate key file are encrypted and both contain identical

information. The information contained comprises:

i. The user registration details including the

serial number,

2, The environment details of the computer, and

3. Details of the application protected by the

security routine for which registration is to be

or has been obtained.

With reference to Fig. 3 whenever the protected

application boots a check is made by the registration

routine to determine whether registration details exist in

the key file of the protected application. If they do a

comparison is made by the registration routine between what

is stored in the key file and the environment to determine

whether a change has taken place to the environment as

compared with what is stored in the key file. If no change

is detected then the protected application is permitted to

run normally.

If there are no registration details present in the

key file or if the above referenced comparison between the

key file contents and the application does not show a match

then the re-registration routine of Fig. 3 looks for the

existence of a duplicate key file within the environment.

tf a duplicate key file exists then the information

contained within that duplicate key file is copied to the

application key file and comparisons as previously
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described as between the key file details and the

environment and application are made. If the comparison is

positive then the protected application is allowed to run

normally. If the comparison proves negative then the

protected application is permitted to run by the

registration routine in demonstration mode only. If a

duplicate key file is found not to exist at all and the

internal key file if present brings a negative result then

the protected application is allowed to run in

demonstration mede only.

This arrangement provides improved durability for the

registration routine in the sense that it is less likely

that the protected application will be caused to run in

demonstration mode for incorrect reasons.

a. THIRD EMBODIMENT -— TRACKING SYSTEM 

With reference to Fig. 4 a modified form of the

dialogue box € of Fig. 2b is shown which includes provision

for entry of "your user number" in box 21.

At the time a prospective new user enters his/her

details into the other boxes comprising the dialogue box C,

there is an option for the user to enter a user number into

box 21. The user number is provided by the registration

authority 16 as a number unique to that particular

registered user. If the box 21 has the user number details

inserted into it then the régistration routine, when the

next copy of the protected application is made, will

transfer the user number details from box 21 to the "last

user number" box 22. A similar transfer will take place
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when next a copy is made of the protected application if

and only if the person wishing to register the next copy

enters their user number details in box 21. If they do

not, then the liast user number details in box 22 remain as

before. In this manner a tracking system is available ta

the registration authority in the form of a tree where any

given copy is identified by its ancestry based on current

and previous user number as enteréd into boxes 21 and 22.

4. SELF SERIJALISATION |

In a particular embodiment a process termed "self

serialisation" can be utilized to produce the serial number

50 which is Gispliayable to the user/licensee as illustrated

in Fig. 4.

The serial number 50 is @disguised by use of a random

or pseudo random number input to the algorithm which

generates the serial number at the time of first boot of

the software as part of the initial registration procedure.

For example the serial number, when generated by the seif

serialisation process, can be generated by a random number

routine forming part of the registration software or it can

be generated by the registration software with reference to

data which is available in a widely varying fashion on the

platform on which the software is located ~- for example a

time reference on the platform. The serial number 506

generated by the self serialisation process can be a

required input to the registration algorithm from which the

registration mumber is generated. Clearly the serial

Humber 50 as determined and displayed to the user will then
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be required to be communicated to the registration

authority for input to the registration authority's

registration number generating algorithm.

It will ve observed that a serial number 50 generated

in this manner is likely to be displayed as a different

number on each platform on which the software to be

protecte@ is to be run and comprises a randomised input to

the registration algorithm which is determined and

determinable only at the time of registration.

5. FIFTH EMBODIMENT 

With reference to Fig. 5 there is shown in schematic

form a microprocessor 30 adapted to operate under an

operating system or upon a platform 31 such as, for

example, Microsoft DOS or Macintosh System 7. The platform

31 allows relatively high level commands to be used to

cause the microprocessor 30 to interact with input/output

devices such as keyboard 32, monitor 33, loudspeaker 34,

memory 35 and magnetic or CD ROM disc 36,

By way of example a word processing programme

comprising a length of cede or digital data 37 has been

copied onto disc 36.

The digital data 37 includes registration code

portion 38 and use code portion 39.

The digital data 37 is arranged in such a way that

when microprocessor 30 seeks to first execute the digital

data 37 by way of operating system or platform 31 the

digital data conprising the registration codé portion 33 is

caused to execute first in a manner previously described in
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reference to the first embodiment of the invention. The

execution of the digital data comprising the registration

code portion 38 in conjunction with the operating system or

Platform 31 comprises a mode switcher which will permit the

microprocessor 30 to execute the use code portion 39 of

digital data 37 only in a demonstration mode unless and

until registration involving reference to an external

registration authority is first completed successfully.

This registration procedure is as previously described with

reference to the first embodiment.

The digital data 37 can comprise, for example, a word

processing programme such as Wordperfect 5.1 available from

Wordperfect Corporation. The registration code portion 386

is integral] with the digital data 37 comprising the word

Processing programme. The registration code portion 38

includes the algorithm for calculation of the registration

number as previously described in respect of other

embodiments of the invention.

It will be appreciated that the registration code

portion 38 effectively forms simply a part of the software

or digital data 37 to be protected/registered and that the

digital data 37 will be or can be identical for all copies

of the word processing programme produced. The

registration code portion 38 allows a unique link to be

Made between the digital data 37 and an individual

authorised or licensed to use the digital data 37 by way of

initial execution of a copy of the digital data comprising

registration code portion 35.
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With reference to Figs. 6 and 7 a specific

realisation of the fifth embodiment will be described.

With particular reference to Fig. 6 a decoder 51 is

interposed in the data path from the CD in CD player 52 and

a @Gigital to analogue converter 53. The digital to

analogue converter 53 is the device by which digitally

encoded musical or video information residing on CD ROM 54

is converted to analogue form suitable for playback on

current mass produced television sets (video) or hi-fi sets

{audio).

The decoder 51 comprises part of the platform upon

which the digital data 37 is executed and includes means to

interpret the code portion 38 of the digital data 37

whereby the registration system is implemented such that

the digital data 37 and, more particularly, the use code

portion 329 of that digital data 37 can be executed on the

platform in a use mode only if the registration procedure

to which reference has been made in respect of previous

embodiments has been performed.

The registration code portion 38 can include &

preview or demonstration related to a subset of the balance

of the digital data on the CD 54 which can be executed by

the platform without license.

The decoder 51 includes LCD @Gisplay 55 and keypad 56

whereby the licensee can enter information via keypad 56

and receive information via the LCD display 55 for the

purpose of the registration procedure.

In addition a smart card (SRAM) 57 is receivable by
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the decoder 51 for the purpose af customising or amending

operation of the decoder 51.

With reference to Pig. 7 the registration procedure

following insertion of CD 44 into CD player 52 is as

follows. The user operates the play control and decoder 51

reads from CD 54 code portion 38 of digital data 37 located

thereon and executes this code so as ta determine whether

the digital data is already licensed for the platform. If

net, a demonstration is communicated via digital to

analogue converter 53 whilst the user determines whether ta

register as a licensee of the digital data 37 in the manner

indicated in the flow chart of Fig. 7.

6. SIXTH EMBODIMENT 

With reference to Fig. 4 there is shown a block

diayram of a system according to a further embodiment of

the invention which is to be read in the context of the

earlier generalised description in respect of Fig. 1.

The system illustrated in Fig. & operates in the

manner generally described in respect of previous

embodiments and as generally outlined in the diagram. In

the contéxt of the block ¢ illustrated in Fig. 4 amd with

reference to Fig. 9 the algorithm which generates the

unique user identification and which is resident both as

the registration cade portion 38 in digital] data 37

integraliy bound te use code portion 39 for execution on

local platform 31 and also as remote algorithm 61 attached

to regiatration @atabase programme 62 for execution on the

renote platform 63.
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The algorithm, in this embodiment, combines by

addition the serial number 50 with the software product

name 64 and customer information 65 and previous user

identificatian 22 to provide registration number 66,

As discussed earlier all of the items to be summed,

namely items 50, 64, 65 and 22 must be communicated to the

remote licensee unique ID generator 67 by the intending

iicensee whereby algorithm 61 causes the production of a

registration number 66 which matches identically with the

lecally produced registration number. When mode switcher

68 verifies the match then the mode switcher 68 allows

execution on platform 31 of the full user programme 39.

Prier to allowing execution of the full pregramme

mode switcher 68 will also check whether platform ID 69 has

changed as provided to it by platform unique ID generator

70.

In this embodiment serial number SO is comprised of

two components, namely system information 71 and a variable

key portion 72. The variable key portion 72 provides the

characteristic of self serialisation described earlier in

the specification and, in this embodiment, is generated at

the time of registration on platform 31 by reference to a

variable platform parameter, in this case reference to

system time information although other parameters which are

variable can be utilised in other embodiments.

System information 71 can include information which

tdentifies the hardware comprising the piatform 31 on which

the user programme 39 is to be executed such as, for
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example, CPU number (where available), or unique parameters

associated with the firmware in use. The system

information, optionally, can further include system

configuration information such as amount of memory, type of

processor etc.

It will be noted, therefore, that serial number 50

will appear to an intending licensee when it appears on

screen as per box ¢C in Fig. 4 as an apparently random

variable having no obvious link to the platform 31 or the

user programme 39.

However, when the serial number 50 is communicated to

the remote jicensee unique ID generator 67 a secondary

algorithm complementary to the algorithm which generated

the serial number including variable key portion 72 and

system information 7} is able to "decode" or otherwise

strip away the variable key portion 72 so as to make use of

the system information 71 if allowable and desirable in the

circumstances.

Whether the system information 71 is utilised or not

the serial number 50 generated in this manner provides an

input to the algorithm which generates registration number

66 which presents as an apparently variable parameter

thereby rendering "cracking" of the software registration

system more difficult and unlikely.

7. SEVENTH EMBODIMENT. 

The schematic diagram of Fig. 10 illustrates a

substantially hardware implementation of the invention

applicable, for example, for implementation of the CD
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arrangement of Fig. 6 or the more generalised arrangement

of Figs. @ and 9.

In this embodiment a prospective user 80 of digital

code 81 on media 82 by its eaxecution on platform 83 firstly

inserts the media 82 into an appropriate digital code

reading device within platform 933 (eg a floppy disk drive

or a CD ROM drive).

Customer information C is provided by user 80 both

direct to local encoder/decoder 8&4 and also to local adder

or summer 85.

Additionally product information P derived from media

82 {typically via platform 483) or else via the intermediary

of the user (signified by the small man symbol) is provided

te encoder/decoder 64 and to summer 45.

Finally, a serial number S derived from platform 83

is supplied either directly or via the intermediary of user

80 to encoder/decoder 44 and to summer 85.

Summer 85 acts as a local licensee unique ID

generating means by combining, by addition, customer

information C, product information P and sérial number 5 in

order to provide a iocal licensee unique ID here designated

¥.

Encoder/decoder 84 transmits the serial number S, the

customer information C and the product information P via

modems 46, B87 over the public switched telephone network to

a remote encoder/decoder 86 which, in turn, supplies

Signals S$, C and P to the inputs of remote summer 69.

Remote summer 6&9 combines these signals by addition
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(thereby acting as a remote licensee unique ID generating

means) so as to provide a summed output here termed K which

represents a licensee unique ID or enabling key which

should match identically with the local licensee unique ID

or registration key or registration number Y if inputs 5S, ©

and P to summers 6&5 and 89 are identical.

The licensee unique ID termed X is transmitted back

via encoder/decoders and modems 84, 8&, 47, 88 to

comparator 90 which outputs a high signal if X equals Y.

This condition corresponds to the local licensee unigue ID

matching with the licensee unique ID generated at the

remote location by the remote licénsee unique ID generating

means generally comprising summer 89.

Digital code 81 on media 982 comprises code identified

as a demonstration portion D together with code identified

as a use portion U. There may be other Kinds of code

designated 0 as well.

Code 81 is executed on platform &3 {for example a

microprocessor or a substantially hardware based, dedicated

playback device such as a CD drive with the code being

passed through a mode switcher comprising first gate 91 and

second gate 92 together with relay 33.

First gate 91 energises relay 93 s0 as to permit

execution of code of type D but not code of any other type

such as of type U.

Second gate $2 permits execution of any kind of code

by elosure of relay 93 provided only that the output of

comparator 90 is high (which is to say that % equals Y or
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that the local licensee unique ID matches with the licensee

unique ID generated by the remote licensee unique ID

generating means comprising summer 89}.

Comparator 90 together with gates 91, 92 and relay 92

comprise one particular form of mode switcher or switching

means suitable for recognizing and allowing execution on

platform 83 of various kinds of code such as the code of

types D and U.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

The aforementioned may be applied either in dedicated

electronic hardware or by means of more generalised digital

computation devices such as microprecessors and the like in

order to regulate use of digital code.

The above describes only some embodiments of the

present invention and modifications, obvieus to those

skilled in the art, can be made thereto without departing

from the scope and spirit of the present invention.
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THECLAIMSDEFININGTHEINVENTIONAREASFOLLOWS:-

1. A registration system for licensing execution of digital data in the use

mode, said digital data executable on a platform, said system including

lacal licensee unique ID generating means and remote licensee unique iD

generating means, said system further including mode switching means

operable on said platform which permits use of said digital data in said use

modeon said platform only if a licensee unique ID first generatedby said

local licensee unique ID generating means has matcheda licensee unique ID

subsequently generated by said remote licensee unique ID generating

means; and wherein said remote licensee unique ID generating means

comprises software executed on a platform which includes the algorithm

utilized by said local licensee unique !D generating means to produce said

licensee unique ID.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein said local licensee unique ID

generating means generatessaid local ficensee unique ID by execution of a

registration algorithm which combines information in accordance with said

algorithm, said information uniquely descriptive of an intending licensee of
said digital data to be executed in said use mode.

3. The system of ciaim 2, wherein said mode switching means permits

operation of said digital data in said use mode in subsequent execution of
said digital data only if said licensee unique ID generated by said loca!

licensee unique ID generating means has not changed.
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4. The system of claim 3, wherein said local licensee unique ID

generating means comprises part of said digital data when executed on said

platform.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein said mode switching means

comprises part of said digital data when executed on said platform.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the information utilized by said local

licensee unique ID generating means to producesaid licensee unique ID

comprises prospective licensee details including at least one of payment

details, contact details and name.

7. The system of claim 1, said system further including platform unique

ID generating means, wherein said mode switching means will permit said

digital data to run in said use modein subsequent execution of said digital

data on said platform only if said platform unique ID has not changed.

8. The system of claim 7, wherein said platform unique tD generating

means comprises part of said digital data when executed on said platform.

9, The system of claim 8, wherein said platform unique {D generating

means utilizes hard dise or other platform information to determine said

platform unique ID.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein said platform comprises a computer

operating systern environment.
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11. The system of claim 10, wherein said digital data comprises a

software program adapted to run under said operating system environment.

12. A registration system attachable to software to be protected, said

registration systam generating a security key frominformation input to said

software which uniquely identifies an intended registered user of said

software on a computer on which said software is to be installed; and

wherein said registration system is replicated at a registration authority and

used for the purposes of checking by the registration authority that the

information unique to the user is correctly entered at the time that the
Pet:
seenoe security key is generated by the registration system.
erteege

oreo 13. The registration system of claim 12, wherein said security keyis
anes generated by 4 registration number algorithm.

"36 14. The registration system of claim 13, wherein said registration

numberalgorithm combines information entered by a prospective registered
eeneee
“of user unique te that user with a serial number generated fram information

provided by the environment in which the software to be protected is to
run.

18. The registration system of claim 12, wherein said registration system

checks at the time of boot of said software as to whetherit is afirst boot

of the software to be protected or a subsequent boot, and, if a subsequent

boot ig detected, then environment and user details are compared to

determine whether the program reverts to a demonstration mode and a

hew user registration procedure is to commence of a full version run. 
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16. The registration system of claim 15, wherein said environment

details comprise at feast one element which is not user-configurable on the

platform.

17. A method of control of distribution of software, said methed

comprising providing mode-switching means associated with said software

adapted to switch said software between a fully enabled mode and a partly

enabled or demonstration mode, said method further comprising providing

registration key generating means adapted to generate a registration key
whichis a function of information unique to an intending user of the

software; said mode-switching means switching said software into fully

enabled mode only if an enabling key provided to said mode-switching

means by said intending userat the time of registration of said software

has matched identically with said registration key; and wherein said

enabling key is communicated to said intending user at the time of

registration of said software; said enabling key generated by a third party

means of operation of a duplicate copy of said registration key generating

means.

18. The method of claim 17, wherein said registration key is also a

function of the environment in which said softwareis installed.

19. Aremote registration station incorporating remote licensee unique ID

generating means, said station forming part of a registration system for
licerising execution of digital data in a use mode, said digital data

executable on a platform, said system including local licensee unique 1D
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generating means, said system further including mode switching means

operable on said platform which permits use of said digital data in said use

mode on said platform only of a licensee unique ID generated by said local

licensee unique ID generating means has matched a licensee unique ID

generatedby said remote licensee unique ID generating means; and

wherein said remote licensee unique ID generating means comprises

software executed on a platform which includes the algorithm utilized by |

said local licensee unique ID generating means to produce said licensee

unique ID.

20. A method of registration of digital data so as to enable execution of

said digital data in a use mode, said method comprising an intending
licensee operating a registration system for licensing execution of digital

data in a use mode,said digital data executable on a platform, said system

including local licensee unique ID generating means and remote.licensee

unique ID generating means, said system further including mode switching

means operable on said platform which permits use of said digital data in

said use mode on said platform only if a ficensee unique ID generated by

said local licensee unique 1D generating means has matched a licensee

unique ID generated by said remote licensee unique [D generating means,

and wherein said remote licensee unique ID generating means comprises

software executed on a platform which includes the algorithm utilized by

said local licensee unique ID generating means to produce said licensee

unique ID.
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21. A registration system for licensing execution of digital data in the use

mode substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to the

accompanying drawings.

DATED this 3rd day of January, 1997.

UNILOC CORPORATION PTY LIMITED

by their Patent Attorney

PETER MAXWELL & ASSOCIATES.
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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to systems and methods for generating a compact hardware identification
(CHWID} for a given computer system. The compact hardware identification (CHWID}) may be used to control the use
of software on the given computer system depending on the degree of hardware changes to the computer system. The
compact hardware identification (CHWID) may be electronically transmitted over limited bandwidth media, such as a
telephone.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] There has been considerable effortin recent years to prevent or minimize the unlawful use of computer software.

Dueto its reproducibility and ease of distribution, piracy of computer software and illegal use of computer software
beyond the scope of a license agreement are common occurrences, which significantly hurt software manufacturers.
[0003] Methods have bsen developedin an effert to reduce the occurrences of computer software piracy and illegal
use of computer software beyond the scope of a license agreement. However, such methods often cause problems for

legitimate software purchasers and users in the form of consumerinconvenience. For instance, a user who has upgraded
his/her computer should be able to legitimately reinstall the software product on the upgraded machine. However,
presently available methods may either (i) not allow the software to be installed, cr (ii) force the user (who is now

disgruntled) to call the software manufacturer for assistance.
[0004]=Accordingly, there remains a need for improved technology solutions to piracy and illicit use, but which also
recognize and accommodate the needs and practices of a legitimate software purchaser and user.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] The present invention addresses someofthe difficulties and problems discussed above by the discovery of
an improved nardwareidentification for a computer system, The hardware identification of the present invention provides
a method of minimizing or preventing software piracy and the illegal use of computer software beyond the scope of a
licanse agreement, while allowing for machine upgrades by legitimate software users.
[0006] The hardware identification of the sresent invention, referred to herein as a “compact hardware identification"
(CHWID), identifies (1) a number cf component classes typically used to build a hardware configuration for a computer

system, and (2) a single component device or instance within a given component classfor a particular computer system.
By taking into account a single component device or instance within a select number of component class, a secure and
reliable compact hardwareidentification (CHWID)for a particular computer system is generated, while enabling a degree
of tolerance for component changesto the hardware configuration of the particular computer system.
~aqoe7] The compact hardware identification (CHWID) may be used when a limited amount of space is available to
identify a particular hardware configuration when initially loading a software product onto a computer. The compact
hardware identification (CHWID) may be stored for future use, such as (i) when the same software product is launched
on the same computeror a variation of the same computer, or (ii) when Ihe same software product is reloaded onto a
variation of the same computer or a completely different computer. For example, when the same software productis

launched onthe same computeror a variation of the same computer, a second compact hardware identification (sCHWID}
is generated and compared to (1) a previously stored cormpact hardware identification (CHWID)}, or (2) a previously

stored verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) described below. If a desired numberof matches exist between com-
ponentclasses of the second compact hardware identification (sCHWID) and corresponding component classesof eitner
(1) the previously stored compact hardware identification (ICHWID), or (2) the previously stored verbose hardware
identification (VHWID), the methodof the present inventicn allows the software product to be launched. However,if a
desired number of matches do not exist between component classes of the second compact hardware identification

(sCHWID) and corresponding componentclasses of either (1) the previously stored compact hardware identification
(iCHWID}, or (2) the previously stored verbose hardware identification (VHWID}), the method of the present invention
will not allow the software product to be launched due to changes to the original hardware system beyond a desired
threshold.

[oa08] =Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a compact hardwareideniification (CHWID), and a methedof

generating a compact hardware identification (CHWID)}. The present invention is further directed to a method for pre-

venting the use of software on acomputer system if an atternpt to launch the software product generates a new compact
hardware identification (CHWID), which is out of tolerance when compared to either (1) a previously stared compact
hardwareidentification (ICHWID), or {2} a previously stored verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) due te one or more
hardware changes to the original computer system.
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[0009] These and other features and advantagesof the present invention will become apparentafter a review of the

following detailed description of the disclosed embodiments and the appendedclaims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0010]

FIG. 1 is aflow diagram ofsomeofthe primary components of anexemplary operating environment forimplermentation

of the present invention:
FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary hardware configuration containing eight component classesanda total of 19 component
devices or instancesdistributed within the eight component classes;
FIGS. 3 depicts one possible verbose hardware identification (VHWID) and a corresponding compact hardware
identification (CHWID) for the exemplary hardware configuration shownin FIG. 2;

FIGS. 4-8 are a flow diagram showing exemplary steps in determining a compact hardware identification (CHWID}
for a hardware configuration; and
FIGS. 9-10 are a flow diagram showing exemplary steps in determining whether a software product can be used
on a computer hardware systern by comparing a newly generated campact hardware identification (GHWID) to

either (1) apreviously stored compact hardware identification (ICHWID), or (2) apreviously stored verbose hardware
identification (VHWID).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0011] To promete an understanding of the principles of the present invention, descriptions of specific embodiments
of the invention follow and specific language is Used to describe the specific embodiments. [t will nevertheless be

understood thatnolimitation of the scope of the invention is intended by the use of specific language. Alterations, further
modifications, and such further applications of the principles of the present invention discussed are contemplated as
would normally occur to one ordinarily skilled in the art to which the invention pertains.
[0012] The present invention is directed to a methed for identifying a hardware configuration of a given computer
system by a compact hardwareidentification (CHWID). The present inventian is also directed to a method of generating
acompact hardwareidentification (CHWID) by identifying a single component instance within each of a selected number

of component classes. The present invention is further directed to a method of using a compact hardware identification
(CHWID} to determine whether a software product can be used on a computer hardware configuration.
[0013] The compact hardware identification (GHWID) may be generated for a computer system comprising a variety
of hardware components. An exemplary computer system may comprise a numberof hardware componerts, which are
groupedinto classesincluding, but notlimited te, hard disk drives, optical disk drives network cards, display adapters.
read only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAN}, and a basic input/output system (BIOS). An exemplary
computer system and exemplary operating environmentfor practicing the present invention is described below.

Exemplary Operating Environment

[0014] Exemplary embodiments of the present invention will hereinafter be described with reference to the drawings,
in which like numerals representlike elements throughout the several figures. FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary operating

environmentfor implementation of the present invention. The exemplary operating environment includes a general-pur-
pose computing device in the form of a conventional personal computer 20. Generally, a personal computer20 includes
a processing unit 21, a system memory 22, and a system bus 23 that couples various system componentsincluding the
system memory 22 to processing unit 21. System bus 23 may be any of several types of bus structures including a
memory bus of memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus architectures. The

system memory includes a read only memory (ROM} 24 and random access memory (RAM) 25. A basic inpuoutput
system (BIOS) 26, containing the basic routines that help to transfer information between elements within personal
computer 20, such as during start-up, is stored in ROM 24.
[0015] Personal computer 20 further includes a hard disk drive 27 for reading from and writing to a hard disk, not

shown, a magnetic disk dive 28 for reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk 29, and an optical disk drive
30 for reading fram or writing to a removable optical disk 31 such as a CD-ROM or other optical media. Hard disk drive
27, magnetic disk drive 28, and optical disk drive 30 are connected to system bus 23 by a hard disk drive interface 32,

amagnetic disk drive interface 33, and an optical disk drive interface 34, respectively. Although the exemplary environment
described herein employs hard disk 27, removable magnetic disk 29, and removable optical disk 31, it should be ap-
preciated by those skilled in the art that other types of computer readable media, which can store data that is accessible
by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, digital video disks, Berneulli cartridges, RAMs, ROMs,
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and the like, may also be used in the exemplary operating environment. The drives and their associated computer

readable media provide nonvolatile storage of computer-executable instructions, data structures, program modules, and
other data for personal computer 20. For example, one or more datafiles 60 (not shown) may be stored in the RAM 25
and/or hard drive 27 of the personal computer 20.
[0016] Anumberof program modules may be stored on hard disk 27, magnetic disk 29, optical disk 31, ROM 24, or
RAM 25, including an operating system 35, an application pragram module 36, other program modules 37, and program

data 38. Program modules include, but are not limited to, routines, sub-routines, programs, objects, components, data
structures, etc., which perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Aspects of the present

invention may be implemented as an integral part of an application program module 36 or as a part of another program
module 37.

[9017] A user may enter commands and information into personal computer 20 through input devices, such as a
keyboard 40 and a pointing device 42. Other input devices (not shawn) mayinclude a microphone, joystick, game pad.
satellite dish, scanner, or the like. These and other input devices are often connected to processing unit 22 through a

serial port interface 46 that is coupled to the system bus 23, but may De connected by other interfaces, such as a parallel
port, game port, a universal serial bus (USB), or the like. A monitor 47 or other type of display device may also be
connected te system bus 23 via an interface, such as a video adapier 48. In addition to the moniter, personal computers
typically include other peripheral output devices (net shown), such as speakers and printers.

[0018] Personal computer 20 may operate in a networked environment using logical connections to one or more
remote computers 49. Remote computer 49 may be another personal computer, a server, a client, a router, a network
PC, a peer device, or other common network node. While a remote camputer 49 typically includes many orall of the
elements described aboverelative to personal computer 20, only a memory storage device 50 has been illustrated in

FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted in FIG. 1 include a Jocal area network (LAN) §1 and a wide area network (WAN)
52. Such networking environments are commonplacein offices, enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets, and the
Internet.

[0019] When used in a LAN networking environment, personal computer 20 is connected to local area network 51
through a networkinterface or adapter 53. When used in a WAN networking environment, personal computer20 typically
includes a modem 54 or other means for establishing communications over WAN 52, such as the Internet. Modem 54,
which may be internal or external, is connected to system bus 23 via serial port interface 46. In a networked environment,
program modules depicted relative to personal computer20, or porlions thereof, may be stored in the remote memory
storage device 50. It will be appreciated that the network connections shown are exemplary and other meansof estab-
lishing a communications link between the computers may be used.
[0020] Moreover, those skilled inthe art will appreciate that the present invention may be implemented in other computer

system configurations, including hand-held devices, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor based or programmable
consumer electronics, network person computers, minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. The present
invention may also be practicedin distributed computing environments, where tasks are performed by remote processing
devices that are linked through a communications network. [n a distributed computing environment, program modules
may 6e located in both local and remote memory storage devices.

Implementation of Exemplary Embodiments of the Present Invention

[0021] As described above, a computer system typically comprises multiple classes of hardware components. Further,

the computer system may comprise multiple components (e.g., two disk hard drives) within each class of hardware
components.

[0022] The compact hardware identification (CHWID) of the present invention takes into account a single component
device (also referred to herein as an “instance") within each desired class of hardware components used to determine
the CHWID. The compact hardware identification (CHWID) of the present invention may aleo take into account the
absence of a component device within a given compeneni class of a computer hardware system. For example, a
determination of the componentclasses to be used to identify a given computer hardware configuration may be made

prior to examining the given computer nardware configuration. The computer hardware configuration may or may not
contain a component instance for each of the selected component classes Used to produce the compact hardware
identification (CHWID}) of the computer hardware configuration.
[9023] An exemplary method of the present invention for generating a compact hardware identificatian (CHWID)is

given below. Further, an exemplary method of the present invention for using the compact hardware identification
(CHWID) as an anti-pirating tool is alsa described below.

|. Generating A Compact Hardware Identification (CHWID) For A Comouter System

[0024] Adescription of the components of an exemplary compact hardware identification (CHWID) is given below.
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A, The Campact Hardware Identification (CHWID)

[9025] The compact hardware identification (CHWID) of a given computer system desirably comprises two distinct
parts: (1) an optional version component and (2) ahash component. Each of the possible compact hardwareidentification
(CHWID} parts may be derived from the hardware configuration of a given computer system. An example of a computer
hardware configuration and the instances within each componentclass is shown in FIG. 2.

[0026] Asshown in FIG 2, the exemplary computer hardware configuration 20 comprises 8 distinct component classes
21-28 having a total of 198 componentinstances 200 distibuted among componentclasses 21-28. CDRom component

class 21 contains 4 component instances; IDE component class 22 contains 2 componentinstances; drive component
class 23 contains 1 component instance: display component class 24 contains 1 component instance; SCSI component
class 25 contains 2 component instances; disk compenent class 26 contains 6 componentinstances; network card
componentclass 27 contains 1 compenentinstance; and processor(i.c., cpu) component class 28 contains 2 component
instances. Row 29 in FIG. 2 depicts a string of numbers, which represent the number of componentinstances within

each of the 8 componentclasses 21-28.
[0027] It should be noted that the number of componentinstances within a given component class may vary fromm 0

to as many as required to represent a given hardware configuration, although an implementation mayarbitrarily limit the
number of componentinstances per componentclass. Typically, a given hardware configuration contains fram 0 to about
6 componentinstances per component class. As described below, even when a component class does not contain a
componentinstance, the absence of acomponentinstance withinthe component class contributes a piece of infonnation,
which is incorporated into the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID).

[0028] An exemplary compact hardware identification (CHWID) is shown in FIG. 3. The exemplary compact hardware
identification (CHWID) 35 of FIG. 3 is one possible way to identify the computer hardware configuration shown in FIG.
2. As discussed above, the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) 35 desirably comprises two separate compenents:
version component 31° and hash portion 33’. Each of the two separate portions of compact hardware identification
(CHWID} 35 is depicted in FIG 3.

[0029] Version component310 of header portion 31 identifies a particular version of the verbose hardwareidentification
(VHWID) 34 and its corresponding compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35 used to identity a given computer
system. For example, a particular version (e.g., version “l") of a verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID} or compact
hardware identification (CHWID) may vary irom another version (e.g., version “2") of a verbose hardwareidentification

(VHWID) or compact hardware identification (CHWID) by using one set of parameters to create version 1, while using
aseparate, different set of parameters to create version 2. Avariety of parameters may be used to create a given version
of a verbose hardware identification (VHWID) and its corresponding compact hardware identification (CHWID). Suitable

Parameters include, but are not limited to, (1) the numberof component classes represented in the compact hardware
identification (CHWID) 35; (2) the maximum and/or minimum number of component classes used to create verbose
hardware identification (VHWI1D) 34; (3} the maximum and/er minimum numberof componentinstances to be considered
within a given YHWID componentclass; (4) the first hash function used to produce hash values for each component
instance in the verbose hardware identification (VHWID) 34; (5) the length of each hash result used to form the verbose
hardware identification (VHWID} 34; (6) the maximum length of the verbose harmiware identification (WHWID) 34; (7)
the maximum and/or minimum number of component class hash results used to create the compact hardwareidentili-

cation {CHWID} 35; (8) the second hash function used to produce second hash values for each componentinstance:
(9) the length of each second hash result used to form the compact hardware identification (CHWID)} 35; and (10) the

maximum length of the compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35.

[G030] Some componentclasses cannot have multiple componentinstances and are known as single-instance classes.
Total system RAM is one example of a single-instance class. [he datafora single-instance class is hashed and truncated
if necessary, then stored in the truncated numerical portion 312 of the header part 31. Each single-instance class
represented in the heacer will have an associated truncated numerical portion 312.
[0031] Desirably, version component 31° of compact hardwereidentification (CHWID) 35 hasafixed length, whichis
consistent for all compact hardwareidentifications having a particular version type (e.g., version 1 CHWIDs).

[0032] Count portion 32 comprises a string of n numbers, which represent the number of componentinstances within
each of the n component classes used to prepare the verbose nardware identification (VHWID} 34. As shown in FIG.
3, count portion 32 comprises the string of numbers: "4 2 1 126 1 2", which corresponds tc the component instances

within component classes 21-28 shown in FIG. 2. It should be noted that if a component class does not contain a
componentinstance, count portion 32 contains a "0" for the particular component class.

[9033] Hash portion 33 used to create verbose hardware identification (VHWID) 34 comprises a concatenated string
of first hash values representing each of the 19 componentinstances within component classes 21-28 shownin FIG.
2. Each separate hash result may have a length of up to about 160 bits. Desirably, each separate hash result has a

lengih of from about 19 te about 20 bits, more desirably, about 16 bits.
[0034] Hash portion 33 of verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) 34 typically has a length, which varies depending
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upon the number of componentinstances within n component clesses of a given hardware configuration. The total length
of hash portion 33 is equal to the number of componentinstancestimes the desired hash result length for each component

instance hash result. In this example, the resulting hash portion 33 of verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) 34 has
a desired total length of 304 bits (i.¢., 19 x16 = 304}.
[0035] Hash portion 33’ of compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35 differs from hash portion 33 used to create
verbose hardware identification (WHWID) 34. In one exemplary embcdiment of the present invention, hash partion 33”
of compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35 comprises one componentinstance second hasn value per component
class, resulting from a second hash function performed on one componentinstance first hash value per component
class. The component instancefirst hash value is selected from one or more of the n component classes used to create
hash portion 33 of verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) 34. The method of choosing componentinstancefirst hash

values within hash portion 33 to be further processed through a second hash function maybe(i) by a random Selection
procedure or (ii)bya predetermined method. One exemplary predetermined method comprises selecting the first instance
within each component class as shown in FIG. 3.

[0036] The resulting hash portion 33’ of compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) 35 comprises a concatenated string
of componentinstance second hash values(v’,) resulting from performing a second hash function on select component
instancefirst hash values of hash portion 33. Each separate componentinstance second hash value may have a length
of up to about 16 bits. Desirably, each separate component instance second hash value nas a length of up to about B

bits, more desirably, from about 3 to about 6 bits. Component instance second hash values (v’,) are shown in FIG. 3
and are derived by performing a second hash function on the following string offirst hash values: vy, Vc, V7, Vg. Yq. 44;
¥47 and V4, to produce component instance second hash values: vy, v's, V7, Vig: Vg. V44. ¥ 47 and V 4g.
[0037] Hash portion 33’ of compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35 typically has a length of less than about 64

bits. The length of hash portion 33” may vary depencing upon (7) the number of componentinstancefirst hash values
used to create hash portion 33’, and (ii) the second hash value length for each individual component instance second
hash value.

[0038] As shownin FIG.3, verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) 34 may be represented by a concatenated string
of header partion 31, count portion 32 and hash portion 33. Similarly, compact hardware identification (CHWID} 35 may
be represented by a concatenated string of version component 31’ and hash portion 33’. An exemplary method of
determining a verbose hardware identification (VHWID) 34 and a compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35 for a
computer hardware configuration is described below.
[0039]=|tshould be noted that the compact hardware identification (CHWID)of the present invention may only comprise

one of the above-described portions. [In one exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the compact hardware
identification (CHWID) 35 of a given computer hardware configuration comprises hash portion 33’ alone. In this embod-
iment, the compact hardware identification (CHWID) 35 does not contain version component 31’.
[0040] Regardless of the components used to create compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) 35, compact hardware
ideniification (GHWID) 35 desirably has a total length of less than about 256 bits. In one exemplary embodimeniof the
present invention, compact hardware identification (CHWID} 35 hasa total length of from about 32 bits to about 64 bits.

B. Determining A Verbose Hardware !dentification (VAWID) For A Computer System

[0041] The VHWID of the present invention may be determined by an exemplary method as shown in FIGS. 4-6. The

steps of the exemplary method may be performed by software code within a software product on acustomers computer,
similar to computer 20 described above with reference to FIG. 1. As shown in FIGS. 4-6, an exemplary determination

of a VHWID for a given computer hardware configuration (referred ta herein as "H¥W1") begins with step 401, wherein
a numberof compenent classes, n, is chosen to identify a given computer hardware configuration HW1. As discussed
above, a given computer system may include a variety of hardware components and classes of hardware components.
Exemplary hardware component classes include, but are not limited to, hard disk drives, logical disk partitions, optical
disks, network cards, display adapters, read only memory (ROM), random access memory (RAM), IDE devices, sound

cards, video cards, processors, SCSI devices and the system BIOS. Desirably, n, the number of hardware component
classes, is a whole number ranging from about 2 to about 16. In general, it is desirable for n to be as large as possible
in order(i) to more precisely identify a given computer system, and (ii) to more accurately measure the degree of tolerance
of a given computer system.
[0042] After choosing the numberof component classes, n, in step 491, each componentclass is identified in step
402. The componentclasses may include any of the above-described component classes such as ihe class of disk hard

drives. An exemplary list of component classes used to identify sample hardware configuration HW1 is given below in
Table 1.
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‘Table 1. Exemplary List of Hardware Component Classes Used To [dentify Sample Hardware Configuration HW1

Component Class No. Class Description Glass Identifier

CdRom CdRom device identifier

IDE devices IDE device identifier

Hard Disk Drive Drive partition serial number

Display adapter device Identifier

SCSI devices SCSI device identifier

Disk Devices Disk device identifier

Network Card MAC address

Processors Processor device identifier

  
[0043] As shown in Table 1, in this example, n equals 8, and the identified hardware component classesinclude: (1}
a CdRom class; (@) an IDE devices class; (3) a drive class; (4) a display adapter device class, (8) a SCSI device class;
(6) a disk class; (7) a network cerd class; and (8) a CPU processorclass.
[0044]3After each componentclassis identified in step 402,all devices or instances within each hardware component
class are identified in step 403. The "count" {i.e., the number of component devices or instances within each component
class) is also determined in step 403. Desirably, each instance within a particular componentclass is identified by the
mosi unique identification string associated with the instance. For example, the hardware configuration may contain a
CdRom manufactured by NEC Corporation and having an identification string of "NEC CDRAW24 $15." Any available

method for determining the most unique identification string of a given instance may be used in the present invention.
The step of assigning an identification string for each component instance is shown in step 404.
[9045] Once an identification string for each component instance is assigned, the header portion of the verbose

hardware identification (VHWID) is prepared in step 405. |n step 406, a particular version of the verbose hardware
ideniification (VHWID} is inputted into the header to form headerportion 310 (as shownin FIG 3}. As described above,
the version number may represent one or more parameters used to determine the verbose hardware identification
(VHWID) andits carresponding compact hardwareidentification (CHWI!D).
[0046] In step 407, a component class to be represented in the headeris identified. Typically, component classes
capable of having only a single componentinstance, or single instance classes, are represented in the header portion
of the VHWID. Suitable component classes, which may be represented in the header portion of the VHWID, included,
but are not limited to, a memory component class, a computer dockability component class (i.e., whether the computer

is dockable or not}, the system BIOS, or a combination thereof. In one exemplary embodimentof the presentinvention,
the header portion of the VHWID comprises information from a single componentclass of the hardware configuration.
[0047] From step 407, the method proceeds to decision block 409. At decision block 409, a decision is made as to

whether the identification string of the componentinstance used to form a portion of ihe header is subjected to a hashing
function. The identification string may be subjected to a hash function or truncated to a desired numberof bits. Although
not shown in FIG. 5 as an option, it should be noted that the identification string could be Used verbatim as long as the
identification string has less than a desired maximum of characters, typically less than about 16 bits.
[0048] If the identification string is to be subjected to a hash function, the methed proceeds to step 411, wherein a
hash function is performed on the identification string of the component instance and truncated to a desired bit length.
Desirably, the hash result is truncated te a length of about 16 bits. In step 412, the truncated hash result is inputted into
the truncated numerical portion 312 of header portion 31 (as shownin FIG. 3). If the identification string is not subjected

to a hash function, the method proceeds to step 410, where the identification string is truncated to a desired length and
inputted into the truncated numerical portion 312 of header portion 31. Desirably, the identification string is truncated to
@ length of less than about 16 bits.
[0049] Once a truncated hash result from step 412 or a truncated identification string from step 410 is inputted into
truncated numerical portion 312 of header portion 31, the method proceeds to decision block 413. At decision block

413, a decision is made whether to add details of another component class to header portion 31 of the VHWID.If
additional details of another componentclass are to be added to the headerportion 31 of the VHW'ID, the method returns
to step 407 and proceeds as described above. If no further information is to be added to the header portion 31 ef the
VHWID, the method proceeds to step 414, where the count partion 32 of the VHWID is prepared. As discussed above,

the countportion 32 of the VHWID comprises a numerical string of n numbers, which represent the numberof component
instances within each of the n component classes used to form the VHWID. (See count portion 32 of FIG 3.)
[0050] In step 415, a first hash function is performed on the identification strings for each component instance repre-
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sented in the count portion 32 of the VHWID. If a given component class does not contain a componentinstance, a

special first hash result may be generated for use in the VHWID, wherein the special first hash result indicates that a
given componentclass did not contain a componentinstance. Alternatively, no first hash value may be stored and the
part of count potion 32 corresponding to the missing componentclass will be set to zero, indicating that the component
class is absent. The firsthash results for each componentinstance maybe truncated to a desired length. In one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention, each of the first hash function results are truncated to a length of from about 10
to about 20 bits, more desirably, about 16 bits.
[9051] Any known hash functions may be used in the present invention as long as the hash function is capable of

accepting an identification string of arbitrary length and producing a hash output or result having a fixed length of less
than about 160 bits. Examples of suitable hash functions include, but are notlimited to, hash function algorithms HAVAL,

MD2, MD4, MDS, and SHA-1, all of which are Known to those of ordinary skill in the art. Suitable hash functions and a

description thereof may be found in Applied Cryptography by Bruce Schneier, published by John Wiley & Sons (ISBN
#0471117099), the disclosure of which is incorporated herein in its entirety.

[0052] In one embodimentof the present invention, a "salt value” may be added to the component instanceidentifier
prior to performing thefirst hash function for a given component instance. In this embodiment, adding a salt value enables
the production of different VHWIDs based on the same computer hardware cenfiguration. Different VHWIDs for the

same hardware configuration may be beneficial when running different applications or different passes. One example
of a situation where different VHWIDs for the same hardware configuration may be beneficial is discussed below.
[0053] For example, if a user activates multiple software packages from the same vendor, it may be possible to use
the VHWID to relate the separate activation records to build a picture of the software purchasing habits of the user. To
Quard againstthis, different VHWIDs from the same machine may be made to appear unrelated by constructing each

separate hash using a hash function such as hash, = MD4[(salt value), + ID string] where the salt value Is different for
each software package.
[0054] In step 416, the first hash results for each component instance are concatenated to form hash portion 33 of
verbose hardware identification (VHWID) 34 (as shownin FIG. 3). In stap 417, the final verbose hardware identification

(VHWID) 34 is assembled by concatenating header pan 31, count part 32, and hash part 33.
[0055] In step 418, the resulting veroose hardware identification (VHWID) for hardware configuration HW1 is stored
for future use. The verbose hardware identification (VHWID) for hardware configuration HW1 may be stored locally (e.g.,
in the registry, file system, or secure store), al an accessible remote location (e.g., database), or transmitted to a
clearinghouse serverfor license acquisition.

[0056] Although the exemplary method described above produces a verbose hardware identification (VHWID) con-
taining header part 31, count part 32, and hash part 33, in some embodiments of the present invention, the verbose
hardwareidentification (VHWID) for hardware configuration HW1 may only contain (i) hash portion 33 alone or (ii) count

part 32 in combination with hash portion 33, such asa VHWID comprising countpart 32 concatenated with hash portion 33.

G. Determining A Compact Hardware identification (CHWID) For A Computer System

[0057] The compact hardware identification (CHWID) of the present invention may be determined by as shown in

FIGS. 7-8. The steps of the exemplary method for forming the compact hardwareidentification (CHW!D} may be performed
by software code within a software product on a customer's computer, similar to computer 20 described above with
reference to FIG. 1. As shown in FIGS. 7-8, the exemplary method for forming one possible compact hardware identi-
fication (CHWID) for hardware configuration HW1 begins with step 420.

[G058] Instep 420, a second hash function is pertarmed on one componentinstancefirst hash value from eachof the
g component classes selected from one or more component classes, mn, used to create hash portion 39 of verbose
hardware identification (VHWID) 34. As described above, the second hash function may be perlonned on one or more
componentinstancefirst hash values, wherein the method of selecting componentinstancefirst hash values fram one
or mereof the ncompcnent classes is accomplishedvia (i) a randem selection procedurecr(ii) a predetermined method.
Desirably, ane componentinstancefirst hash value is selected from at least (n - 5) component classes, more desirably,

from at least (n - 3} component classes, even more desirably, from at least (n - 2) component classes. In one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention, one component instancefirst hash value is selected from all of the n component
classes to form corresponding component instance second hash values.
[0059] As with the first hash function used to form the hash porlian 33 of verbose hardware identification (VHWID}
34, any known hash function may be used in the present invention as long as the hash function is capable of accepting

@ componentinstancefirst hash value of up to about 160 bits and producing a componentinstance second hash value
having a fixed length of less than about 32 bits. Examples of suitable second hash functions include, but are not limited
to, hash function algorithms HAVAL, MD2, MD4, MD5, and SHA-1, all of which are knownto those of ordinary skill in
the art as discussed above.

[C060]=|n one embodimentof the present invention, a "salt value" may be added to the componentinstancefirst hash
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value prior to performing the second hash function for a given componentinstancefirst hash value. In this embodiment,
adding a salt value enables the production of different compact hardware identifications (CHWIDs} based on the same

computer hardware configuration. Different compact hardware identifications (CHWIDs) for the same hardwareconfig-
uration may be beneficial when running different applications or different passes. One example of a situation where
different CHWIDs for ihe same hardware configuration may be beneficial is discussed below.
[0061] For example, if a user activates multiple software packages from the same vendor, it may be possible to use
the CHWID to relate the separate activation recerds to Build a picture of the software purchasing habits of the user. To
guard againstthis, different CHWIDs from the same machine may be made to appear unrelated by constructing each

separate hash using a hash function such as hash, = MD45[(salt value), + ID string] where the salt value is different for
each software package.

[0062] Instep 421, the componentinstance second hash values are concatenated to form hash portion 33’ of compact
hardware identification (CHW!ID) 35 (as shown in FIG. 3).
[9063] Instep 427, the version component 31’ of the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) is concatenated with

the hash partion 33’ of the compact hardware identification (CHWID) to form the final compact hardware identification
(CHWID}for hardware configuration HW1. The method then proceeds to step 428. Returning te decision block 425
described above, if the compact hardware identification (CHWID) dees not comprise a version component 31’, the
method proceeds directly to step 428.

[0064] In step 426, the resulting compact hardwareidentification (CHWID} for hardware configuration HW1 is stored
for future use. The compact hardware identification (CHWID) for hardware configuration HW1 may be stored locally
(é.g., inthe registry, file system, orsecure store), or atan accessible remote location (e.g., database) as described below.
[0065] As discussed above, in some embodiments of the present invention, the compact hardware identification

(CHWID) for hardware configuration HW1 may only contain hash portion 33°.

i. Using A Compact Hardware identification (CHWID} To Enable The Use OfA Software Product On A Computer System

[0066] The present invention Is further directed to a method of using a compact hardware identification (CHWID) to
enable the use of a software product on a computer system having a given computer hardware configuration. In one
embodiment cf the present invention, the method of using a compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) to enable the use
of a software product on a computer system having a given computer hardware configuration is initiated (i) during any
installation of the software product on a computer other than an initial installation, (ii) during launching of a software
product or agplication already existing on a component of a computer hardware configuration, or (jii} both. An exemplary
method fer using the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) is described in FIGS. 9-10. The steps of the exemplary

method may be performed by software code within a software product on a customer's computer, similar to computer
20 described above with reference to FIG. 1.

[0067] Asshownin step 501 of FIG. 9, a software product is either loaded or launched on a computer having hardware
configuration HW2. Computer hardware configuration HWe2(i) may be identical to hardware configuration HW1 used to
produce an initial verbose hardwere identification (referred to herein as IVWHW!D}or aninitial compact hardware identi-
fication (referred to herein as iCHWID) or Gi) may be a completely different cormputer.
[0068] Instep 502, a new compacthardwareidentification {referred to herein as nCHW!D) is generated for computer
hardware configuration HW2. The new compact hardware identification (NCHWID) for computer hardware configuration
HW2 may be generated as described above and shownin FIGS. 4-8. Once a new compact hardware identification

(nNCGHWID) is generated for computer hardware configuration HW2, a stored verbose hardware identification (VHWID}
ora stored compact hardware identification (CHWID) is retrieved in step 503. Typically, the stored verbose hardware

identification (VHWID)}is the initial verbose hardware identification (' VHWID}, which was generated on a first computer
hardware configuration HW1 during an initial software product installation onto HW1. Similarly, the stored compact
hardware identification (CHWID)is typically the initial compact hardware identification (iCHWID), which was generated
on a first computer hardware configuration HW1 during aninitial software preductinstallation onto HW1.
[6969]=‘In decision block 504, a detennination is made whether the previously stored hardware identification is a stored

compact hardware identification (CHWID). If the previously stcred hardware identification is a stcred compact hardware
identification (sCHWID), the method proceeds to step 505, wherein the new compact hardwareidentification (nNCHWID}
of hardware configuration HWe is compared with the previously stored compact hardware identification (sCHWID) of
hardware configuration H¥V'1. If the previously stored hardwareidentification is a stored verbose hardwareidentification
(sVHWID), ihe method proceedsto step 509. In step 509, the new compact hardwareidentification (CHWID} is compared

to the stored verbose hardware identification (VHWID). A second nash function is performed for each of the first hash
values in each component class of the stored verbose hardware identification (VHWID) and the results compared to the
second hash value associated with each componentclass in the new compact hardware identification (CHWID). The

method then proceeds to decision block 506.
[0070] Atdecision block 506, a determination is made as to whether the number ef component class matches equals
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or exceeds a required number of component class matches, m, needed te enable the use of the software product on

hardware configuration HWe. If the number of component class matches equals or exceeds a required numberof
component class matches, m, the method proceeds to step 507, wherein the method enables the use of the software
product on hardware configuration HWe.If the number of component class matchesis less than the required number
of component class matches, m, the method proceeds to steo 508, wherein the method disables the use of the software
product on hardware configuration HWe.

[0971] Instep 505, the comparison of new compact hardwareidentification (nNCHWID) of hardware configuration HW2
with (1) the previously stored compact hardware identification (CHWID) of hardware configuration HW 1 or (2) the pre-
viously stored verbose hardware identification (VHWID) of hardware configuration HW1, collectively referred to herein
as "the hardware identification (HWID) of hardware configuration HW,” may involve one or more rules for determining

whether or not there is a match for a given componentclass. Desirably, the method of using a compact hardware
ideniification (CHWID) to enable the use of a software product comprises one or moreof the following rules for determining
the numberof component class matches between a newly generated compact hardwareidentification (nNCHWID) for a

hardware configuration HWe2 and the compact hardware identification (CHWID) or verbose hardwareidentification (VH-
WID) of hardware configuration HW1:

(i) each companent instance second hash result within new compact hardwareidentification (nCHWID) representing

select component instances within one cr more componentclasses of hardware configuration HW2 is compared
with each componentinstance second nash result within the corresponding one or more componentclasses in the
compact hardware identification (CHWID) or derived from the verbose hardware identification (VHWID) of hardware
configuration HW1;

(i) a match exists between a component class of hardware configuration HW2 and a corresponding component
class of hardware configuration HW1 when one second component instance hash result within a component class
of new compact hardware identification (nCHWID) for hardware configuration HW2 matches any one of the second
component instance hash results within the corresponding componentclass of the compact hardware identification

(CHWID) or derived from the verbose hardware identification (VH'WID) of hardware configuration HW1;
{iii} asingle match exists between a componentclass of hardware configuration HW2 and acorresponding component
class of hardware configuration HW1 when one second component instance hash result within a component class
used to form new compact hardware identification (nC HWID) for nardware configuration HW2 matcnes two or more
derived second componentinstance hash results within a corresponding component class used to form the verbose
hardwareidentification (VHWID) of hardware configuration HW;
(iv) no match exists between a componentclass of hardware configurations HW2 and a corresponding component
class of hardware configuration HW1 when the componentclass in hardware configuration HWe does not contain

asecond componentinstance hash result, and the corresponding componentclass in hardware configuration HW1
does contain a second componentinstance hash result;
(v) no match exists between a componentclass of hardware configuration HW2 and a corresponding component
class of hardware configuration HW1 when the component class in hardware configuration hardware configuration
HW2 contains a single second componentinstance hash result, and the corresponding componentclass in hardware
configuration HW1 does not contain a second componentinstance hash result; and
(vi) a match exists between a component class of hardware configuration HWe and a corresponding component
class of hardware configuration HW1 when the componentclass in hardware configuration hardware configuration

HWe doesnot containa second componentinstance hash result, andthe correspondingcomponentclassin hardware
configuration HW1 does not contain a second camponentinstance hash result; and

(vil) the number of required component classes matches, m, between hardware configuration HWe and hardware
configuration HW1 may be predetermined and embedded in coce on a given software product.

[0072] The numberof required componentclass matches, m, is chosen depending on the degreeof tolerance desired
for hardware configuration component changes. The numberof required component class matches, m, may be (i) as

great as n, the total number of component classes considered during the determination of a verbose hardware identifi-
cation (VHWIID), or (ii) as great as q, the total numberof selected componentclasses considered during the determination
of the compact hardware identification (CHWID), or (iii) may be as small as 1. As m increases, the degree of tolerance
to computer hardware configuration changes decreases. For example, if the total number of component classes n is
equal to 10 and mis equal to 7, 7 out of 16 component classes must match at least one component instance to enable

the loading or running of a software proauct. If the number of component class matchesis less than 7, the software
Productwill not run or be loaded onto the computer hardware configuration.

[0073] The numberof required component class matches, m, may be predetermined by a software manufacturer and
encodedinto the software product code used to generate a compact hardwareidentification (CHWID). In one exemplary
embodiment of the present invention, m is desirably equal to (nm - 3). More desirably, m is equal to fn - 2). In another
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exemplary embodiment of the present invention, m is desirably equal to (g - 3}. More dasirably, m is equal to (q - 2}.
However, as indicated above, m may range from 1 to 7.

[9074] The method steps described above andillustrated in FIGS. 4-10 may be performedlocally or at a remote
location. Typically, a customer purchases a software product that can run on a given computer, such as computer 20
shownin FIG. 1. The software product may be a shrink-wrap product having a software program stored on a transportable
computer-readable mecium, such as a CD-ROMorfloppy diskette. Alternatively, the software product may be delivered
electronically over a network, such as a local area network (LAN) 51 or a wide area network (WAN) 52. The customer

loads the software product onto the computer 20 as a program stored in system memory 22.
[0075] During a software productinstallation, the customeris typically prompted to enter a portion of the software
productidentification (PID) for the software product into computer 20. The PID may be derived, for example, froma CD
key printed on a label of the shrink-wrap package. The customer enters the PID, which is associated with a software
program of the software product. The PID is stored locally on computer 20 and/or remotely at an accessible location,
either on a local area network (LAN) 57 ora wide area network (WAN} 52 with athird party, such as an activation authority.

[0076] As described above, during installation or activation of the software product, a verbose hardwareidentification
(VHWID) and/or compact hardware identification (CHWID)is also generated using code within the software product or
triggered by the installation of the software product. Tne verbose hardware identification (VHWID) and/or compact

hardware identification (CHWID) generated by the method of the present invention is associated with the software
product identification (PID) and stored along with the software product identification (PID) locally on computer 20 and/or
remotely at an accessible location, either on a local area network (LAN) 51 or a wide area network (WAN) 52, such as

with a third party activation authority.
[0077] As part of the installation process, the customer may be required to activate the software product with an
activation authority. This authority might be, for example, the product manufacturer or an authorized third party. The
activation process is intended to force the customer to activate the software product (i) for installation and use on a
specific computer or (il) for installation and use according to terms of a product licensing agreement. Such an activation

process is described in detail in U.S. Patent No. 6,243,468, assigned to Microsoft Corporation (Redmond, WA), the
contents of which are hereby incorporatedin its entirely by reference.
[0078] The verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID} and/or compact hardware identification (CHWID) generated by
the methodof the present invention and the software product identification (PID) may be stored locally on computer 20
and/or remotely at an accessible location, either on a local area network (LAN) 51 or a wide area network (WAN) 52

with an activation authonty. Desirably, the software product {i) stores (a} the verbose hardware identification (VHWID}
and/or compact hardware identification (CHWID) and (b) the associated software productidentification (PID) on computer
20, and (ii) sends (a) the verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) and/or compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) and

(b) the associated software product identification (PID) electronically over wide area network (WAN)52 to an activation
server. Desirably, the software product automatically displays a graphical user interface (Ul) dialog window whenit is
first launched, which promptthe user to initiate a connection with the activation server to activate. The activation server
maintains a database to store (a) received verbose hardwareidentifications (VHWIDs) and/or compact hardware iden-
tifications (CHWIDs) and (6) the associated software productidentifications (PIDs).
[9079] The verbose hardwareidentification (VHWID) and/or compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) and the asso-
ciated software product identification (PID) for a given software product may be stored for an indefinite period of time

until the software product is re-installed onto another cornputer or launched on the first computer(i.e., the computer
used during the initial installation). When the same software productis re-installed onto another computer or launched
on the firstcomputer, code on the software preductinitiates a method of generating a new compact hardwareidentification

(CHWID} according te the present invention. The software product also retrieves the previously siored (a) verbose
hardware identification (VHWID) and/or compact hardware identification (CHWID} and (b) the associated software prod-
uct identification (PID) of the software product either from local computer 20 or from a remotelocation via a local area
network (LAN) 51 or a wide area network (WAN) 52. A comparison between the new compact hardwareidentification
(CHWID} and the previously stored compact hardware identification (CHWID) is made as described above.

[0080]=In an alternative manual case, a customerprovides a service representative with a compact hardware identi-
fication (CHW1D} over the phone and the service representative provides the customerwith a confirmation identification
(CID) based on the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID)}. The customer enters the confirmation identification (CID}
via a Ul window.

[6981] When the use of a software productis denied due to significant changesin the hardware configuration ofafirst
computer (i.e., the computer used during the initial installation}, a dialog box may be provided to the customerindicating
that the use of the software product is being denied, and that further information regarding future use of the software

preduct may be obtained from a given source.
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lil, Other Uses of A Compact Hardware tdentification (CHWID)

[9082] The compact hardware identification (CHWID) of the present invention may also be used for other purposes
than those described above. In one embodimentof the presentinvention, the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID}
is used to create semi-unique installation |D to track the machine. In another embediment of the present invention, the
compact hardware identification (CHWID) is used on a clearinghouse server when granting licenses to use software on

a customers computer.
[9083] While the specification has been described in detail with respect to specific embodiments thereof, it will be
appreciated that those skilléd in the ar, upon attaining an understanding of the foregoing, may readily conceive of
alterations to, variations of, and equivalents to these embodiments. Accordingly, the scope of the present invention

should be assessed asthat of the appended claims and any equivalents thereto.

Thefollowing is a list of further preferred embodiments of the invention:

[oos4]

Embodiment 1. A method of generating a compact hardware identification (GHWID) for a first computer system

having a first hardware configuration, wherein the methed comprises:

selecting n componentclasses;

identifying all component instances within each of the n component classes;

generating a plurality of componentinstancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result far each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n componentclasses;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstance first hash results within one or more select component classes; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
compact hardwareidentification (CHW 1D) for the first computer system.

Embodiment 2. The method of embodiment1, further comprising:

concatenating (i) 4 version componentand(ii) the hash portion of the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID)
to form the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID)for the first computer system.

Embodiment 3. The method of embodiment 1, wherein nis a whole numberup to about 16.

Embodiment 4. The method of embodiment 2, wherein the version component comprises a version number.

Embodiment 5. The method of embodiment 1, wherein at least one of the m component classes contains two or
more component instances.

Embodiment 6. The method of embediment 1, wherein each of the n component classes contains from 9 to 14
componentinstances.

Embodiment 7. The method of embodiment 1, wherein each component instancefirst hash result is truncated to a
16 bit number.

Embodiment 8. The method of embodiment 1, wherein each componentinstance second hash result is truncated

to a number having less than 8 bits.

 
Embodiment 9. The method of embodiment 1, wherein the compact hardware identification (CHWID) for the first

computer system has a length of up to about 256bits.
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Embodiment 10. The method of embodiment 9, wherein the compact hardware identification (CHWID) for the first
computer system has a length of from about 32 to about 64 bits.

Embodiment 11. The method of embodiment 1, wherein the methodisinitiated during a step of loading a software
product onto the first computer system.

Embodiment 12. A computing system containing at least one application module usable on the computing system,
wherein the at least one application module comprises application code for performing the methad of embodiment1.

Embodiment 13. A computer readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions for perform-
ing the method of embediment 1.

 
Embodiment 14. A method of determining whether a software product can be used on a second computer system

having a second hardware configuration, wherein the second computer system is identical to or different fromafirst
computer system having a first hardware configuration, the software product being initially installed on the first
computer, wherein the method comprises:

generating a second compact hardware identification (sCHWID} for the second hardware configuration;

comparing the second compact hardware identification (SCHWID) for the second hardware configuration to (i)
afirst compacthardwareidentification ((CHW 1D) forthe first hardware configuration or (ii) afirst verbose hardware

identification (f¥VHWID)for the first hardware configuration;

if a number of matches exists between component classes of the second hardware configuration and corre-
sponding componentclasses of ihe first hardware configuration, andthe number of matches equals or exceeds

m, a number of required component class matches, loading the software product onto the second computer
system; and

if the number of matches is Jess than m, preventing the software product from being leaded onto the second
computer system.

Embodiment 15. The method of embodiment 14, wherein the second compact hardware identification (SCHWID)is

generated by a method comprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the second hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each ofthe ncomponent classes of the second hardware configuration:

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of cornponent instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result for each componentinstance and at least one first hash result for the

n component classes of the second hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting fram performing a second hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes of the second hardware

configuration; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash partion forms the
second compact hardware identification (sCHWID) for the second hardware configuration.

Embodiment 16. The methed of empadiment 14, wherein the first compact hardware identificatian ((CHWID) is

generated by a method comprising:

selecting n component classesof the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n component classesof the first hardware canfiquration;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
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hash results comprises a first hash result far each component instance and at least one first hash result for the

n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second nash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes of the first hardware con-
figuration; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
first compact hardware identification (f(CHWID) for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 17. The methed of embodiment 14, wherein the first verbose hardware identification (fVHWID) is
generated by a method comprising:

selecting n component classes of the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n component classes of the first hardware configuration:

generating a plurality of component instance first hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst

hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance andat least one first hash result for the
n componentclassesof the first hardware configuration; and

concatenating the plurality of first hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forns the first
verbose hardware identification ((MHWID) for the first hardware configuration.

Embediment 18, The methed of embodiment 14, wherein a match exists between a component class of the second
hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclassof the first hardware configuration when one second
componentinstance hash result within a componentclass of the second compact hardware identification (sCHWID}
for tne second hardware configuration matches any one of the second component instance hash results within a

corresponding component class of (i) the first compact hardware identification (FCHWID)for the first hardware
configuration or (ii} derived from the first component instance hashes of the verbose hardware identification (WHWID}
for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 19. The method of embodiment 14, wherein a single match exists between a componentclass of the
second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass ofthe first hardware configuration when one
second componentinstance hash result within a componentclass of the second compact hardware identification
(sCHWID) for the second hardware configuration matches two or more second component instance hash results
derived from the first component instance hashes within a corresponding component class of the first verbose
hardware identificatian (fVHWID} for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 20. The method of embodiment 14, wherein no match exists between a componentclass of the second

hardware configuration and a corresponding component class of the first hardware configuration (a) when the
component classin the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding

component class in the second hardware configuration does contain a component instance, and (b) when the
component class in the first hardware configuration contains a single component instance, and the corresponding
component class in the second hardware configuration doés not contain a compenentinstance.

Embodiment 21. The method of embodiment 14, wherein a match exists between a component class of the second

hardware configuration and acorresponding componentclassof the first hardware configuration when the component
class in the first hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance, and the corresponding component
class in the second hardware configuration does not contain a component instance.

Embodiment 22. The method of embodiment 14, wherein m equals (n - 3), wherein n represents the numberof

component classes within the second hardware configuration used to form the second compact hardware identifi-
cation {sCHWID).

Embodiment 23. A computing system containing at least one application module usable on the computing system,
wherein the at least one application module comprises application code fer performing the method of embodiment 14.
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Embodiment 24. A computer readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions for perform-

ing the method of embodiment 14.

Embodiment 25, A computer readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions for perform-
ing a method of generating a compact hardware identification (CHWID) for a first computer system havingafirst
hardware configuration, wherein the method comprises:

selecting n componentclasses;

identifying all component instances within each of the n component classes;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the

n compenent classes;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
compact hardware identification (CHW1D) for the first computer system.

Embodiment 26. The computer readable medium of embodiment 26, further comprising:

concatenating(i) a version componentand[ii) the hash portion of the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID}
to form the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID) for the first computer system.

Embodiment 27. The computer readable medium of embodiment 25, wherein nis a whole number up to about 16.

Embodiment 28. The computer readable medium of embodiment 27, wherein the version component comprises a
version number,

Embodiment 28. The computer readable medium of embodiment 25, wherein at least one of the n component
classes contains two or more component instances.

Ermbediment 30. The computer readable medium of embediment 25, wherein each of the n component classes
contains from 0 to 14 component instances.

Embodiment 31. The computer readable medium of embodiment 25, wherein the compact hardware identification
(CHWID)for the first computer systern has a length of up to about 256 bits.

Embodiment 32. The computer readable medium of embodiment 25, wherein the method is initiated during a step
of loading a software product onto the first computer system.

Embodiment33. A computer readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions for perform-
ing a method of determining whether a software product can be used on a second computer system having 4 second
hardware configuration, wherein the second computer system is identical to or different from a first computer system
having a first hardware configuration, the software product beinginitially installed on the first computer, wherein the
method comprises:

generating a second compact hardware identification (SCHWID} for the second hardware configuration:

comparing the second compact hardware identification (SCHWID) for the second hardware configuration to (i

afirst compacthardwareidentification (fC HW 1D) forthe first hardware configuration or (ii) afirst verbose hardware

identification (f¥VHWID)for the first hardware configuration;

if a number of matches exists between componentclasses of the second hardware configuration and corre-
sponding component classesofthe first hardware configuration, and the number of matches equals or exceeds
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m, a number of required component class matches, loading the software product onto the second computer
system; and

if the number of matches is less than m, preventing the software product from being loaded onto the second
computer system.

Embodiment 34. The computer readable medium of embodiment 33, wherein the second compact hardware iden-
tification (SCHW/1D)is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the second hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each ofthe ncampenent classes of the second hardware configuration:

generatingaplurality of componentinstancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result for each componentinstance andat least one first hash result for the
n component classes of the second hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select

componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes of the second hardware
configuration; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
second compact hardware identification (SCHWID) for the second hardware configuration.

Embediment35. The computer readable medium of embodiment 33, wherein thefirstcompact hardwareidentification
(f(CHWID) is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesof the first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n component classesof the first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of component instance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes ofthe first hardware con-
figuration; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
first compact hardware identification ((CHWID) for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment36. The computer readable medium of embodiment 33, wherein the first verbose hardwareidentification
(FVAWID) is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesof thefirst hardware configuration:

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of cornponent instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance andat least one first hash result for the
n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration; and

concatenating the plurality of first hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the first
verbose hardware identification ((FVHWID) for the first hardware configuration.
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Embodiment 37. The computer readable medium of embedimert 33, wherein a match exists between e component

class of the second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration
when one second component instance hash result within a component class of the second compact hardware
identification (SCHWID) for the second hardware configuration matches any one of the second componentinstance
hash results within a corresponding componentclass of(i) the first compact hardware identification ((CHWID} for
the first hardware configuration or (i) derived from the first component instance hashes of the verbose hardware
identification (FVHWID)for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 38. The computer readable medium of embodiment 33, wherein a single match exists between a

component class of the second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware
configuration when one second componentinstance hash result within a component class of the second compact
hardwareidentification (sCHWID) for the second hardware configuration matches twe ar more second component
instance hash results derived from the first component instance hashes within a corresponding componentclass of

the first verbose hardware identification (f¥HWID)for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 39. The computer readable medium of embodiment 33, wherein no match exists between a component

class of the second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration
(a) when the componentclass in the first hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance, and the
corresponding componentclass in the second hardware configuration does contain a componentinstance, and (b}

when the component class in the first hardware configuration contains a single componentinstance, and the cor-
responding componentclass in the second hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance.

Embodiment 40, The methed of embodiment 33, wherein a match exists between a component class of the second
hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration when the component

class in the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding component
class in the second hardware configuration does net contain a componentinstance.

Embodiment 41, The computer readable medium of embodiment 33, wherein m equals (n - 3}, wherein n represents
the number of component classes within the second hardware configuration used to form the second compact
hardware identification (sCHWID).

Embodiment 42. A computing system containing at least one application module usable on the computing system,
wherein the at least one application module comprises application code for performing a methed of generating a
compact hardwareidentification (CHWID)for a first computer system having a first hardware configuration, wherein
ihe method comprises:

selecting n component classes;

identifying all cormponent instances within each of the n componentclasses;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result far each componentinstance and at least one first hash result for the

n componentclasses;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second nash results resulting from performing 4 sécond hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
compact hardware identification (CHWID) for the first computer system.

Embodiment 43. The computing system of embediment 42, further comprising:

concatenating (i) a version componentand(ii) the hash partion of the compact hardwareidentification (CHWID}

to form the compact hardware identification (CHWID) for the first computer system.

Embodiment 44. The computing system of embodiment 42, wherein n is a whole numberup to about 16.
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Embodiment 45. The computing system of embodiment 43, wherein the. version component comprises a version
number.

Embodiment 46. The computing system of embodiment 42, wherein at least one of the n component classes contains
two or more componentinstances.

Embodiment 47. The computing system of embodiment 42, wherein each of the n component classes contains fram
0 to 14 compenent instances.

Embodiment 48. The computing system of embodiment 42, wherein the compact hardware identification (GHWID}
for the first computer system has a length of up to about 256 bits.

 
Embodiment 49. The computing system of embodiment 42, wherein the methodis initiated during a step of loading

a software product onto the first computer system.

Embodiment 50. 4 computing system containing at least one application module usable on the computing system,

wherein the at least one application module comprises application code for performing a method of determining
whether a software product can be used on a second computer system having a second hardware configuration,
wherein the second computer system is identical to or different fromafirst computer system having a first hardware
configuration, the software product being initially installed on the first computer, wherein the method comprises:

generating a second compact hardware identification (SCHWID) for the second hardware configuration;

comparing the secand compact hardwareidentification (SCHWID) for the second hardware configuration to {i}

afirst compact hardwareidentification (f(CHW 1D) forthe first hardware configuration or (ii) a first verbose hardware
identification (FMHWID)for the first hardware configuration:

if a number of matches exists between component classes of the second hardware configuration and corre-
sponding component classesof the first hardware configuration, and the number of matches equals or exceeds
m, a number of required component class matches, loading the software product onto the second computer
system; and

if the number of matches is less than m, preventing the software product from being loaded onto the second
computer system.

Embodiment 51. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein the second compact hardware identification
(sCHWID) is generated by a method comprising:

selacting n component classes of the second hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each ofthe ncomponentclasses of the second hardware configuration:

generating a plurality of component instance first nash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst

hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n component classes of the second hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance secend hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select

componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select componentclasses of the second hardware
configuration; and

concatenating the plurality af second hash results to form a hash partion, wherein the hash portion forms the
second compact hardware identification (¢GHWID) for the second hardware configuration.

Embodiment 52. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein the first compact hardwareidentification (fCH-

WID) is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n component classesof the first hardware configuration;
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identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the

5 n component classes of the first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance second hashresults, wherein the plurality of component instance
second hash results comprises second nash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select

componentinstance first hash results within one or more select component classes of the first hardware con-
10 figuration; and

concatenating the plurality af second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
first compact hardware identification (f(CHWID) for the first hardware configuration.

18 Embodiment 53. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein the first verbose hardware identification (R¥H-
WID) is generated by a methed comprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the first hardware configuration;

20 identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesof the first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
nh componentclassesof the first hardware configuration; and

25

concatenating the plurality of first hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the first
verbose hardwareidentification ((VHWID) for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 54. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein a match exists between a component class of

30 the second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration when
one second compenentinstance hash result within a component class of the second compact hardware Identification

(sCHWID)for the second hardware configuration matches any one of the second component instance hash results
within acarresponding componentclassof {i} the first compact hardware identification (FCHWID}) forthefirst hardware
configurationor (ii) derived from the first component instance hashes of the verbose hardwareidentification (FVHWID}

35 for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 55. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein a single match exisis between a component
class of the second hardware configuration and a corresponding compenentclass of the first hardware configuration
when one second component instance hash result within a component class of the second compact hardware

40 identification {sCHWID) for the second hardware configuration matches two or more second componentinstance

hash results derived from the first component instance hashes within a corresponding componentclass of the first
verbose hardwareidentification (F¥HWID) for the first hardware configuration.

Embodiment 56. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein no match exists between a componentclass
45 of the second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration (a)

when the component class in the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the
corresponding componentclassin the second hardware configuration does contain a compenentinstance, and (b}
when the camponentclass in the first hardware configuration contains a single component instance, and the cor-

responding componentclass in the second hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance.50

Embodiment 57. The methed of embodiment 50, wherein a match exists between a camponant class of the second
hardware configuration and acorresponding component class of the first hardware configuration when the component

classin the first hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance, and the corresponding component
class in the second hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance.

55

Embodiment 58. The computing system of embodiment 50, wherein m equals (n - 3), wherein n represents the
number of component classes within the second hardware configuration used to form the second compact hardware
identification (sCHWID),
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Important Note:

[0085] While the attached claims relate to a preferred aspeci of the presentinveniion, the applicant wishes to reserve
the right to file one or several further divisional applications at a later point in time for other aspects disclosed in the
application. Those further applications will be divided out from the present divisional application. By this statement, the
public is herewith informed that more divisional applicationsrelating to different subject matter may follow.

Claims

1. Amethod of determining whether a software product can be used on a second computer system having a second
hardware configuration, wherein the second computersystem is identical to or different from a first computer system
havingafirst hardware configuration, the software product being initially installed on the first computer, wherein the

method comprises:

generating (502) a second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration;
comparing (505, 509) the second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration to (i}

a first compact hardware identification for the first hardware configuration or (ii) @ first verbose hardware iden-
tification for the first hardware configuration;
if a number of matches exists between component classes of the second hardware configuration and corre-

sponding componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration, andthe number of matches equals or exceeds
m,anumberof required component class matches, laading (507) the software product onto the secand computer
system; and
if the number of matchesis less than m, preventing (598) the software product from being loaded onto the

second computersystem.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the second compact hardwareidentification is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n component classes of the second hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each ofthe ncomponent classes of the second hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of componentinstance first hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n component classes of the second hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second nash function on select
component instancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes of the second hardware
configuration: and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration.

3. The method of Claim 1, wherein the first compact hardwareidentification is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n component classes of the first hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of componentinstance second hash results, wherein the plurality of component instance
second hash results comprises second nash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes of the first hardware con-
figuration; and

concatenating the plurality af second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
first compact hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

4. The method of Claim 1, wherein the first verobose hardware identification is generated by a method comprising:

selecting n componentclassesof the first hardware configuration;
identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration:
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generating a plurality of compenent instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst

hash results comprisesa first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration; and
concatenating the plurality of first hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion formsthefirst
verbose hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

The method of Claim 1, wherein a match exists between a componentclass of the second hardware configuration
and @ corresponding component class of the first hardware configuration when one second component instance

hash result within a component class of the second compact hardware identification for the secand hardware con-
figuration matches any one of the second component instance hash results within a corresponding component class
of(i) the first compact hardwareidertification for the first hardware configuration or (ii) derived fromthe first component
instance hashes of the verbose hardwareidentification for the first hardware configuration.

The methed of Claim 1, wherein a single match exists between a componentclass of the second hardwareconfig-
uration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration when one second component
instance hash result within acomponent classof the second compact hardwareidentification for the second hardware

configuration matches Iwo or more second companent instance hash results derived from the first component
instance hashes within a corresponding component class of the first verboge hardware identification for the first
hardware configuration.

The methed of Claim 1, wherein no match exists between a componentclass of the secand hardware configuration
and a corresponding componentclassof the first hardware configuration {a} when the componentclassin the first
hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding componentclass in the
second hardware configuration does contain a component instance, and (b}) when the componentclassin thefirst

hardware configuration contains a single componentinstance, andthe corresponding componentclassin the second
hardware configuration does not contain a componeniinstance.

The method of Claim 1, wherein a match exists between a componentclass of the second hardware configuration
and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration when the component classin the first
hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding componentclass in the
second hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance.

The method of Claim 1, wherein m equals (n - 3}, wherein n represents the numberof cornpenent classes within
the second hardware configuration used to form the second compact hardware identification.

A computer readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions for performing a method of
determining whether a software product can be uséd on @ second computer system having a second hardware
configuration, wherein the second computer system is identical to or different from a first Computer system having
a first hardware configuration, the software product being initially installed on the first computer, wherein the method
comprises:

generating a second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration;

comparing the second compact hardware identification for the second hardware canfiguration to (i) 4 first compact
hardware identification for the first hardware configuration or (ii) a first verbose hardware identification for the
first hardware configuration;
if a number of matches exists between component classes of the second hardware configuration and corre-
spending componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration, andthe number of matches equals cr exceeds
m, a number of required component class matches, loading the software product onto the second computer

system; and
if the number of matches is less than m, preventing the software product from being loaded onto the second
computer system.

11. The computer readable medium of Claim 10, wherein the second compact hardwareidentification is generated by

a method comprising:

selecting n component classes of the second hardware configuration;
identifying all component instances within each ofthe ncomponent classes of the second hardware configuration:
generating a plurality of compenent instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
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hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the

n componentclasses of the second hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second nash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select

5 componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes of the second hardware
configuration; and

concatenating the plurality af second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration.

70 12. The computer readable medium of Claim 10, wherein the first compact hardware identification is generated by a
method comprising:

selecting n component classesof the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesof the first hardware configuration:
18 generating a plurality of componentinstancefirst nash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst

hash results comprisesa first hash result for each componentinstance andat least one first hash result for the

n component classesof the first hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select

20 component instance first hash results within one or more select componentclasses of the first hardware con-
figuration; and

concatenating the plurality af second hash results to form a hasn portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
first compact hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

26 13. The computer readable medium of Claim 10, wherein the first verbose hardware identification is generated by a

method comprising:

selecting n component classes of the first hardware confiquration;
identifying all compenent instances within each of the n component classes of the first hardware configuration:

30 generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n componentclasses of the first hardware configuration; and

concatenating the plurality of first hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms thefirst
verbose hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

a

14. The computer readable medium of Claim 10, wherein a match exists between a componentclass of the second

hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass ofthe first hardware configuration when one second
component instance hash result within a component class of the second compact hardware identification for the
second hardware corfiguration matches any one of the second componentinstance hash results within a corre-

40 sponding componentclass of(i) the first compact hardware identification for the first hardware configuration or{ii}
derived from the first component instance hashes of the verbose hardware identification for the first hardware

configuration.

15. The computer readable medium cf Claim 10, wherein a single match exists between a component class of the
45 second hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass ofthe first hardware configuration when one

second component instance hash result within a component class of the second compact hardware identification
for the second hardware configuration matches two or more second componentinstance hashresults derived from
the first component instance hashes within a corresponding componentclass of the first verbose hardware identi-

fication for the first hardware configuration.50

16. The computer readable medium of Claim 10, wherein no match exists between a componentclass of the second
hardware configuration and a corresponding component class of the first hardware configuration (a) when the
component classin the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding

component class in the second hardware configuration does contain a compenent instance, and (b) when the
55 component class in the first hardware configuration contains a single componentinstance, and the corresponding

component class in the second hardware configuration dees not contain a componentinstance.

17. The computer-readable medium of Claim 10, wherein a match exists between a component class of the second
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hardware configuration and acorrespondingcomponentclassof the first hardware configuration when the component

class in the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding component
class in the second hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance.

18. The computer readable medium of Claim 10, wherein m equals (n - 3), wherein n represents the number cf component
classes within the second hardware configuration used ta form the second compact hardware identification.

18. A computing system containing at least one application module usable on the computing system, wherein the at

least one application module comprises application code for performing a method of determining whethere software
product can be used on a second computer system having a second hardware configuration, wherein the second
computer system is identical to or different from a first computer system having a first hardware configuration, the
software product being initially installed on the first computer, wherein the method comprises:

generating a second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration;
comparing the second compact hardwareidentification for the second hardwareconfiguration to (i} 4 first compact
hardware identification for the first hardware configuration or(ii) a first verbose hardwareidentification for the
first hardware configuration;

if a number of matches exists between componentclasses of the second hardware configuration and corre-
sponding componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration, and the number of matches equals or exceeds

m, a number of required component class matches, loading the software product onto the second computer
system; and

if the number of matches is less than m, preventing the software product from being loaded onte the second
computer system.

20. The computing system of Claim 19, wherein the second compact hardwareidentification is generated by a method
comprising:

selecting n component classes of the second hardware configuration;
identifying all component instances within each of the ncomponeni classes of the second hardware configuration:

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n componentclasses of the second hardware configuration;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of component instance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstance first hash results within one or more select component classes of the second hardware
configuration; and
concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion farms the
second compact hardware identification for the second hardware configuration.

21. The computing system of Claim 19, wherein the first compact hardware identification is generated by a method
somprising:

selecting n componentclasses of the first hardware configuration;

identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclasses ofthe first hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of cormponent instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n cemponentclassesof the first hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of component instance

second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second nash function on select
componentinstance first hash results within one or more select component classes of the first hardware con-
figuration; and
concatenating the plurality af second hash results to form a hash partion, wherein the hash portion forms the
first compact hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

22, The computing system of Claim 19, wherein the first verbose hardware identification is generated by a method

comprising:

selecting n componentclassesof the first hardware configuration;
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identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclassesofthe first hardware configuration;
generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst

hash results comprisesa first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
n component classes of the first hardware configuration; and
concatenating the plurality of first hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion formsthefirst
verbose hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

The computing system of Claim 18, wherein a match exists between a component class of the second hardware
configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration when one second component
instance hash result within acomponentclass of the secondcompact hardware identification for the second hardware

configuration matches any one of the second componentinstance hash results within a corresponding component
class of (i) the first compact hardware identification for the first hardware configuration or (ii) derived from thefirst
component instance hashesof the verbose hardware identification for the first hardware configuration.

The computing system of Claim 19, wherein a single match exists between a component class of ihe second
hardware configuration and a corresponding componentclass ofthe first hardware configuration when one second
component instance hash result within a component class of the second compact hardwareidentification for the

second hardware configuration matches two or more second componentinstance hash results derived from the first
component instance hashes within a corresponding componentclassof the first verbose hardwareidentification for
the first hardware configuration.

The computing system of Claim 19, wherein no match exists between a component class of the second hardware
configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration (a) when the component
classin the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding component
class in the second hardware configuration does contain a componentinstance, and (b) when the componentclass

in the first hardware configuration contains a single componentinstance, and the corresponding component class
in the second hardware configuration does not contain a componentinstance.

The computing system of Claim 19, wherein a match exists between a componentclass of the second hardware
configuration and a corresponding componentclass of the first hardware configuration when the componentclass
in the first hardware configuration does not contain a component instance, and the corresponding component class
in the second hardware configuration does not contain a component instance.

The computing system of Claim 19, wherein m equals (n - 3), wherein n represents the number of component classes
within the second hardware configuration used to form the second compact hardware identification.

A method of generating a compact hardware identification for a first computer system having a first hardware
configuration, wherein the method comprises:

selecting n component classes;
identifying all component instances within each of the n componentclasses;

generating a plurality of compenent instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the

n component classes;
generating a plurality of componentinstance second hash results, wherein the plurality of component instance
second hash results comprises second nash results resulting from performing a sécond hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes; and

concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
compact hardwareidentification for the first computer system.

A computer readable medium having stored thereon computer-executable instructions for performing a methed of

generating a compact hardware identification for a first computer system having a first hardware configuration,
wherein the method comprises:

selecting n componentclasses;
identifying all component instances within each of the n component classes;

generating a plurality of component instancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprises a first hash result for each component instance and at least one first hash result for the
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n component classes;

generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance
second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second nash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes; and
concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
compact hardware identification for the first computer system.

30. A computing system containing at least one application module usable on the computing system, wherein the at
least one application module comprises application code for performing a method of generating a compact hardware
identification for a first computer system having a first hardware configuration, wherein the method comprises:

selecting n componentclasses;
identifying all component instances within each of the n component classes;

generating a plurality of componentinstancefirst hash results, wherein the plurality of component instancefirst
hash results comprisesa first hash result for each componentinstance andat least one first hash result for the
n componentclasses;
generating a plurality of component instance second hash results, wherein the plurality of componentinstance

second hash results comprises second hash results resulting from performing a second hash function on select
componentinstancefirst hash results within one or more select component classes; and
concatenating the plurality of second hash results to form a hash portion, wherein the hash portion forms the
compact hardware identification for the first computer system.
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Fig. 4
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the operating systern, botn via a network susceptible to
malicious communication. They can also, in another em-
bodiment, enable a bare computer added te a network

to have an operating systern deployed to it and updated

via the network before the bare computer is subjected to
malicious code communicated over the network.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[9001] This invention relates to deploying and receiv-
ing software over a network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] One of the quickest and easiest ways to add a

new, dare server(a server not having an operating sys-
tem) to a networkis to plug it into the network and use a
deployment server on the network to deploy an image of
ine operating system to the bare server. The bare server
can save this image to its hard disk drive or equivalent
storage and then reboot. Onceit reboots, it can be run-

ning with the newly deployed operating system.
[0003] Operating systems deployed to bare servers
witn an image are often out of date, however, they need
current updates to be optimally secure. A server with an

out-of-date operating system, if itis linked te the network,
can acquire these updates through the network, usually
fram an Internet site or an intranet server having current
updates.
[0004] Butthe network, even if itis an intranet, may be
susceptible to malicious communication, such as a virus
or other network-based attack. Becauseof this, the serv-

er often cannot acquire these updates before being at-
tacked by malicious code via the network. In the amount
of time between whenthe server is first running with its
operating system on the network and when it has down-
loaded and installed current updates, malicious code like
a virus or Trojan horse can attack the server. This is a

real danger, as many malicious programs take less than
a second to corrupt a server running an out-of-date op-
erating system. The MS Blaster virus, for instance, can
corrupt 4 server without an appropriate software update
within tenths of a second.

[0005] To partially combat this problem, a bare server
can be connected to a deployment server without being
connected to a network, such as by manually plugging a
cable into both servers. Through this cable, the deploy-

ment server can deploy an image having an operating
system to the bare server. The server can then bere-
booted with the operating system. Oncethis is done, up-
dates can be installed, usually by hand with compact
disks, to make the operating syste optimally secure.

Once updated, the server can then be pluggedints the
network. This partial solution may reduce the server's

vulnerability to attack, but it is time consuming, An infor-
mation technology specialist can spend many hours con-
necting bare servers directly to a deployment server, de-
ploying images, installing updates, disconnecting the

servers fromthe deployment server, and then connecting
them to the network.

[0006] Also to partially combatthis problem, the oper-
ating system and updates can be manually installed on
a bare server, usually with many compact disks, prior to
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connecting the server to the network. Manually installing
an operating system and updates, however,is also time

consuming and tedious; it can takes hours for each serv-
er.

[9007] There is, therefore, a need for a secure way to
deploy an operating system anc updatesto a server over
a network thatis susceptible to malicious communication.

SUMMARY

[9008] Systems and/cer methods ("tools") that enable
secure deployment and/orreceipt of an operating system
and updatesfor the operating system to a bare computer
across a network are described. In one embodiment, for

instance, the tools securely deploy an image having an
operating system and enable secure receipt of an update
for the operating system, both via a network that is sus-
ceptible to malicious communication. In a second em-

bodiment, tor example, the tocls deploy to a computer
across a network an operating system that, when run by

the computer, prohibits the computer from receiving ma-
licious and/or unsolicited communications via the net-

work. In athird embodiment, forinstance, the tools enable

a bare computer addedtc a natwork to have an operating

system deployed to it and updated via the network before
the bare computer is subjected to malicious code com-
municated over the network.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Fig. 1 illustrates an exemplary architecture having
exemplary servers, a network susceptible to mali-
cious communication, and bare computers.
Fig. 2 sets forth a flow diagram ofan exemplary proc-
ess for creating alocked image having an operating
system.

Fig. 3 sets forth a flow diagram of an exemplary proc-
ess for deploying and receiving a locked image and

updates via a network susceptible to malicious com-
munication.

[0010] The same numbers are used throughout tne
disclosure and figures to reference like components and
features.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

An Exemplary Architecture

[0011] Referring to Figure 1, an exemplary architec-
ture 100 is snown having a reference server 102, a de-

ployment server 104, an update server 106, and a server
rack 108, The reference server, deployment server, and

update server are shown as three separate servers,
though they can be combined into one or more servers
in any combination. The deployment server comprises
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computer-readable media capable of perfarming one or
more of the processes described below. These media

can comprise a deployment application 110 anda locking
application 112, for instance. The locking application is
shown as part of the deployment application, though
each can be separate or combined. The update server
also comprises computer-readable media, here capable
of deploying software patches, fixes, and the like, such
as to Update an out-of-date operating system for improv-

ing its operation, ¢.g., its security capabilities.
[0012] Three exemplary bare computers are also
shown, a bare server 114 in rack 108, abare stand-alone

server 116, and a bare desktop 118. Each of the bare
computers has a software or hardware application suffi-
cient to enable the bare computer to request, receive,
and follow basic instructions, such as from the deploy-
ment application 110.
[0013] The architecture 100 communicates across a
network 120. The network is a communication network

susceptible to malicious communication, such as net-
work-based attacks. This network can comprise an in-
tranet In communication with an insecure source, such

as the Internet or a corrupted computerwithin the intranet
capable of sending malicious code across the network.

Building a Locked lmage

[9014] Referring to Figure 2, an exemplary process
209 for building a locked image is shown. This process
is illustrated as a series of blocks representing individual
operations or acts perlormed by deployment server 104,
such as with locking application 112. This and other proc-
esses described herein may be implemented in any suit-
able hardware, software, firmware, or combination there-

of In the case of software and firmware, these processes
represent sets of operations implemented as compu-
ter-executable instructions.

[o015] At block 202, deployment server 104, using
locking application 112, instructs reference server 102
to prohibit communications with untrustworthy sources

but permit communication with at least one trustworthy
source, such as the deployment server. The prchibited

communications can comprise all communications that
are not solicited by the reference server or all communi-
cations, solicited or not (ether than those permitted from
the trustworthy source).
[0016]=In one embodiment, the lacking application se-
lectively prohibits communication by instructing the ref-

erence server to enable a firewall prohibiting communi-
cation with any port other than the port used by the de-

ployment server. In another embodiment, the locking ap-
plication does so by instructing tne reference server to
enable one or more protocols, such as |PSec ("Intemet
Protocol Security"), which can prohibit communication
with any computer other than the desloyment server
(and, insome cases, update server 106). In both embod-
iments, the reference serveris instructed to alter its set-

tings to operate securely but permit communication with
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at Jeast one trustworthy source.
[0017] These settings are stored in the memory of the

reference server. Becauseof this, an image of the refer-
ence server's memory can comprise the operating sys-
tem and these settings. A bare computer booting up this
image can run the operating system having these set-
tings, thereby prohibiting potentially dangerous cammu-
nications but permitting communication with a trustwor-
thy source. If the bare compuer that is to receive the

image is a desktop cr other non-server computer, the
reference server can be a reference desktop or other
non-server reference computer.
[9018] At block 204, deploymentserver 104 receives
an image having an operating system. In one embodi-
ment, the deployment server performs blocks 204 and
206 and in another embodiment perfonnsblocks 202 and
204, as set described below. This image can be received
fromthe reference serverof Figure 7 or another reference
computer (not shown). If the image is locked, such as
resulting from ihe actions of block 202, the deployment

server does not proceed to block 206. If the image is not
locked, the deployment server proceeds to block 206. In
another embodiment, the deploymentserverwaits to lock
the image until after the image has been saved to the
pare server but before the bare server reboots (not

shown).
[0019] At block 206, the deployment server, through
locking application 112, edits an image having an oper-
ating system, This editing can comprise locking the im-
age by altering a security setting to prohibit unsolicited
communications except from at least one trustworthy
source, such as deployment server 104. The prohibited

communications can comprise all communications that
are not solicited by the computer running the operating
system or allcommunications, solicited or not (otherthan
those permitted from the trustworthy source). The locking
application can do so by editing tne image's security set-
ting{s) to add or turn on a firewall like the firewall de-
scribed in block 202. The locking application can also do
50, for instance, by editing the image’s security setting
(s) to comprise IPSec pratocols, such as those described

in block 202. Thus, the locking application locks the im-

age to prohibit potentially dangerous communications by
a computer running the software in the image but permit
communication with a trustwonhy source.

Deploying a Locked Image and Updating an Operating
System

[0020] Heferring to Figure 3, an exemplary process
300 for securely deploying, via a network susceptible to
malicious communication, an image having an operating
system and enabling secure receipt of an update for the
operating system is shown. This process is illustrated as
a series of blocks representing individual operations or

acts performed by deployment server 104, such as with
deploying application 110. An exemplary process 30? for
securely receiving the locked image and updatesto the
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operating system is also shown. Process 302is illustrat-
ed as a series of blocks representing operations or acts

performed by or to bare server 114.
[0021] At block 304, a bare computer is connected to
network 120, In the ongoing embodiment, bare server
114 is plugged into the network via rack 198, though other
pare computers can instead be connected to the network,
such as stand-alone server 116 or desktop 114.
[0022] At bleck 306, the bare server communicates

across the network, requesting an operating system.
Without an operating system, the bare serveroften is not
yet vulnerable to malicious code on the network.
[9023] At block 308, deployment server 104 receives
ine request for an operating system. At block 310, the
deployment server, through deployment application 110,
securely deplays a locked image having an operating
system to the bare server. At this block, the deployment
server can, in some embodiments,also deploy software
updates. The locked image can be the result of the proc-

ess 200. In the ongoing embodiment,the locked image
is one that, when run by the bare server (which will then
no longer be bare), will net permit receipt of unsolicited
communication from any source other than the deploy-
ment server or any port other than the port used by the
deployment server.

[0024] Atblock 312, the bare server securely receives
the locked image via the network and savesit ta memory.
By securely receiving the locked image, the bare server
can receive the locked image without its being subjectte

malicious Communication during transmission. Secure
communication of this locked image can also prohibit it
from being intercepted or monitored py a third party. In
one embodiment, the bare server also receives updates

with or as part of the locked image.At block 214, the bare
server communicates thatit has received the locked im-

age. At block 316, the deployment server receives the
communication from the bare server indicating that it has
received the locked image. At block 318, the deployment
server, through the deployment application, instructs the
bare server to boot the locked image.
[G025] At block 320, the bare server reboots, thereby

running the image with the operating system and its se-
cure settings. Tne bare server, now no longer bare asit

has an operating system, is running in a secure mode,
The bare server, because of settings and/or softwarein
the image, can prohibit untrustworthy or potentially ma-
licicus communications. The bare servercan operate se-
curely even though it is connected to network 120 and
potentially is operating with an out-of-date aperating sys-
tem that could othenwise be vulnerable to malicious com-
munication sent over the network.

[0026] At dlock 322, bare server 114 informs the de-

ployment server that the operating system is running
and/or that the hoot was successful.

[O027] At dlock 324, deployment server 104 receives

this information. At block 325, the deployment server,
through deployment application 110, instructs the bare
server to securely receive and/or install updates. In the
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ongeing embodiment, the deployment server instructs
the bare server to initiate communication with update

server 106. In ancther embodiment, the deployment
server securely sends updates to the bare server's op-
erating sysiem andinstructs it to add these updates with-
out use of a separate update source like ihe update serv-
er. In still another embodiment, the updates are received
along with or as part of the image received at block 312
and sent at block 310. In this embodiment, the deploy-
ment server instructs the bare serverte install the already

received updates. The updates received in any of these
embodiments can be effective to update the operating
system or other software on the bare server, and can
comprise software patches, fixes, and the like. These

updates can improve resistance to various malicious
codelater received by the bare server, describedin greal-
er detail below.

[0028] At block 328, the bare server receivesthe in-
struction to securely receive updates. |n the ongoing em-
dodiment, the bare server receives ihe instruction from

the deployment server.
[oo29] At Dleck 330, the bare server initiates secure
communication to securely receive updates. In the on-
going embediment, the bare server solicits communica-

tion from update server 106. The bare server's security
settings are configured to prevent receipt of unsolicited
communication, but the bare server is permitted to solicit
communication from the update server. By so doing, up-
dates and other information from the solicited update
server can be received py the bare server running the
operating system. Otner, unsolicited information, can be
refused by the bare server because of its security set-
tings, thereby protecting the bare serverfrom unsolicited.

malicious code while enabling the bare serverto receive
updates.
[0030] At block 332, the bare server securely receives
and applies updates to its operating system. These up-
dates can be received via the network from the update

server solicited at block 330 or from the deployment serv-
er directly, for instance. This secure receipt of updates
enables the bare server to have an updated operating

system via a network thatissusceptible to malicious com-

munication without first being vulnerable to malicious
code communicated over the network.

[9031] At block 334, the bare server communicates
that it has updated its operating system. At block 336,
the deployment server receives this communication.
[0032] At block 338, the deployment server instructs

the bare server to commence potentially malicious com-
munication, Because the operating system is updated,
the bare server is better capable of defending itself
against malicious code and attacks communicated
across the network. In one embodimert, the deployment
server sends and/or instructs the bare server to installa

firewall or IPSec protocols to funthersecure the bare serv-

ers operations before commencing potentially malicious
communication.

[9033] At block 340, the bare server commences po-
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tentially malicious communication over the network, such
as by commencing a production mode of operation. The

pare server can do so by opening particular ports, for
instance. If the bare serveris to be a webserver, for in-

stance, it can open port 89 to enable it to communicate
with other servers across the Internet.

[9034] In the angeing embodiment, most if not all of
the acis of the deployment Server and the deployment
application can be performed automatically and without
user interaction. This enables a user to connect a bare

serveror other bare computer to a network and, without
further interaction, have the bare server cperating with
an updated operating system without having to subject
the bare server to malicious code via the network before

the operating system is updated.

Conclusion

[0035] The above-described tools enable secure de-
ployment and/or receipt of an operating system and up-

dates across a network that can be susceptible to mali-
cious communication. Although the invention has been
described in language specific to structural features
and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that
the invention defined in the appendedclaimsis not nec-

essarily limited to the specific features or acts described.
Rather, the specific features and acts are disclosed as
exemplary forms of implementing the claimed invention.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

receiving a locked image having an caperating
system and security settings, the security set-
tings effective to prohibit unsolicited communi-
cation via a network that is susceptible to mali-
cious communication other than from a secure

source or via a secure port; and
securely deploying the locked image to a bare
computer via the network.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

instructing the bare computer to securely re-
ceive a software update.

3. The methed of claim 2, wherein the software update

is capable of improving the operating system’s re-
sistance to malicious code.

4. The method of claim 2, fudher comprising receiving
an indication that the software update nas been ap-
plied and instructing the bare computer to com-
mence potentially malicious communication via the
network.
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5.

10

11.

12.

13.

14.

15

16.

A2 3

The method of claim 1, further comprising instructing
a reference server having the operating system to
prohibit unsclicited communication via the network
other than from the secure source or via the secure

port.

The methedof claim 5, wherein the actof instructing
the reference server comprises instructing the refer-
ence server to enable a firewall.

The method ef claim 1, wherein the bare computer
comprises a bare server.

One ormore computer-readable media having com-
puter-readable instructions for perfarming the meth-
od recited in claim 1.

Asystem comprising meansfor performing the meth-
od recited in claim 1.

A method comprising:

receiving an image having an operating system
and a security setting via a network susceptible

tomalicious communication, the security setting
effective to prohibit unsolicited and potentially
malicious communication via the network;

boosting the image, effective to run the operating
system at ihe security setting;
receiving an updateto the operating system; and
applying the update to the operating system.

The method of claim 10, wherein the security setting

is effective to permit unsolicited and secure commu-
nication from a secure source or via a secure port.

The method of claim 11, wherein the act of receiving

the update is via the network.

The methadof claim 10, wherein the act of receiving
the update comprises receiving an instruction to sa-
licit communication from an update source and so-
liciting the Update source for the update.

The methedof claim 10, further comprising:

permitting unsolicited and potentially malicious
cemmunication via the network.

The method cf claim 14, wherein the act of permitting
comprises altering the security setting to permit un-
solicited and potentially malicious communication.

The method of claim 10, wherein the acts of receiving

the image, booting the image, receiving the update,
and apolying the update are perfermed without user
interaction.
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23.

24,

26,
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27.

28.
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Asystem comprising meansfor performingthe meth-
od recited in claim 10.

A method comprising:

securely deploying a locked image ta a compu-
ter over a network susceptible to malicious com-
munication:

instructing the computer to hoot the locked im-
age;

instructing the computer te solicit communica-
tion to receive a software update;
receiving from the computer an indication that
the software update has been received; and

instructing the computer to permit potentially
malicious Communication over the network.

The methodof claim 18, further comprising instruct-
ing a reference server to prohibit unsolicited com-
munication via the network other than from a secure

source or via a secure port and receiving tne locked
image from the reference server.

The method of claim 19, wherein the act of instructing
the reference server comprises instructing the refer-
ence server to enable a firewall.

The method of claim 19, wherein the act of instructing

the reference server comprises instructing the refer-
ence server to add IPSec protocols.

The method of claim 18, wherein the locked image

is capable of prohibiting communication sent across
the network that is unsclicited and potentially mali-
cious.

The methed of claim 18, wherein the locked image
is capable of prohibiting unsolicited communication
other than from a source from which the locked im-

age was deployed.

The method of claim 18, wherein the software update

is effective to improve an operating system’s resist-
ance to malicious code,

The method of claim 18, wherein the computer com-
prises a bare server.

The method of claim 18, wherein the act of instructing

the computerto solicit communication comprisesin-
structing ihe computerto solicit communication from
an update server over the network.

The method of claim 18, wherein the indication indi-

cates thatthe software uodate has been successfully

applied.

The methad of claim 18, wherein the act of receiving
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29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

<i

19

andthe acts of instructing are communicated via the
network.

The methodof claim 18, wherein the network com-

prises an intranet capable of communicating with the
Intemnet.

One ormore computer-readable media having com-
puter-readable instructions for perfarming the meth-
od recited in claim 18.

Asystem comprising meansfor perfermingthe meth-
od recited in claim 18.

A method comprising:

securely receiving a locked image having an op-
erating system via a network susceptible to ma-
licious communication;

booting the locked image, the locked image hav-

ing security settings effective to prohibit unso-
licited communication other than from ene or
more secure sources or via one or more secure

ports;

receiving instruction from the secure source(s)

or via the secure port(s):
following the instruction to securely receive a
software update via the network;

applying the software update effective to im-
prove the security of the operating system; and
permitting potentially malicious cammunication
via the network.

The methodof claim 32, wherein the lecked image
and the instruction are received from a deployment
server via the network.

The method of claim 32, wherein at least four of the

acts of securely receiving, booting, receiving instruc-
tian, fallowing the instruction, applying, and permit-
ting are performed without humaninteraction.

Asystem comprising means for pertonming the meth-
od recited in claim 32.
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Methods and systems for connection determination in a multi-point virtual private network
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ment belongs to the virtual private network based on the
customer identifier and only connects the customer

equipment to the VPN if the verificatian is successful.
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stalledin customer equipmentts be connectedto a virtual
private network.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[9001] The present invention relates to methods and
systems for connecting customer communication devic-
es to a virtual private network and in particular, but not
limited to, methods and systems for connecting commu-
nication devices to a multi-point virtual private nehwork
(mp¥PN}.

Background of the Invention

[e002] Virtual private networks allow predefined cus-
tomer communication devices to be interconnected

across a public network to enable private communication
between devices which belong to the same VPN. Virtual
private networks can be configured and implemented in
a variety of different ways. For example, VPNs may be
implemented using a link layer protocol such as TDM,

FR (frame relay) or ATM (asynchronous transfer mode).
These protecols allow point-to-point connectivity be-
tween two customer communication devices by forming
a direct private connection or dedicated virtual private
circuit (VPC) between the two devices, each connection

peing configured manually, However, VPNs based on
these protocols are not generally implemented to allow
multi-point connections, ie. direct connections between
all devices on the same virtual private network, with the

service provider providing meshed connectivity.
faq03]) A multi-point VPN is a service that implements
an Ethernet LAN evera virtual layer 2 or layer 3 VPN in
the carriers domain, and typically connects numerous
end-customersites.

[0004] When configuring 4 virtual private network,it is
important to ensure that only the intended subscriber
equipmentis connected to the VPN so that the network
privacy and security cf each customer is maintained.
Y¥PNe based on TDM, FR or ATM are less vulnerable te

improper connection or misconfiguration as they are
mostly point-to-point in nature and typically involve
uniquely contigured or custom data equipment atthe cus-
tomer premises. This implies that random misconnec-
tions would not result in an operational link and would

very likely result in network alarms cor “trouble tickets".
[9005] In contrast, configuring multi-point VPNs cor-
rectly and maintaining the configuration as customer
drops are added and removed from the VPN instance

can be error prone as it involves a numberof configura-
tion steps on carrierequipmentthat is sharad across mul-
tiple end users, both at the physical layer (shared CPE
ordata terminating equipment) ana the Operational Sup-
port System (OSS). The new generation of Ethernet/|P

mp¥PNethat interconnect customer CPE equipment uti-
lize widely used and well standardized protocols and in-
terfaces so that unwanted connections or "joins" to an

mpVPN could easily go undetected and could provide a
viable connection te an unintended party. Since the serv-
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ice provider would likely offer mp VPN services to a great
number ef clients such as enterprises and institutions.

the risk and adverse consequencesof inadvertently con-
necting the host node of one client to another client’s
mpVPN cannot be overlooked,
foo0s] U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
2004/0093492 describes generating 2 digital certificate
defining a VPN by aggregating configuration parameters
from both a service provider andtne customer. The digital
certificate is used by the VPN service provider or the VPN

custamerto verify the VPN configuration or associated
configuration logs by comparing information contained
inthe certificate with data stored at a customer worksta-

tion or in the service provider database.

[0007] When a customer communication device is to
be connected to a VPN, there is a possibility that the
physical connection of the device interface and the pro-
vider edge node will be incorrectly implemented so that
for example the customer device becomes connected to
the VPN of another customer. Although the methods dis-

cussed above may allow such a misconfiguration to be
detected, none of these metheds prevent a custemer
communication device from being initially connected to
an incorrect VPN to thereby prevent any communication
between the device and the incorrect VPN.

[9008] U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
2004/0088542 (Daude et al.) describes a method for in-
terconnacting different VPNs. An interconnection device
analyzes information contained in digital certificates to
identify VPN properties of a device being connected and
compares these properties to those contained in another
digital certificate of another VPN.
[0009] The interconnection device implements the

VPN rules from one or both of the interconnecting VPNs
which are necessary to establish a secure interconnec-
tion. The interconnection device implements secure in-
terconnection between VPNs without the need fora com-

pletely centralized decision-making process.
[0010] Draft-lETF-BONICA-13VPN-AUTH-O3.txt "CE
to CE Authentication from Layer 3 VPNs", June 2002.
and Draft-IETF-13VPN-13VPN-AUTH-00.txt "CE to CE

Member Verification_for Layer 3 VPNs" September,
2903, are concerned witn the proplem of VPN miscon-

figurations. A customer equipment-based verification
mechanism is proposed in which each customer VPN

site sends a "magic cockie"or token to the provider edge
(PE) router that supports it. Upon receiving the token.
the PE router connects the site to the VPN and distributes

the token to othercustomersites on the VPN, which verity

the validity ofthe token, If the token is not valid, an alarm
is raised at the customer VPN sites, and in this way mis-
configurations are detected and indicated to the custom-
er. As an optional variant, the first of these references
describes an authentication process in which a PE router
that receives a magic cookie from a CE transmits an au-
thentication request which includes the magic cookie to

a customer contrelled server. If the server explicitly re-
jects the authentication request, the PE router terminates
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the authentication process and will neither accept traffic
fram the CE ner send traffic to the CE. However,if the
customercontrolled server cannot be contacted or sends

no response atall, the PE router nevertheless jcins the
CE tothe VPN. On the other hang, inthe CE to CE based
verification method disclosed in the second of these two

references, there is no customer controlled authentica-

tion server and the PE simply connects the site to the
Y¥PWN and immediately distrinutes tokens to other custom-
er sites on the VPN.

[0011]=Ashortcoming of both of these proposals is that
they are incapable of ensuring that a connection of non-
VPN member equipment to a VPN is always prevented.
Instead, they allow misconfigurations to be detected, and
require customer interaction to rectify a carrier error.

Summary of the Invention

[9012] According ta one aspect of the present inven-
tion, there is provided a customer equipment communi-

cation device comprising signal forming means adapted
to fom a virtual private network membership signal for
transmission to and use by service provider equipment,
wherein the signal includes an identifier for identifying

said customer equipment as a memberof a predeter-
mined virtual private network, andis conditioned to cause
said service provider equiprnent to verify that said com-
munication device is a member of said predetermined
virtual private network.

[9013] According to another aspect of the presentin-
vention, there is provided an apparatus for controlling
connection of a customer communication device to a vir-

tual private communication network, comprising means

for receiving a signal from a customer communication
device, determining means for determining from the sig-
nal whetheror not the customer communication device

is a member of a predeterminedvirtual private commu-
nication network, and controlling means for controlling
connection of the custamer communication device to the

predetermined virtual private network based on the de-
termination made by the determining means.
[9014] According to another aspect of the presentin-

vention, there is provided a method of contralling con-
nection of acustomer communication device to a virtual

private communication network, comprising the steps of
receiving at service provider equipment a signal from a
customer communication device, determining at the
service provider equipment whethercr not the customer
communication device is a member cf a predetermined

virtual private communication network based on informa-

tion contained in the signal, and controlling connection
of the customer communication device to the virtual pri-
vate network based on the result of the determination.

[9015] Advantageously, in this arrangement, a cus-
tomer communication device, such as a switch, router or

hest transmits a signal containing a customer identifier
to service provider equipment responsible for configuring
one or more virtual private networks. The configuration
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section of the service provider equipment determines
from the customer identifier contained in the signal
whether or not the customer device is a member of a

predetermined virtual private network before connecting
the communication device to the VPN. Advantageously,
this arrangement enables an incorrect physical connec-
tion of a customer communication device at a provider
edge node to be detected before data communication
detween the device and the virtual private network is en-
abled.

[0016] Furthermore, as the authentication process is
performed by equipment under the control of the service
provider, rather than requiring a customer controlled au-
thentication server, acustomeridentifierbelongingtoone
YPN is not passed to the customer of another VPN, so
that each customer identifier can remain secret as be-
tween one customerand another.

[0017] Moreover, this arrangement allows the service

provider equipment to verify whether or nat customer
equipment should be connected to a VPN sothat, unlike

the prior art methodologies, the service provider equip-
ment can always ensure that a connection is prevented
if the authentication process fails.
[0018] In one embediment, the authentication process

is performed autonomously by the service provider net-
work elements, for example, provider edge nodes, which
areconnected directly to customer equipmentfrom which
the VPN requestis transmitted. Advantageously, this ar-
rangement removes the need for element, network, or

O3S management systems to partcipate in or orches-
trate the authentication process thereby removing the
need for modifying element, network or OSS systems to
conform to a specific implementation of the authentica-

tion process. The simplification provided by this embod-
iment thereby makes the authentication process more
robust and reliable.

[e019] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a method of requesting con-
nection of a customer equipment communication device

to a predetermined virtual private network, comprising
the steps of: farming atsaidcustomer equipment,a virtual
private network membership signal for transmission to

and use by service provider equipment, wherein the sig-
nal includes an identifier for identifying said customer
equipment as a memberof said predetermined virtual
private network andis conditioned to cause said service
provider equipmentto verify that said communication de-
vice is a member of said predetermined virtual private
network, and transmitting said signal from said customer

equipment communication device to said service provid-
er equipment.

[0020] According to another aspect of the presentin-
vention, there is provided a method of controlling con-
nection of a customer communication device to a virtual

private communication network comprising: monitoring

at service provider equipment, receipt of a predetermined
signal from a customer communication device, and con-
trolling connection of said customer communication de-
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vice to a predetermined vinual private communication
network based on whetheror not said predetermined sig-

nal is received at said service provider equipmentwitnin
a predetermined time.

[0021] Insome embodiments, where a connection be-
tween the customer communication device and the vir-

tual private communication networkis previously estab-
lished, the step of contralling comprises disabling the
cannection if the signal is not received within said pre-
detenmined time.

[0022]=Insome embodiments, where a connection be-
tween the customer communication device and the vir-

tual private communication networkis previously estab-
lished, the step of controlling comprises continuing to en-
able the establisned connection if the signal is received

within said predetermined time.
[0023] In some embodiments, the controlling is per-
formed as part of a virtual private network configuration
process at the service provider equipment.
[9024] According to another aspect of the presentin-

vention, there is provided an apparatus for controlling
connection of a customer communication device to a vir-

tual private communication network comprising: means
for receiving a signal from a customer communication
device, determining means for determining from informa-

tion in said signal whether or not said customer commu-
nication device is a memberof a predetermined virtual
private communication network, and controlling means
for controlling connection of said customer communica-
tion device to said predetermined virtual private network
oasec on the determination made by said determining
means.

[9025] According to another aspectof the presentin-

vention, there is provided a method of detecting member
equipmentof a virtual private network comprising the

steps of: recelving signals which originate trom customer
equipment cammunication devices, the signals each
containing @ customer identifier and a virtual private net-
workidentifier, detecting the identifiers in the signals and

recording information based on each detected identifier.
[9026] According to another aspect of the presentin-
vention, there is provided a customer identification device

comprising: a non-volatile memory for storing acustomer
identifier, signal iorming meansfor forming a signal con-
ditioned for transmission to a virtual private network con-
figuration section of a predetermined carrier network and
for causing said configuration section to verify that said
device is a member of a predetennined virtual private
network, the siqnal containing said customer identifier,

and connection means for connecting said device to a
customer communication device.

[9027] According to ancther aspect of the presentin-
vention, there is provided a method of contrelling con-

nection of customer communication equinmentto a vit-

tual private network, comprising the steps of: receiving
at service provider equipment a predeterminedcustomer
identifier associated with a virtual private network froma
customer equipment communication device, subse-
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quently receiving another customer identifier, determin-
ing whether the other customer identifier is sufficiently

similar to said predetermined customer identifier that
poth identifiers belong to the same customer, and con-
trolling connection of service provider equipment based
on the result of said determining step.
[0028] According to another aspect of the presentin-
vention, there is provided an apparatus for contralling
connectinns to ane ar more virtual private networks, com-
prising receiving means for receiving from a customer

equipment communication device a predetermined cus-
tomer identifier associated with a virtual private network,
and for receiving subsequent to receipt of said predeter-
mined customer identifier, another customer identifier,

and verification means for verifying whether the other
customeridentifieris sufficiently similar to said predeter-
mined customer identifier that both identifiers belong to
the same customer, and connection contrcl means for

controlling connection of customer communication
equipment to said virtual private network based on the

result of the verification oy said verification means.
[9029] In some embodiments, the customer identifier
comprises a field of characters which is cammonto all
customer equipment of a predetermined customer to be

connected to the virtual private network.
[9030] The characters of the field may be selected py
the customer.

[9031] Insome embodiments, the range of characters
from which each character can be selected and/or the

number of characters in the field, is sufficient to cause

the probability of any virtual private network customer of
the service provider selecting the same sequence of
characters to be less than a preceterminéd value, for

example less than 1 in a 1,000,000.

Brief Description of the Drawings
 

[0032] Examples of embodiments of the presentinven-
tion will now be described with reference to the drawings
in which:

Figure 1 shows 4 schematic diagram of a communi-
cation network in which an embodiment of the

present invention is implemented;

Figure 2 shows an example of a customer identifi-
cation packet according to an embcdiment of the
present invention;

Figure 3 shows a communication networkin which
another embodiment of the present invention is im-
plemented;

Figure 4 shows a communication networkin which
another embodiment of the present invention is im-
plemented; and

Figure 5 shows an embodimentof a customer iden-
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tification device according to an ambodiment of the
present invention.

Description of Embodiments

(0033) Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of acom-
munication network in which an embodiment of the

present invention is implemented. In particular, Figure 1
showsfirst andsecond customercommunication devices

3, 5 which are to be connected to a virtual private network

7 over a carrier network 9 which is managed by a network
management system 11. The customer communication
devices may comprise any communication device con-
nectable to a network, fer example, a workstation, a nost
computer, a switch or a router. A device 13, 15 is con-
nected to each customer communication device which

contains an identifier for the customer. The identifier is
transmitted from the customer communication device to

the carrier network 9 and is used by the carrier network
to verify that the customer communication device is a

memberof the virtual private network 7.
[0034] In one implememation, the carrier network 9 is
adapted to verify, using the customeridentifier transmit-
ted from the communication device, that the communi-
cation device is a member of the VPN before the carrier
network connects the customer communication device

3, 5 ta the VPN 7. Alternatively, or in addition, the cus-
tomer identifier may be transmitted from the customer
communication device to the carrier network after the
customer communication device has been connected to

the VPNto verify that the communication device is an
authorized member of the VPN, and the signal may be
transmitted periodically.

[0035] The customer identification device 13, 15 may
comprise any suitable device that can be connected tc
the customer communication device for transmitting, or
causing the customer communication deviceto transmit,
a customer identifier to the carrier network. The device

may include a memory for storing the customer identifier
and mayfurtherinclude a signal generator for generating
a signal which includes the customer identifier for trans-
mission to the carrier network. Alternatively, the customer

identification device may be adapted to transmit the cus-
tomer identifier ta a data communications processor 17,
19 of the customer communication device and ihe proc-

essor may generate a signal containing the customer
identifier for transmission to the carrier network.

[a036] In this embodiment, the network management
system 11 includes a virtual private network configuration

section 21 whichis responsible forthe connection of cus-

tomer communication devices 10 one or more virtual pri-
vate networks. The VPN configuration section 21 in-
cludes a table 23 comaining customer identifiers and an
identification of each virtual private network with which
they are associated.
[0037] In one implementation, a message or packet

(or token) 25, 27 addressed to the VPN configuration
section of the carrier networkis formed at the customer
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communication device, which includes the custemer
identifier recorded in the customer identification device

13, 15, and is transmitted from the customer communi-

cation device to the network management system 11. On
receiving the message, the VPN configuration section 21
checks the customer identifier againstthe list of customer
identifiers stored in the table 23, and if a match is found,

the VPN configuration section permits tne customer com-
municatian device identified in the message to be con-
nected to the VPN associated with the customer identi-

fier. However, if the customer identifier in the message
does notmatch any customeridentifiers contained in the
table 23, the VPN configuration section prohibits connec-
tion of the customer communication device to any VPN.
[0036] In another implementation, the packet 25, 27
transmitted from the customer communication device

may contain a request for the customer communication
device to be connected to a particular VPN. In this case,
the packetcontains the VPN identifier identifying the VPN
to which the customer communication device is to be

connected, anc the customer identifier which mayinclude
a group identifier and/or an identification of the custemer
communication device, such as its network address. On

receiving the request packet, the VPN configuration sec-
tion 21 checks the VPN ID and the customer identifier

contained in the packet with those stored in the table 23
and if a match of both parameters is found, the VPN con-
figuration section 21 allows the customer communication
device 3 to be connected to the VPN, otherwise connec-
tion to the VPN is denied.

[9039] Advantageously, this arrangernent, in which an
authentication signal is transmitted from a customer com-
munication device to a carrier network, allows the carrier

network to verify reliably whether or not the customer
communication device is a member of a predetermined
virtual private network before the device is connected to

the VPN, and therefore prevents VPN misconfigurations.
Furthermere, the customer cammunicalion device may
be adapted to pericdically transmit similar packets con-
taining the customer ID to the carrier network to enable
the carrier network to periodically check that the custom-
er communication device continues to be a memberof

the virtual private network after being cannected thereto,
[9040] In one embodiment, if a customer cammunica-
tion device becomes disconnected from the VPN, and iis

reconnection te the VPN is subsequently required, the
customer communication device transmits a reconnec-

tion request and the customerID (either separately or
together) to the carrier network equipment responsible

for VPN membership verification and connection. On de-
tecting ihe request and customer |D, the carrier network
equipment authenticates the customer equipment as be-

longing to the VPN using the customer |D before allowing
reconnection.

[0044] The customer identifier may comorise any suit-
able identifier and may include several parts. In one em-

bodiment, the customer identifier may simply comprise
the name of the customer or anotheridentifier which is
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unique to the customer. The customer identifier may
comprise a common or group customer identifier which

is used by customer communication devices all belong-
ing to the same customer, and a second identifier which
additionally identifies the particular customer communi-

cation device. The customer identifier may or may not
also be encrypted.
[o042] Anexample of a VPN membership verification
packetis shownin Figure ?. The membership verification
packet 41 includes a destination address which enables

the packet to be transmitted to the VPN configuration
section of the carrier network. The packet also includes
a numberof fields 45, 47, 49 which, in this embodiment

contain the ¥PN identifier, a group identifier for ihe cus-
tomer, and an identifier identifying the particular commu-
nication device to be connected to the VPN. Together
with an appropriate query (e.g. one or more commands)
the customer communication device will transmit an ap-
propriate response containing the verification packet as
shownin Figure 2 enabling the customer communication

device to be verified by the service provider.
[9043]=In other embodiments of the present invention,
autnentication of a customer communication device to

be connected to a particular VPN may be performed by
network devices ofthe carrier network other than tne net-

work management system. For example, authentication
may be performed by network elements or nodes of the
network such as a provider edge (PE) node of the carrier
network. An example of such an implementation is de-

scribed below with reference to Figure 3.
[9044] Referring to Figure 3, a carrier network 125 in-

cludes a pluralify cof PE nodes 127, 129, each of which
serves as doth ingress and egress nodes to customer
communication devices 131, 133 connected thereto.

Each PE node 127, 129 includes a VPN configuration
section 135, 137 for configuring one or more virtual pri-
vate networks and which alse authenticates customer

identification devices to be connected (or reconnected)
or which are already connected to a particular VPN.
[0045] Eachcustomer communication device 131, 133
includes a customer identification device 139, 141 con-
nected therete which transmits or causes transmission

of a customer identifier from the customer communica-
tion device to a PE nodeof the carrier network 125.

(0046) When firstconfiguring anew VPN 107, arecorc
identifying the VPN and a customer identifier associated
with the VPN js created and stored in the VPN configu-
ration section of a PE node of the carrier network 125.

This record may be created in response to a VPN con-
figuration request transmitted from one of the customer
communication devices to be cannected to the VPN. The

request may include the customer identifier and also a
V¥PW identifier which is te be created. Alternatively, the
VPN identifier may be determined by the carrier network
and transmitted to the customer communication device.

On receipt of the request, which includes the customer
identifier, the PE node stores the customeridentifier to-

gether with the VPN identifier and transmits both param-
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aters to one or more other PE nodesof the carrier network
125.

[0047] Each additional customer communication de-
vice which is connected to the VPN is provided with a
customer identification device which causes 4 message
or packet containing the customer identifier to be trans-
mitted to the PE node of the carrier network to whichit
ig connected to enable the PE node to authenticate the
customer communication device as a member of the
VPN. The customer identification device connected to

each customer communication device may be similar to
any o7 the embodiments described above in connection
with Figure 1 and may operatein a similar manner.
[0048] The customer identifier generally includes an
identifier which is common to all members of the VPN

and may alse include an additional identifier which
uniquely identifies the particular customer communica-
tion device. The customer identifier signal transmitted
from each customer communication device enables the

PE node to whichit is connected to verify that the cus-
tomer device is a member of the VPN group before al-

lowing the cennection, and this arrangementtherefore
prevents incorrect communication devices fram being
connected to the VPN. Furthermore, this arrangement
uses PE nodes to verify whether or not a particular cus-
tomer communication device should be connected to a

VPN without involving the element management, net-
work management, or the Operational Suppon System
(OSS), and therefore does notinvolve andis independent

of higher layers of software applications. This arrange-
ment is also more robust as it does not rely upon the
success of communications te and fromthe OSSor upon
the OSS operating properly, orto have been so moditied.

to provide the required verification. This arrangemental-
so does net require any pre-configuration regarding the
asscciation of a group customer identification te a spe-
cific VPN.

[0049] Customer identification devices may be provid-
ed to the customer for connection to the customer com-

munication devices when the customer subscribes to a

virtual private network service. For example, a quantity
of customeridentification devices may be issued to the

customer by the service provider of the virtual private
network service and distributed to each customersite
which is to be connectec to ihe service. A customer iden-

tification device is connected by authorized personnel
such as IT staff, to customer equipment at eachsite that
is to be connected to the VPN service. Each custemer

identification device causes a customer |D signal to be

transmitted to the VPN configuration application or proc-
ess of the carrier network, which can then verify that the
customer equipment at each site should be connected
to the VPN before allowing the connection.
[0050] In an alternative embodiment, customer identi-
fication devices may be preinstalled in the customer com-
munication devices, for example oy the manufacturer or

system integrator, rather than at a later time after the
communication devices have been installed at the cus-
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tomer site. When a VPN serviceis required, the customer
identification devices cauld be activated to transmit or

cause transmission of the customer |D to the configura-
tion process of the carrier network. Knowledge of the
customer |D is independently passed to the configuration
process of the carrier network to allow verification that
customer equipment should be connected to a VPN.
[0051] Since, in this embodiment, the group identifica-
tian may be Knownto a third party, i.e. the manufacturer
of the communication device with the preinstalled cus-
tomer identification device, the customer identification

signal may be suitably secured by any appropriate tech-
nique such as encryption techniques, of which public key
infrastructure (PKI) techniques are one example. In this
case, a key or customersignature is provided to the car-
rier network to allow the carrier network to read and au-

thenticate the customer ID contained in the signal. |f the
customer key or signature matches, the configuration

pracess of the carrier network allaws the connection and
enables data communication, otherwise the connection
is denied,

(0052) Preinstallation of customer identification devic-
es incustomer equipmentadvantageously eliminates the
need to separately distribute special ID devices that are

limited to one custamer, thereby reducing inventory anc
distribution concerns,

[9053] Jn another embodiment of the present inven-
tion, the customer may provide the service provider with
information that enables the service provider to query

and uniquely identify valid equipment before allowing
connection to the mpVPN. For example, tne carrier net-

work may be provided with the MAC (Media Access Con-
tral) addresses of each customer communication device

to be connected toa specific VPN instance, together with
an appropriate query (e.g. one ormore commands) which
causes the customer communication device to transmit

an appropriate response comlaining data which enables
the customer communication device to be verified by the
service provider as a valid memberof that specific VPN.

The response signal may contain a unique customer
identifier and optionally other identifiers such as the VPN
identifier to which the cammunication device is to be con-

nected, In addition, the response signal may be secured,
for example, by encryptian. On receipt of the response
signal by the VPN configuration process of the carrier
network, the contigu ration process uses the signalto ver-
ify against its own verification data whether to connect
the communication device to the VPN instance and per-
mit data communication.

[0054]=In other embodiments of the presentinvention,
when commissioning a new virtual private network for

the first time, the service provider equipment(e.g. net-
work management system and/or network elements)

may be arranged to connect the customer communica-
tion device to the virtual private network from which the
customer identifier associated with that VPI is first re-

ceived by the customer equipment. Advantageously, in
this arrangement, the customer equipment needs nopri-
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or knowledge of the customeridentifier associated with
the VPN. On receiving subsequent requests from cus-

tomer equipment to be connected to that VPN, the VPN
configuration section of the service provider equipment
simply verifies whether the subsequently received IDs
match the first received customer |D and, if so, the con-
nection is allowed, otherwise the connection is denied.

[0055] When a new VPNis first commissioned, the
¥PN configuration section may record the first received
customer |D for future use in verifying subsequently re-

quested connections. The record may be stored penna-
nently or temporarily for a limited time and then deleted.
In cases where no record of the customer ID is retained

by the service provider equipment, and a connection to
the VPN is subsequently requested, the service provider
equipment may be adapted to request tne custamer com-
munication device from which the customer ID wasfirst

received, to retransmitthe customer ID to enable the VPN

configuration section to compare this with the customer
ID in the subsequent request to determine whether to

allow the new requested connection.

[0056] Alternatively, the custamer communication de-
vice first connected to the VPN may repeatedly transmit
the customer identifier to the service provider equipment
to enable the VPN configuration section to use the re-

transmitted customer |D in verifying a subsequently re-
quested connection.
[9057] Advantageously, either of these two arrange-
ments obviates the need for the service provider equip-
ment to maintain a record of the customer identifier or

even needing to know what the customer ID is, thereby
significantly reducing the risk of the customer identifier
being revealed to unauthorized parties through the serv-

ice provider equipment.
[0058] The above-described VPN connection verifica-
tion process is based on acomparison of customer iden-
tifiers received fram customerequipmentcommunication
devices, rather than with any record of a customer iden-
tifier maintained by the service provider. Tne customer
identifier may be generated either by the customer or the

service provider. Advantageously, if the customer iden-
tifier is generated bythe customer, the customer identifier

need never be retained by the service provider equip-
ment, as the service provider equipmentsimply performs
an equivalency check between two customeridentifiers
it receives. This alse assists in making the customer ID
accessible to service provider personnel.
[0059] In any of the embodiments described above,

the customeridentifier may comprise a plurality of char-
acters in which the range of characters from which each
character can be selected and/or the total number of

characters in the customer identifier is sufficiently large
that it would be improbable for any other VPN customer
of the same service provider to choose the same cus-
tomer |ID, Forexample, the range or number of characters

can be selected so that the probability is less than at least
1 in 50, preferably less than atleast 1 in 1000 and more
preferably less than 1 in a million. This allows the cus-
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tomer ID to be selected by the customer, rather than by
the service provider, in a similar manner to selecting a

PIN (Personal Identification Number) or password.
[0060] Jn any of the embodiments described herein,
the customer ID may comprise several parts, including
a predeterminedfield which is commonto all equipment
of the same customer to be connected to a particular
YPN. In this case, the service provider equipment may
only need to compere this predetermined field of one

customeridentifier with the corresponding field of another
customeridentifier. In this way, the customer equipment
need only check that two customer identifiers are suffi-
ciently similarto one another, and there is no requirement
for the whole customer identifier to be the same as an-

other nor any need to check equivalency of ihe whole
customeridentifier. The field or portion of the customer

ID selected tor comparison must be that portion whichis
unique to each customer. If the customer ID is selecteri
oy the service provider, or otherwise verified as unique,
the field may be relatively short, If the characters of the

field are selected by ihe customer, the field shall be suf-
ficiently long to ensure its uniqueness, as described
above,

[0061]=Inembodiments cf the invention, more than one

customeridentification device may be connected to or
installed in a customer communication device to provide
redundancy in case one customer ID device fails. This
is particularly beneficial when the continuation of an al-
lawed connection of a customer communication device

to a VPN, once a connection has been established, is

dependent on the continued transmission of the custom-
er identification signal from the customer equipment to
the carrier network. In this case, where failure to senc

the signal would otherwise cause the carrier networkto
disconnect the customer equipment from the VPN, the
provision of one or more additional customeridentifica-
tion devices would allow continued transmission of the

signal andthereby prevent disconnection of the customer
equipment should one customer ID device fail. Trans-
mission of the signal may be monitored by the GPE eauip-
ment so that failures can be detected and the auxiliary
or backup customer identification device activated, as
necessary.

[0062] Figure 4 shows an example of acommunication
network In which a customer communication device has

a plurality of customer identification devices te provide
redundancy. The components of Figure 4 are similar to
those shown in Figure 3, and like parts are designated
by the same reference numerals. In this embodiment,

each customer communication device 131, 133 compris-
es a first customeridentification device 139, 141 anda
second customer identification device 161, 153. The first

customer identification device may constitute the narmal-

ly active device which provides the customer identifier to
the service provider network, and the second customer
identification device may constitute the redundant device
which is activated if the first customer identification de-
viee fails.
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[0063] Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of a cus-
tomer identification device according to an embediment

of the present invention. The communication device 201
comprises a memory 203 (e.g. a non-volatile memory)
which stores the customer identifier used by the service
provider equipment to authenticate whether the custom-
er equipment is member equipmentof a predetermined
virtual private network. Tné memory may also contain
other data such as an identification of the virtual private
network to which the customer belongs and/or the aa-

dress of the service provider equipment which controls
authentication and connection to VPNs. The custemer

identification device may also comprise a processor 205
for generating a packet or other signal containing the
customer identifier used for authentication. A communi-

cation port 207 is also provided to connect the customer
identification device to customer communication equip-
ment at a customersite so that the signal generated by
the customer identification device is transmitted to the

service provider network. The port may comprise a uni-

directional output port cra bi-directional input/output port,
The customer identification device may be powered by
either an internal or external power source, and in the
case of an external power source, the customer identifi-
cation device may be previded with suitable power re-

ceiving terminals and connectors.
[0064] Ancther embodiment of the customer identifi-
cation device may comprise simply a memory storing the

customer ID, and possibly other data as indicated above,
anda suitable port for connection to customer equipment.
The memory may comprise a non-volatile memory, so
that data can be held therein without the need for a power
source.In this case, the customer equipment is adapted

to generate a suitable packet(or other signal) containing
the customer |D for transmission to the service provider
network.

(G065] Advantageously, the embodiments described
herein enable a physical connection of a customer com-
munication device to a virtual private network to be de-
tected before data communication between the device

and the VPNis enabled. For example, an incerrect con-
nection may occur when VPN provider personnel phys-
ically connect a customer communication device intend-
ed ta be connected to that customer's VPN to the VPN

of another customer, by for example, connecting the
communication link to an Incorrect part. However, before
data communication is enabled, the VPN configuration
section checks whether the customer identifier transmit-
ted from the customer communication device corre-

sponde to the customer identifier for the VPN associated

withthat port, and as the customer communication device
is cannected to the incorrect port, the verification section
will deny the connection, and may also provide an indi-

cation of the denied connection to the VPN provider per-
sonnel so that the misconfiguration can be rectified.
[0066] Changes and modifications to the embodi-

ments described herein will be apparent to those skilled
in the art.
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Claims

1. A customer equipment communication device com-
prising signal forming means adapted to form a vir-
tual private network membership signal for transmis-
sion to and use by service provider equipment,
wherein the signal includes an identifier for identify-
ing said customer equipment as 4 memberof a pre-
determined virtual private network andis conditioned
to cause Said service provider equipment to verify
that said communication device is a memberof said

predetermined virtual private network.

4A communication device as claimed in claim 1,

wherein said identifier comprises at least one of an
identifier uniquely identifying said customer equip-
ment and an identifier used to identify a group of

equipment belenging to said virtual private network.

A communication device as claimed in claim 2,

wherein at least one of said unique identifier and said

group identifier is encrypted.

4A communication device as claimed in claim 1,
wherein said identifier includes an identifier of saic

customer equipment andan identifier of said prede-
termined virtual private network,

Acommunication device as claimed in any preceding
claim, wherein said signal forming means is ar-
ranged ta condition said signal for transmission to
service provider equipment adapted to configure
said virtual private network.

4A communication device as claimed in claim 5,

wherein said service provider equipment comprises
at least one of a Service provider network manage-
ment system and a network element at the edge of
said service provider network.

Acommunication device as claimedin any preceding
claim, wherein said signal forming meansis adapted

te form said signal at least one of before and after
said communication device is connected to said vir-

tual private network by said service provider.

Acommunication device as claimed in any preceding
claim, comprising signal transmission means for
transmitting said signal to said service provider

equipment.

4& communication device as claimed in claim 8,

wherein said signal transmission means is adapted
te transmit said signal at least one of before and after
said customer communication device is connected

to said virtual private network.

10. A communication device as claimed in claim 8,
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11.

12.

13.

14.

18.

16.

17.

18.
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wherein said signal transmissian meansis adapted
to repeatedly transmit said signal periodically.

Acommunication device as claimedin any preceding
claim, further comprising a second signal forming
means adapted to form said virtual private network
membership signal.

A communication device as claimed in claim 11, fur-

ther comprising detection means for detecting a fail-

ure of transmission of said virtual private network
membership signal from said customer communica-
tion device and for causing a vinual private network
membership signal to be formed by said second sig-
hal forming means in response to said detected fail-
ure.

A communication device as claimed in any one of
claims § te 12, further comprising second signal
transmission meansfor transmitting said virtual pri-

vate network membership signal to said service pro-
vider.

4 communication device as claimed in claim 19, fur-

ther comprising detection means for detecting failure

of transmission of said signal by said signal trans-
mission means and means for causing said signal
to be transmitted by said second transmission

means in responseto detection of said failure.

A communication device as claimedin any preceding
claim, wherein Said signal forming meansis one of

(1) preinstalled in said customer equipment commu-
nication device before said communication deviceis

first delivered to said customerand (2) connected to
said customer equipment communication device af-
ter said communication device is first delivered to
said customer.

A communication deviceas claimedin any preceding
claim, wherein said signal forming means comprises
a customer identification device which contains said
custamer identifier.

Acommunication device as claimedin any preceding
claim, further comprising receiving meansfor receiv-
ing a predetermined signal from service provider
equipmentand wherein said communication device
is adapted to transmit said virtual orivate network

membership signal to said service provider equip-
ment in response to said predetennined signal.

A methed of requesting connection of a customer
equipment communication device to a predeter-
mined virtual private network, comprising the steps
of:

forming at said customer equipment, a virtual
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private network membership signal fortransmis-
sion to and use by service provider equipment,

wherein the signal includesan identifier foriden-
tifying said customer equipment as a member
of said predetermined virtual private network
andis conditioned to cause said service provider
equipmentto verify that said communication de-
vice is a member ai said predetermined virtual
private network, and transmitting said signal

from said customer equipment communication
device to said service provider equipment.

19. A method as claimed in claim 18, further comprising

20.

21.

22

the step of connecting a customer identification de-
vice to said communication device toform said virtual

Private network membership signal.

A method of controlling connection of a customer
communication device to a virtual private communi-
cation network comprising the steps of:

receiving at service provider equipment a signal
from a customer communication device,

detennining at said service provider equipment
whether or not said customer communication

device is a member of a predetenmined virtual
private communication network based on infor-
mation contained in said signal, and
controlling connection of said customer commu-
nication device to said virtual private network
based on the result of said determination.

A method as claimed in claim 29, wherein said cus-

tomer communication deviceinitially is not connect-
ed to said virtual private communication network,
and wherein the step of controlling connection com-
prises enadling connection of the customer commu-
nication device to said virtual private communication
network if, by said determining step, the customer
communication device is determined to be amember

of the virtual private communication network.

A method as claimedin claim 20, wherein said cus-

tomer communication device is previously connect-
ed to said predetermined virtual private communica-
tion network, and the step of controlling connection
comprises at least one of (1) permitling continued
enablement of said connection if, by said detenmi-
nation step, the customerdevice is determined to be

a memberof the predetermined virtual private com-
munication network, and (2) prohibiting a connection
of said customer communication device to said pre-
determined virlual private communication network,
if by said determining step, the customer communi-
cation device is determined not te be a memberof

said virtual private communication network.

23. A method as claimed in any one of claims 20 to 22,
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furthercomprising the step of monitoring at said serv-
ice provider equipment receipt of a subsequent pre-

determined signal from said customer communica-
tion device, and controlling connection of said cus-
tomer communication device to said virtual private
communication network in response to said monitor-
ing.

4 method as claimed in claim 23, wherein the step
of controlling said connection in response to said

monitering comprises disabling said connection if
said further signal is not received within a predeter-
mined time.

A method as claimed in any one of claims 20 ta 24.
wherein said service provider equipment comprises
at least one of a network management system and
a provider edge network element.

A method as claimed in any oneof claims 20 to 25,

further comprising the step of transmitting from said
service provider equipment @ customer identifier
identifying said customer and a VPN identifier iden-
tifying said predetermined virtual private network to

one or more provider edge network elementsif, by
said determining step, said customer communica-
tion device is determined to be a member of said

predetermined virtual private network.

4 method as claimed in any one of claims 20 to 26.
wherein said determining step is performed as part

of a virtual private network configuration process in
said service provider equipment.

A method as claimed in claim 20, comprising receiv-
ing at said service provider equipmenta signal re-
questing reconnection of a previously connected but
subsequently disconnected customer communica-
tion device, and subsequently performing said de-
termining and controlling steps in response to said
signal containing said information.

A method as claimed in any one of claims 20 to 31,
furthercamprising the step of providingsaid custom-
er with a customer identification device for use in

generating said signal from said customer cemmu-
nication device.

A method as claimed in claim 18, further comprising
previding first and second independently operable
customer identification devices each capable of

forming said virtual private network membershipsig-
nal, monitoring said first customer identification de-

vice from said virtual private network membership
signalif said first customer identification device fails.

An apparatus for controlling connection of a custom-
ercommunication device to a virtual private commu-
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34.
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nication netwerk comprising:

means for receiving a signal from a customer
communication device,

determining means for determining from infor-
mation in said signal whether or not said cus-
tomer communication device is a memberof a

predetermined virtual private communication
hetwork, and

controlling means for controlling connection of
said customer communication device to said

predetermined virtual private network based on
the determination made by said determining
means,

An apparatus as claimed in claim 38, wherein saic
controlling means is adapted to enable connection
of said customer communication device to said pre-
determined virtual private network if said determin-
ing means determines that the customer communi-
cation device is amemberof said predeterminedvir-

tual private communication network.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 31 or 32, wherein

saidcontrollingmeansis adapted to prohibit connec-
tion of the customer communication device to said

predetermined virtual private network if said deter-
mining means determines that said customer com-
munication device is nota memberof said predeter-
mined virtual private network.

An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 31 to
33, wherein said information comprises at least one
of (1) a customer identifier, and (2) an identifier iden-
tifying said predetermined virtual private cormmuni-
cation network,

An apparatus forcontrolling connection of a custom-
ercommunication device to a virtual private commu-
nication network comorising:

monitoringmeans formonitonng receipt of apre-
determined signal from a customer communica-
tion device, and

controlling means for controlling connection of
sald customer communication device to a pre-
determined virtual private communication net-
work based on whether or not said predeter-

mined signalis received within a predetermined
time.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 35, wherein said

controlling means is adapted to al least one of (1)
disable a previously established connection of said
customer communication device to said virtual pri-

vate network if said predetermined signal is not re-
ceived within said predetermined time, and (2) permit
a previously established connection between a cus-
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tomer communication device and said predeter-
mined virtual private network to continue if said pre-

determined signal is received within said predeter-
mined time.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 36 or 36, further
comprising indicator means for providing an indica-
tion to an operator if said predetermined signal is not
received within said predetermined time.

38. A customer identification device comprising:

a non-volatile memory for storing a customer
idermtifier, signal forming means forforminga sig-
hal conditioned for transmission to a virtual pri-
vate network configuration section of a prede-
termined carrier network and for causing said
configuration section to verify that said device
is a memberof a predetermined virtual private

network, the signal containing said customer
identifier, and

connection meansfor connecting said device to
a customer communication device.

39. Amethod of controlling connection of customer com-

munication equipment to a virtual private network,
camprising the steps of:

receiving at service provider equipment a pre-
determined customeridentifier associated with

a virtual private network froma customer equip-
ment communication device,

subsequently receiving another customer iden-
tifier,

determining whether the other customer identi-
fier is sufficiently similar to said predetermined
customer identifier that both identifiers belong
to the same customer, and

controlling connection of service provider equip-
ment based on the result of said determining
step.

40. Amethod as claimed in claim 39, wherein said pre-

41.

determined customer identifier is the first customer

identifier associated with said virtual private network

to be received, and connecting the customer equip-
ment communication device from which said first

customer identifier is received to said virtual private
network,

A method as claimed in claim 40, wherein said other
customer identifier is received from another custom-

er equipment communication device, and connect-
ing said other customer equipment communication
device to said virtual private network if said other
customer identitier is determined to be sufficiently

similar to said predetermined customeridentifier.
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4 method as claimed in claim 40, wherein said other
customeridentifier is received from another custom-

er equipment communication device, and denying
connection of said other customer equipment com-
munication device to said virtual private networkif
the other customeridentifier is determined to be in-

sufficiently similar to said predetermined customer
identifier.

4 method as claimed in any one of claims 39 to 42,

further comprising requesting the customer equip-
ment communication device from which said prede-
termined customer identifier is received to send said

predetermined customer identifier to said service
providereg uipment again in responseto saidservice
provider equipment receiving said other customer

identifier, and wherein said determining step is per-
formed based on the retransmitted predetermined
customeridentifier.

A method as claimed in any one of claims 39 to 43,
comprising repetitively receiving said predetermined
customeridentifier which is retransmitted from said

customer equipment communication device and

wherein said detennining step is performed basec
on a retransmitted predetermined customer identifi-
er.

A method as claimed in any one of claims 39 to 44,
wherein said predetermined customer identifier in-
cludes a field of characters which is common toall

customer equipment of a predetermined customer
to be connected to a predetermined VPN.

4 method as claimedin claim 45, wherein the char-

acters of said field are selectec by said customer.

4 method as claimed in claim 45 or 46, wherein at

least one of (a) the range of characters fram which
each character in said field can be selected and (5)
the numberof characters in said field is sufficient to

cause the probability of any othercustomer selecting

the same sequence of characters to be less than a
predetermined value.

A method as claimed in claim 47, wherein said pre-
determinedvalue is 1 in a million.

A method as claimed in any one of clairns 45 to 48,

wherein said determining step comprises comparing
saidfield with afield contained in said othercustomer
identifier.

Apparatus for controlling connections to one cr more

virtual private networks, comprising receiving means
for receiving from a customer equipment communi-
cation device a predetermined customeridentifier
associated with a virtual private network, and for re-
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51.

52.

53

54.

22

ceiving subsequentto receipt of said predetermined
custameridentifier, another customer identifier, and

verification means for verifying whether the other
custamer identifier is sufficiently similar to said pre-
determined customeridentifier that both identifiers

belongtathe samecustomer, andconnectioan contro!
means for controlling connection of customer com-
munication equipmentto said virtual private network
based on the result of the verification by said verifi-
cation means.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 50, wherein said
connection control means is adapted to connect to
said virtual private network the customer equipment
communication device from which a customer iden-

tier associated with said virtual private network is

first received by said apparatus.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 51, wherein said
connection control means is adapted to connect a

customer equipment communication device from
which said othercustomer identifieris received if said
verification means determines thatthe other custom-

er identifier is sufficiently similarto said first received
custamer identifier.

An apparatus as claimed in claim 52, further com-
priging transmitting means for transmitting to said
first connected customer communication device a

request for said predetermined customeridentifier
in responseto receiving said subsequent customer
identifier and wherein said verification means is

adapted to verify whether said other customer iden-
tifieris sufficiently similar to said predetermined cus-
tomer identifier transmitted from said customer

equipmentin response to seid request.

An apparatus as claimed in any one of claims 50 to

53, wherein said customeridentifier comprises afield
of characters which is commonto all customer equip-
ment of a predetermined customer to be connected
to said virtual private network.
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR SECURE

DISTRIBUTION OF SOFTWARE

Background of the Invention

The present invention relates to secure methodsfor distributing software and

data objects, as well as to access-controlled software and data objects, and

computer systems which practice or utilize any of the foregoing.

Commercial distribution of software and data (such as mediafiles and reports)

by data communication is a very rapidly growing form of commerce. It is both

efficient and convenient as compared to traditional distribution methods.

Distribution of software and data on a "Try and Buy"basis permits the user to

run or “demo'the product before committing to buy it. This assumesthat the

sofiware licensor or media distributor somehow exercises control over the use of the

product at least until the recipient buys the right to use it. The widespread availability

of data communication, especially via the Internet, aiso emphasizes the needfor the

software licensor and the media distributor to exercise control over their products.

One technique for controlling access to executables involves "wrapping" the

executable to be controlled within a second program, termed a “wrapper”. In effect,

the executable to be controlled and the wrapperare joined into one executable, in

which the wrapper is executed first and controls access to the wrapped executable.

However, conventional software protection systems based on wrapping are

easily circumvented by class attacks which destroy the security otherwise afforded

by a given type of wrapper. This is achieved through a modification of only a singie

part of the wrapper whichis identical in all wrappers of that type. Generic

unprotectors can easily be obtained via the Internet.
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Another form of attack is the so-calied "dump attack" in which the attacker

waits for the wrapped application to be decompressed and/or decrypted in memory,

and then dumpsit to a hard diskin its original, unprotected state. Programsto carry

out dumpattacks also are easily obtained via the Internet.

A widely used security device injects new codeinto an existing executable in

order to control accessto the latter. When the executable is run, a specially-

designed DLL executable is loaded for controlling access to the existing executable.

The presumed “security” afforded by this schemeis circumvented by eliminating the

call to the DLL or by modifying the DLLitself.

It has been proposed to package data objects with executables which carry

out such contro] functions.

A dedicated user program is required to decrypt, decompress and format the

data for display by a monitor and/or an audio reproduction device. Consequenily,it

is necessary to provide a different user program for each data format which may be

encountered. For example, a different program is required to play an avifile than is

used to display a bmp or JPEGfile.

It would, therefore, be desirable to provide methods, software and computer

systems which control access to data objects, but do not require different programs

to display or present objects in various formats. It would also be desirabie to provide

methods, software and computer systems which control access to executables but

which are not subject to class attacks or dump attacks.

Summary of the Invention

As used in this application, the following terms shall have the indicated

meanings:
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Software: includes both data and programming instructions.

Package: any software to be stored, accessed, loaded, assembled, prepared

for transmission or received as a unit,

Object: any software to be run, utilized or displayed as a unit.

Feature: a “feature” of an object is any function, instruction, capability, or

information included therein, or controlied or enabled thereby.

Computer System: includes a single computer or multiple cooperating

computers, and includes one or more PC's, mainframes, digital processors,

workstations, DSP’s or a computer network or networks, or a computer internetwork.

Wrapping: joining one executable with another executable in a package, one

of the executables (termed the “Wrapper") being executed first and controlling

access to the other executable.

Watermark: includes information in software which either enables

identification of an owner, licensee, distributee or another having rights in or an

obligation in connection with the software, or enables identification of a version or

copy of the software. Usually, but not necessarily, the watermark is imperceptible

and preferablyis difficult to remove from the software.

Padding Area: a space within a software object or package which doesnot

contain required codeordata.

In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, a method of securely

distributing software with limited usage rights is provided. The method comprises:

supplying software for distribution to a user, the software including an access control

object for preventing at least some usage thereof on a computer system without the

use of a first access control code; producing the first access control code based on
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selected information characteristic of the predetermined computer system; and

supplying the first access control code to the predetermined computer system to

enable the at least some usage of the software.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, an executable

object is provided, comprising: a first code portion comprising first predetermined

instructions; and a second code portion comprising loading instructions required for

loading the first code portion in a memory of a computer system to be programmed

thereby, the second code portion being operative to contro! the computer system to

erase the loading instructions from memory upon loadingthefirst code portion in

memory.

In accordance with still another aspect of the invention, a software packageis

provided, comprising:a first executable object, and a wrapper for the first executable

object, the wrapper being operative to erase predetermined software from thefirst

executable object when it has been toadedin running format in memory.

In accordance with a further aspect of the present invention, a computer

system is provided, comprising: a processor; a memory; an instruction input device;

and an executable stored in the computer system, the executable havingafirst code

portion comprising first predetermined instructions for execution by the processor,

and a second code portion including loading instructions, the processor being

operative upon receipt o7 a predetermined instruction from the instruction input

device to load the second code portion in the memory, the processor being

operative under the control of the loading instructions to load the first code portion in

the memory and operative underthe control of the second code portion to erase the

loading instructions from the memory upon loading the first code portion in memory.
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In accordancewith yet another aspect of the present inveniion, a software

package comprises: a first object providing a first set of a plurality of features; a

second object providing a second setof a plurality of features including some, out

less thanall, of the features included in the first set; and an access control portion

affording selective accessto the first software object and/or the second software

object.

In accordancewithstill another aspect of the present invention, a software

package is provided, comprising: a first executable object. and a wrapper for thefirst

executable object, ihe first executable object being operative, while running, to

access a feature of the wrapper, the wrapper being operative to supply the feature to

the first executable object when the feature is accessed thereby.

In accordance with yet another aspectof the invention, a software packageis

provided, comprising: a first executable object, ana a wrapperfor the first executable

object, the first executable object being operative, while running, to access a feature

of the wrapper; the wrapper being operative to supply the feature to the first

executable object when the feature is accessed thereby.

In accordance with yet another aspectof the invention, a software packageis

provided comprising: a first executable object, and a wrapper forthe first executable

object, tne first executable object being operative to call a predetermined feature

external thereto; the wrapper being operative upon a call of the predetermined

feature by the first executable object to transfer program execution control to a

predetermined address within the wrapperto control accessby thefirst executable

object to the predetermined feature.
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In accordance with a still further aspect of the present invention, a computer

system is provided, comprising: a processor; a memory; an instruction input device;

and a software package stored in the computer system, the software package having

a first object providingafirst set of a plurality of features, a second object providing

a second set of a plurality of features including some, but less than all, of the

features includedin the first set, and an access control portion; the processor being

operative to load the software package in the memory, the processor being further

operative to request access to a selected one of the first and second objects in

responseto a predetermined instruction from the instruction input device, the access

control portion being operative to selectively contro! access to the selected object.

In accordancewith still another aspect of the present invention, a software

packageis provided, comprising: a first object providing a first set of a plurality of

features, the first object being encrypted; and a second object providing a second set

of a plurality of features including some,but less than all, of the features included in

the first set, the second object being unencrypted.

tn accordance with yet still another aspect of the present invention, a driver

executable is provided, comprising: first code for accessing a requested file from a

storage device; second code for detecting the presence of a predetermined identifier

in the accessed file; and decryption code for decrypting at least a portion of the

accessedfile in response to detection of the identifier therein.

In accordancewith a still further aspect of the invention, a software packageis

provided, comprising: a software object having a first set of features and a second

set of features, the first set of features being encrypted and the secondsetof
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features being unencrypted; and a signature readable by a predetermined

executable serving to control access to the encryptedfirst set of features.

In accordance with a yetstill further aspect of the present invention, a

computer system is provided. The computer system comprises: a processor; a

memory; an instruction input device; a storage device storing a file; an operating

system; a driver executable; and a device driver serving ta control access to the

storage device; the instruction input device being operative to input a first request for

accessto thefile; the operating system serving to control the processor to direct a

second requestfor the file to the driver executable in responseto thefirst request for

access; the driver executable being operative in response to the second request to

control the processorto direct a third requestfor the file to the driver; the driver being

operative in response to the third request to control the processor to read thefile

from the device to the memory and thereupon return control of the processorto the

driver executable; the driver executable being operative upon return cf control

thereto to control the processor to examinethefile in memory to detect the presence

of a predeterminedidentifier in the file and to decrypt at least a portion ofthefile in

response to detection of the predeterminedidentifier therein.

The foregoing, as well as further aspects of the invention and advantages

thereof, will be apparentin the following detailed description of certain iliustrative

embodiments thereof which is to be read in connection with the accompanying

drawings forming a part hereof, and wherein corresponding parts and components

are identified by the same reference numerals in the several views of the drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a block diagram of a computer system having a single CPU;
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Figure 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of producing softwarein the

form of a packageincludingafirst object, a second object produced from thefirst

object and usage authorization information governing use of the first and second

objects;

Figures 3A through 3C illustrate image objects to be included in a package

and produced in multiple versions each including a respectively different amount of

information, produced by varying the amountsof noise therein;

Figures 3D through 3F illustrate multiple versions of the same image object of

Figure 3A in which the amountof information in each version is varied by removing

lines and/or portions of lines from certain versions;

Figures 3G through 31 illustrate multiple versions of the image object of Figure

3A in which the amountof information in each versionis varied byfiltering certain

versions;

Figures 3J through 3L illustrate multiple versions of the image objectof

Figure 3A in which the amountof information is varied by encrypting portions of

certain versions;

Figure 4A is a spectral diagram of a segment of an audio signal to be included

as a data object in a package, while Figure 4B is a spectral diagram of another

version of the segmenthaving relatively less information than the segment of Figure

4A;

Figure 5Aillustrates a data format for use in storing usage authorization

information governing the use of various objects in a package, while Figures 5B and
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5C are tables providing examples of the types of data inctuded in such usage

authorization information;

Figure 6 is a diagram illustrating a package produced according to the method

of Figure 2 wherein a first object whose useis restricted Is encrypted;

Figure 7 is a flow diagram of another method for producing software in the

form of a package, wherein multiple objects are watermarked, compressed and

encrypted and usage authorization information is watermarked and encrypted;

Figures 8A through 8D are used to describe methods for watermarking

software carried out in the method of Figure 7; Figures 8A and 8B schematically

illustrate a portion of an executable object and a portion of a code section, to be

watermarked; Figures 8C and 8D schematically illustrate methods for watermarking

executable objects and code sections of the typeillustrated in Figures 8A and 8B;

Figures 9A through 9l are used to describe methods for compressing and

encrypting software carried out in the method of Figure 7;

Figure 10 is a diagram of software in the form of a package produced by the

method of Figure 7;

Figure 11A is a diagram of software in the form of a packageincludingfirst

and second executable or program objects; Figure 11B is a diagram of an

executable notifier included in the package of Figure 11A, while Figure 11C isa

diagram of the compressed program objects and access conirol information of the

package of Figure 11A;
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Figure 12 is a flow diagram of a method for secure distribution of software by

data communication:

Figure 13 is a flow diagram of a method for secure distribution of software

stored in a storage medium;

Figure 14 is a schematic diagram illustrating the use of a driver executable for

controlling access to predetermined data objects in a computer system;

Figure 15 is a flow diagram of a method ofprinting a data object to which

accessis controlled;

Figure 16 iliustrates the software package of Figures 11A through 11C whenit

is first loaded in the memory of a user's computer system;

Figure 17 illustrates portions of the software package of Figure 16 after the

executable notifier has loaded a selected one of the program objects in running

condition in the memory of the user's computer system; and

Figure 18 illustrates a method for controlling the usage of a given program by

means of code inthe executable notifier.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

With reference to Fig. 1, a computer system 100is illustrated schematically

having one or more central processing units (CPU) or processors 110, a dispiay 120,

other input/output (I/O) apparatus 130 (sucn as a networkor internet connection and

a keyboard and/or mouse), and a memory 140 in which executable files 150 and

data files 160 may be loaded for execution or use by processor 110. The computer
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sysiem 100also includes a non-volatile mass storage apparatus, such as a hard disk

drive (not shownfor purposes of simplicity and clarity).

Computer system 100 functions to produce software and to distribute the

produced software to users, as well as to produce and distribute various other types

of executables and data for controlling access to the produced software and carry

out associated license purchasing transactions with users' computer systems. The

manner in which system 100 carries out these functions will be apparent from the

following discussion in connection with the associated drawings.

Figure 2 illustrates an exemplary method for producing a software package for

distribution either on a record medium or by data communication, for example, via

the world wide web or a dial-up service. The product thus generated includes

multiple objects which either are data objects, such as media or multi-media objects,

or are executable objects, such as games, applications or utilities. Tne method of

Figure 2 is especially useful for generating try-and-buy packages.

In the method of Figure 2, a first object is used to produce one or more

second objects in a step 210. In certain embodimentsof this particular method, the

one or more second objects are produced by removing features from the first cbject.

In certain other embodiments, one or morefirst objects instead are produced from a

second object by adding features to the second object.

Various embodiments of step 210 are illustrated in Figures 3A through 3L in

which a first data object in the form of a digitized picture is used to produce multiple

second abjects having progressively less picture information,

in a first embodiment, a first picture object 310 shownin Figure 3A is used to

produce a somewhat degraded version 316 as shownin Figure 3B by the addition of
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noise to abject 310. A further degraded version of object 310 is illustrated in Figure

3C as picture object 320 which is producedeither through the addition of noise to

object 310 or the addition of further noise to object 315.

A second embecdimentof step 210 is illustrated in Figures 3D through 3F.

The first picture object 310 is shown again in Figure 3D and is usec to produce the

moderately degraded version 325 as shown in Figure 3E by removinglines or

portions of lines from the data object 310. A further degraded version 330 of object

310 shownin Figure 3F is produced by removing a relatively greater numberof lines

or portions of lines from object 310 or by removing sti!l further lines from version 325.

In still other embodiments the degraded versions are produced by removing multiple

contiguouslines.

A further embodimentof step 210 is illustrated in Figures 3G through 3I in

which the object 310 is subjected to low-passfiltering in order to removefine details,

such as the edges of objects. A moderately degraded version 335 as shownin

Figure 3H is produced by low-passfiltering of object 310 with a relatively high

frequency cut-off point, while a further degraded version 340 shown in Figure 3!is

produced by low-passfiltering of object 310 with a relatively lower frequency cut-off

point.

Yet another embodiment of the step 210 is ijlustrated in Figures 3J through 3L

in which the object 310 is used to produce a somewhat degraded version 345 shown

in Figure 3K by encrypting groups of contiguous horizontal lines with a first

encryption key. When the object ts displayed without decryption, it will appear as

version 345 as shownin Figure 3K in which the encrypted portions are displayed as

noise. Additional portions are encrypted to producethestill further degraded version
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350 as shownin Figure 3L, the additional portions being encrypted with a second

key or with the same key used to encrypt the portions shown in Figure 3K.

Differently defined regions, such as blocks or vertical lines or regions, or else

arbitrarily defined regions, may be selected for encryption.

In stil} other embodiments, either one, three or more degraded versions of a

first picture object are produced.

In yet still further embodiments,further versions of a first picture object are

produced by adding features thereto. For example, new elements can be added to

the first picture object fram other sources.

in other embodiments, the further versions are produced by substituting pixels

having further information, such as finer detail or additional picture elements.

An embodiment of step 210 for producing multiple versions of an audio object

is illustrated in Figures 4A and 4B. Figure 4A provides an exemplary spectral energy

distribution 410 for a segmentof a first audio object. A modified or degraded version

of the Figure 4A segmentis illustrated in the spectral energy distribution 420 of

Figure 4B. In Figure 4B, the hatched-line frequency bands 430 represent portions of

the energy spectrum which are removed, for example, byfiltering, by removal of

certain energy bins from an FFT transformed version of the segment, by removal of

certain coefficients from a discrete cosine transformation of the segment, or

otherwise. In still other embodiments, subbands of the audio signal in MP3 format

are easily removed or encrypted to produce a degraded version thereof.

In the case of an executable object, step 210 is carried out in any of a number

of ways. In one embodiment, the overall coding of a first executable objectis

modified to produce a modified executable object lacking one or more features of the
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first. This may be done by removing the routines necessary to perform the

disenabled features or bypassing such routines. In another embodiment, only one

section of the first executable object is modified. For example, executable objects

often are provided with resource sections which are readily modified to enable or

disable its functions.

in the method of Figure 2, once thefirst and second objects have been

prepared/obtained, the first object is encrypted to provide one meansofcontrolling

access thereto. In a try-and-buy transaction, as will be seen in greater detail below,

the user is permitted free accessto the second object having fewerthanall of the

features he needs,in order to assesshis interest in acquiring rights to thefirst object

which hasall of the features he requires. Encryption is a relatively strong protection.

The encryption step 220 is carried out so that a unique key or decryption executable

is required to decrypt the first object. The key or decryption executable is produced

by a server using selected information characteristic of tne user's computer system,

so that in order to decrypt the first object, both the key and decryption executable as

well as the selected information are required. This key or decryption executable is

stored in the system 100 and is not included in the package produced in the method

of Figure 2. Rather, once the user has purchasedthe right to usethefirst object, the

system 100 transmits the key or executable to the user's system which stores the

key or executable in a package other thanthat of the first object.

In Step 230 of the Figure 2 method, data specifying permitted uses for each

object and their price, if any, are produced and assembled according ta each object.

Thatis, for each object included in the package (or external to the package and
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referenced thereby) and for each permitted user thereof, a record 510 such as that

itustrated in Figure 5A is produced or accessed from storage in the sysiem 100.

In a first field 520 of the record 510, data is provided identifying the object to

which the record penains. !n a second field 530, the particular usage of the object

for which the record is providedis identified. Exarnples of various usage types which

can be identified in field 530 arelisted in the table of Figure 5B.

A third field 540 of the record 510 specifies the extent of the permitted usage

for the price specified in a fourth field 550 of the record 510. As indicated in theleft-

hand columnof the table provided in Figure 5C, the extent of usage may be

expressed in various ways, for example, by duration of use or numbers of usages.

The price specified in the fourth field 550 corresponds to the authorized extent of

usage, as can be seen from the table of Figure 5C. For example,if the extent of

authorized usage is N times, the price may represent a specified amount of money

for each time or for a numberof times.

In step 240 of Figure 2, the first and second objects, and the usage

authorization information are assembled in a package with a notifier section and, in

packages having data objects, a signature. An exemplary structure for the package

thus producedis iliustrated in Figure 6, wherein the notifier, indicated as elernent 610

is arranged asthefirst section of the package.

The notifier 610 can take the form of one or more data objects or an

executable object, depending on the type of package. Where the package contains

data chjects in the form of media objects such as digitai images, video data or audio

data produced in a standard format, the notifier includes at least one unencrypted

and uncompressed imageto be displayed to the user, as needed. As will be
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explained in greater detail below, packages having data objects in standard formats

preferably are accessed in the user's system by meansof a driver executable in

accordance with one aspect of the present invention. The first (or only) image stored

in the notifier provides a messageto the user that he needs to downloadthedriver

executable in order to make use of the data objects in the package. The notifier can

also include a version of an object in the package having less information than such

object, but which is unencrypted and readily displayed by the user's system. Once

the driver executable has been downloaded and installed, it presents a dialog box to

the userindicating the available objects, their authorized usages and the pricesof

each.

The driver executable is able to detect the type of accessed package as one

including data objects requiring access control by the driver executable based on the

package's signature which, in the embodiment of Figure 6, is appended at the end of

the package. Where the driver executable detects that the accessed package has

no recognizable signature or instead includes executable objects, it simply passes

such packagesonto the operating system without exercising any form of access

contro}.

Packagesincluding executable objects have notifiers including executables

which serve both to control access to the executable objects in the package and to

display necessary imagesto the user. These functions of the executable notifiers

will be described in greater detail beiow. Since the driver executable is only required

for accessing packages having data objects, there is no need to include a signature

in a package having only executable objects,
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Figure 7 illustrates another method for producing a software package

including data or executable objecis. Inafirst step 710 of the Figure 7 method,it is

assumed thatfirst, second and third objects, as well as an appropriate notifier and

usage authorization information have been provided, In step 710, a watermark is

placed in each of the foregoing objects, notifier and usage authorization information

to provide a meansofidentifying the licensed userif any of these should be

redistributed by him without authorization.

Data objects may be watermarked by any of a number of known methods

which add data to the objects or modify the original data in order to embed the data

of the watermark. However, watermarking of executable objects has, until now,

been impractical, since any change to the code in the objects will interfere with the

proper operation of the executable, and will likely render it inoperable. In addition, it

is necessary for any such watermarking methodology for executable objects to

enable the production of many variations in the watermark (at least one for each

user) and, thus, in the anatomy of the executable, but wherein each variation of the

executable is semantically equivalent to all other variations.

A further requirement is resistance to collusion attacks in which two or more

dishonest purchasers combine their versions of the executable to derive one copy

from which the watermark has been eliminated. To be considered resistant to such

attacks, the number of different buyers whoseindividual revisions are all required to

produce a watermark-free version or a version in which the watermark is useless,

should be made impractically large.

in a further aspect of the present invention, watermarks are embeddedin

executable objects so that the watermarksare highly resistant to collusion attacks.
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Advantageous watermarking techniques in accordance with certain features

of the invention are illustrated in Figures 8A through 8D. In general, the method

comprises: determining a location of at least one padding area in an executable

object, and inserting a predetermined watermarkin the at least one padding area. In

certain embodiments, the watermark is encoded. A particularly advantageous form

of encoding the watermark comprises including a plurality of software portions

copied from the executable object or which mimic the samein the padding area to

represent the encoded watermark.

Example of padding areas are provided with reference to Figures 8A and 8B.

Figure 8A schematically illustrates a portion of an executabie object in a storage

medium, the object including a header 810, an executable code section 820 anda

data section 830. The executable object of Figure 8A is formatted so that each

section begins at a predetermined boundary. For exampie, the formats of an

executable in the Win 32 platform would align the beginnings of the sections 820 and

830 ata 4 Kbyte boundary. Similar alignment conventions have been devised for

other software formats, such as the Common Object File Format (COFF) usedin

UNIX and the Portable Executable format (PE) which is an extension of the COFF

utilized in Windows™platforms. The technique of aligning the beginning of each

section at a predetermined boundary is convenient for prograrmming purposes.

As a result, padding areas 812, 822 and 832 are formed between the ands of

the sections 610, 820 and 830, respectively, and the following boundaries.

The padding areas either contain code or data which is unimportant or are

simply empty.
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Padding areas also exist within sections. With reference to Figure 8B, a

schematic diagram of a code sectionis illustrated having instructions 1, 2, 3, ..., ,

(n+1), ....

In this example padding areas are located after instruction 10 as well as after

instruction (n+1}. Such padding areas may be produced, for example, by a compiler

which is designed so that each routine or calling point is arranged according to

cache-tine size. Codes designed to run on intel™ processors include sequences of

opcodes 0 x 90 (NOP) in these padding areas, so thaiit is relatively easy to iocate

such areas.

There are a numberof ways to include watermarksin the padding areas as

shownin Figures 8A and 8B. in certain embodiments, the watermark data is

inserted in the padding areas in an unencoded form. Less knowledgeable users and

licensees are notlikely to take steps to locate and remove such watermarks.

However, in more secure embodiments, the watermark is generated as a random

number or selected as a pseudorandom numberso thatit is not easily recognized in

order to removeoralter it.

However, padding areas associated with executable code sections or routines

normally are filled with code which is not to be executed but rather serves only as

filler. Fo substitute a random numberfor such codes would likely arouse suspicion

by a would-be software pirate. Accordingly, in particularly advantageous

embodiments, the watermark is encoded in software which mimics software present

in the object before the watermark is inserted. An efficient way to carry outthis

methodis to copy portions of the preexisting software (code or data) to represent the

watermark. in certain embodiments the copied code is modified to encode the
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watermark. Preferably, however, the copied portions are unmodified, but rather are

selected to replace the existing contents of the padding area in a sequence

representing the watermark. This is carried out in certain embodiments by selecting

the copied portions according to their parities, so that a predetermined watermark

can be recovered from the watermarked object simply by calculating the parities of

the objects’ contents until a known random or psuedo-random numberconstituting a

predetermined watermark,is found.

Examples of this encoding technique are illustrated in Figures 8C and 8D,

Figure 8C illustrates a technique for inserting watermarksin the padding areas 822

and 832 in the executable of Figure 8A. Once the padding areas 822 and 832 have

been located, their contents are substituted with software from the adjacent

segments 820 and 832 to encode the watermark. In order to encode the watermark

in padding area 822, the parities of various code blocks from the code section 820

are determined. Then the blocks are inserted in the padding area 822 based on their

parities, so that when the parities of these blocks are later determined, they reveal

the watermark, preferably a random-generated or pseudorandom number.

As an example, if the watermark to be inserted in area 822 is 10141, a block

823 is selected having a parity of "1" and is inserted in area 822. Then a block 824

having a parity of "0" is inserted in the area 822, followed in turn by blocks 825 and

826 having parities "1", and "1", respectively. Similarly, blocks 833, 834, 835 and

836 are inserted in area 832 to continue tne watermark.

Figure 8D provides an example of a method for encoding a watermarkin the

padding areas betweenroutines in a code section of the typeillustrated in Figure 8B.

Routines 2, 1 and 2, also identified by reference numerals 850, 860 and 870,are
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separated by padding areas 852, 862 and 872. The watermarkis inserted in the

identified padding areas 852, 862 and 872 by copying portion of the sections, 850,

860 and 870 and inserting these in the padding areas. in the exampie of Figure 8D,

an initial portion of routine @ is inserted in a first portion of padding area 852 anda

concluding portion of routine 1 is inserted in a final portion of padding area 852.

Similar selections and insertions are made in padding areas 862 and 872. In this

example, the watermark is encoded in the selection of the portions of the routines

inserted in the various padding areas.

Various other encoding techniquesare available. In other embodiments, NOP

opcodes are replaced by opcodes having the sameeffect, just in case the NOP's are

actually executed. For example, opcodes such as [moval, a1], [mov c1, c1]} [mov

ah, ah] and [fnop] have the same effect as an NOP opcode and may be substituted

therefor in order to encode a watermark.

In still other embodiments, the lengtns of the blocks and/orfake routines are

selected to encodeall or part of the watermark.

In a subsequent step 720 of the method as illustrated in Figure 7, thefirst,

second andthird objects are compressed in accordancewith still another aspectof

the present invention. In a third step 730 of the method as shownin Figure 7, each

of the blocks and assembly information representing the compressedfirst, second

and third objects, as well as the Usage Authorization information is encrypted.

Preferably each is encrypted using a respective, unique key. The keys are not

included in the resulting software package, but are retained to be distributed

subsequently to authorized users.
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The inventive compression technique carried out in step 720 of Figure 7, as

well as the encryption step 730 thereof, are illustrated in greater detail in Figure 9A.

As showntherein, software objects | through n, identified by 910, which may take the

form of separate software packages, are subject to an inventive macrocompression

method 920 to convert the objects I-n into one or more blocks 937 and assembly

information objects 935, one for each object Ln, each indicating how to reconstruct

the various strings of the respective one of the objects I-n from the one or more

blocks 937. In summary, the macrocompression method 920, (1) produces matches

of reference strings within the software objects 910 with comparisonstrings therein,

the reference strings and the comparison strings having a predetermined minimum

length, each comparisonstring within the same package as a matching reference

string being separated therefrom by a predetermined minimum distance within the

package, (2) expandsthe sizes of matching strings by including adjacent, matching

software therein, and (3) forms compressed software objects comprising at least one

software biock corresponding to a selected one of the expanded, matching strings

and assembly information indicating how to reconstruct others of the matching

strings from the at least one software block. In certain embodiments, the software

objects 910 comprise data. In other embodiments the software objects 910

comprise executables. While Figure 9A shows multiple objects I-n, the

macrocompression method 920 also serves to compress a single object in certain

embodiments.

The macrocompression method 920isillustrated in greater detail in Figure

9B. String matching is carried out on the contents of the 1 through n objects 910, as

indicated jn a step 932. In certain embodiments, the string matching step is
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facilitated by producing a hash head table grouping possible string matches together

according to their hashing functions.

A hashing function of a given string calculates a hashing value based on the

values of the bytes in the string. In certain embodiments of the present invention, a

minimum string length of n bytes is employed and a hashing function is selected to

calculate a hashing value for each string of n bytes. In general, the hashing value for

eachstring of n bytes in each of the objects to be compressedis carried out,

although this is not essential. In the general case, the hashing function is carried out

for each string in the object [po, BP). .--, Daal. [P:. Po. Pe... (Pi, Pies... Pian]. ete.

where p, represents a value of the ith byte in the object. As the hashing value of

eachstring having an offset j is determined, its offset | is added to a hash head table,

indexed according to its hash value.

An exemplary hash head tableis illustrated in Figure 9C and stores data

identifying each string of n bytes in three objects M,, Mz, and M, indexed according

to the hashing value of each string. As shown in Figure 9C,all strings having a

hashing value h equalto zero are identified by offset and obsect numbersin aninitial

record of the hash head table, and so on, until a final record is provided to identify

those strings whose hashing value is a maximum amongall hashing valuesin this

case, h,,,.- It will be appreciated that the maximum possible numberof different

hashing valuesin this case will be (L,-n) + (L.-n) + (L4-n) which will occur in the event

that each string yields a different hashing value. Accordingly, this is the maximum

possible length of the hash head table for which memory space needbeset aside in

memory 140.
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A particularly advantageous hashing function calculates the hashing value of

each string of n bytes as a summationof their values:

pnt
A= Bis

i=

Wherein h(j) represents the hashing value of the jth string in the object and p; is the

value of the i'th byte of the object. One advantage flows from the commutative

property of this function. That is, the function is commutative since it may be carried

out using the byte value p, in any arbitrary order. Consequently, in certain

advantageous embodiments, once the hash value h{j) has been calculated as above

for the string (p,, Pi... - + Pans), the hashing value for the next string is determined

using relatively fewer operations (and processing time) as follows:

Hany =) @- Pi + Piss

Also, the contents of most objects yield hashing values which are clumped,

that is, unevenly distributed over the range of hashing values. This tends to reduce

tne usefulness of the hasning function as a means of separating strings which do not

match from those which possibly do match. Where the invention implements a

hashing function of the type:

jen

in certain embodiments utilizing this function, clumping is reduced by increasing the

range of hashing values. That is, where the hashing function is carried out in the

form illustrated above for the strings of length n bytes in an object having a total of L
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bytes, the maximum numberof different hashing values is (L-n). In the presently

described embodiments, the hashing function is modified so that it takes the form:

h=K,h, (bytes a) + K, h, (bytes n-a),

wherein (bytes a) are the first (a) bytes within the string, so that a<n; (bytes n-

a) represents the following (n-a) bytes within the same string; a selected one of K,

and K, is equal! to 1 and the other of K, and K,is an integer greater than 1; the

function h, is calculated: h,=_ (bytes a); and the function h, is calculated: h, = _

(bytes n-a).

In a particularly advantageous form of this embodiment, memory spaceis

conserved by assigning the value (255a+1) to the other of K, and K,so that the

maximum value of n,, which is (255a), immediately precedes the minimum non-zero

value of K, which is (255a+1). As a consequence, there is no wasted memory

space between these two possible hashing values.

Still other types of hashing functions may be employed in place of the above-

described summation function. In particular, other commutative hashing functions

are similarly advantageous. For example, an appropriate commutative hashing

junction h can take the form:

Hj) =P, X Paar Xo X Pinas

or the form:

hG) =p, ® Par Oo. ® Punt

Since these functions are commutative, they can also be tmplementedin a simplified

fashion as

H(j+1) = h(j) (inv_op) p; (op) P;.,.
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where (op) represents a selected commutative operation (such as addition,

multiplication or exclusive OR) and (inv_op) represents the inverse of such

operation.

As noted above, the hash head table produces records containing possible

5 matches. So, once the table is produced, the string matching process continues by

searching for matches within each record of the table on the condition that, to qualify

as an acceptable match, two matching strings within the same package (such as

strings trom the samefile) must be separated by a predetermined minimum distance

within the package. The following Table 1 provides an example of a possible

10 sequence by byte values within a given package wherein each row of byte valuesis

a continuation of the preceding row of values:

TABLE1

Column 

    
From Table 1 it will be seen that four different strings of five bytes each have the

hashing value h{j) = 24 where
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namely, (a) the string (a) from row 1, column 2 to row 1, column 6 having the values

(2, 5, 1, 7, 9), (b) the string (b) from row 2, column 4 to row 2, column 8 having the

values (2, 5, 1, 7, 9), (c) the string (c) from row 3, column 3 to row 3, column 7

having the values (24, 0, 0, 0, 0), and the siring (d) from row k, column 2 to row k,

column & having the values (2, 5, 1, 7, 9). While strings (a) and {c) have the same

hashing values, they clearly do not match. Also, since to qualify as an acceptable

match, the matching strings must be separated at least by a minimum distanceif

within the same package,strings (a} and (b}, while matching, will not qualify if the

minimum distance exceeds 11 bytes. Typicaily. the minimum distance will be

substantially greater than 11 bytes in order to provide the ability to compressfurther

through microcompression, as explained in greater detail below. If itis assumed that

the matching strings (a} and {d) are separated at least by such minimum distance,

therefore, strings (a) and (d} form a qualifying match.

An example of a search for matching strings in multiple packages is now

provided with reference to Figure 9C. Packages M,, M, and M,areillustrated therein

having two types of exempiary strings of length n bytes, strings A and B. Where

matching strings are contained in different packages, as in the case of strings B in

packages M, and M., there is no need to require a minimum distance between them,

as they would not be matchedin the subsequent microcompression process.

However,if it is assumed that the minimum distance betweenstrings is q bytes as

shownin Figure 9C, then the two strings A in M, will not form a qualifying match as

they are offset by less than q bytes. However, the two strings A in M,will form a

qualifying match as the strings of this pair are separated within package M, by more

than q bytes.
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Onceall of the qualifying matches of a given type of string have been found,

their identifiers are collected under a common group designation. Whenall of the

qualifying matches of each type ofstring in the package or package being

compressed, have been found and so grouped, the sizes of the matching strings are

expanded by including adjacent matching bytes therein. An exemplary string

expansion technique is explained in connection with Figure 9D which is a schematic

itustration of a portion of a package or object having various types of strings K, L, P

and Q, in which the matching process has located three qualified matching strings 1,

2 and 3 of type K. In order to expand thesestrings in one embodiment, each of the

strings 1,2 and 3 is expandedto the right by one byte and then the various

combinations of matching string pairs (1 and 2, 2 and 3, 1 and 3) are compared for a

match. If a matchis still found for a given pair, the strings of the matching pair are

repeatedly expanded by one byte and compared until a match ts no longer found. At

that point the identity of the pair and its matching length is entered in a table of the

various string pair combinations, as shownin Figure 9E.

In other embodiments, the matching strings of each group instead are

expandedto the left, while in still other embodiments the matching string are

expanded in both directions.

Once the expanded matching pairs have been enteredin the table of Figure

9E, they are removed from the hash headtabie.

Whenall of the matching strings have been expanded as explained above,

the software blocks and the assembly information constituting the compressed

package or packages are produced in a step 935 of Figure 9B. Preferably,

representative ones of the largest expanded, matching strings are selected as the
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software biocks, represented schematically at 937 in Figure 9B, and copied as

indicated in step 939. Then the assembly information is produced as information

referencing the remaining strings to all or a portion of each of the software biocks, as

their contents correspond, This stepis illustrated by the example of Figures 9D

through 9F. As described above, in this example, the matches for each pair of

strings (1, 2}, (1, 3) and (2, 3) as seen in Figure 9D were separately expanded to

produce the data shownin the table of Figure 9E. From Figure 9Eit will be seen that

the largest expanded, matching strings are strings 2 and 3. {n this example, string 2

is selected as a software bicck for reference in reproducing each of the expanded

strings 1, 2 and 3, since the contents of each is either contained in or correspondsto

the contents of expanded string 2. The assembly information necessary to

reconstruct strings 1, 2 and 3 is arrangedin the table in Figure 9F. For example,

string 1 is identified by its offset in the original package or object and its contents are

reproduced from string 2 (software block) as the source, based on the offset within

string 2 at which its contents is located (the source offset) and the length of such

contents within string 2. In this manner,relatively large blocks of data from the

original, uncompressed package or object can be represented as only a few bytes

within the assembly information in the compressed form thereof, resulting in

substantial reductions in the amount of data required to represent the package or

object when it has been compressed according to the macrocompression method of

step 920,

Where it is desired to remove information from a given package, for example,

in order to produce images such as thoseillustrated by Figures 3E and 3K, ora

sound segment such as that shownin Figure 4B, a technique as illustrated in
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Figures 9G and 9H is advantageous. In Figure 9G, it is assumed that a segment B

is to be removed from a package P and substituted with zero values throughout, or

else by some other constant or by noise. As shownin Figure 9G, the segment B is

located at an offset 2 and has a jength L, SegmentBis flanked by a segment A

located at an offset 1 and a segment C located at an offset 3.

The desired result is illustrated in Figure 9H wherein the segment B is

replaced by zero-value data, represented by double cross-hatching. The resulting

package P’is achieved by specifying the source for each of the three segments, as

shownin the table T of Figure 9H, wherein the source for the segmentat offset 2

extending for a length L,is specified as the constant value zero, which thus replaces

the original contents of segment B.

Once the new package P" has thus been Specified, macrocompressionis

carried out only for the first and third segments at offsets 1 and 3. This is achieved

preferably by constructing a hash head table only for the strings tn the first and third

segments A and C, and prohibiting the use of any strings in the second segmentin

producing the hash head table. Thereatter, both the macrocompressed segments at

offsets 1 and 3 and the uncompressed segmentat offset 2, may be compressed by

microcompression as discussed below.

This technique is useful not only in producing degraded objects and

packages,but also for preparing a partially compressed package or object having an

uncompressed portion whichis thus readily modified.

Returning to Figure 9A, after the macrocompression method 920 has been

carried out, the resulting blocks and assembly information are further compressed by

microcompression, as indicated by step 950. As used herein, microcompression
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identifies a software compression technique which compares strings having a

predetermined maximum size with other strings of the sare size which are located

no more than a predetermined distance cr window from one anotherin the same

package, in orderto eliminate redundant strings. An example of a microcompression

executable is the PK Zip™utility. The result of microcompression is further

compressed assembly information Al* and software blocks BLKS* as shownin

Figure 9A.

Preferably, the window used in the microcompression processis smaller than

the minimum distance between qualified matching blocks in the macrocompression

method of step 920. In this manner, different strings are comparedin the two

compression techniques, thus affording more effective compression. in accordance

with another aspect of the invention, a method of compressing software in one or

more packages comprises: producing first compressed software by matching strings

selected so that matching strings within the same package are separated at least by

a minimum predetermined distance within the package, and producing second

compressed software by matching strings of the first compressed software within the

same package and within a maximum predetermined distance of one another.

Preferably, the minimum predetermined distance is greater than the maximum

predetermined distance.

The further compressed assembly information A!* and software blocks BLKS*,

along with the Usage Authorization Information, are then encrypted in a step 960 so

that the Usage Authorization Information and the assembly information Al” for each

object 1 through n, is encrypted using a respectively different encryption key.

Preferably, each of the biocks BLKS* is also encrypted with a respectively different
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encryption key. As will be explained in greater detail below, each encryption key is

produced based on information characteristic of the user's computer system, and so

that decryption requires the use of both the encryption key and such characteristic

information. This ensures that the encrypted information and software cannot be

decrypted using a system other than the user's particular system.

In accordance with a further aspect of the invention, a method of encrypting

software representing a plurality of compressed objects is provided. The software

includes at least one software block and assembly information for each of the

objects, the assembly information for each object enabling the reconstruction thereof

from the at least one software biock. The method comprises: encrypting each of the

software blocks with an encryption key; and encrypting the assembly information for

each object using a respectively different encryption key. Preferably, a respectively

different encryption key is used to encrypt each of the software blocks.

The encrypted assembly information Al** and the encrypted software blocks

BLKS**, together with the encrypted Usage Authorization Information, are formed

into a single composite package 970.

In a final step 740 of the method as shownin Figure 7, an appropriate notifier

and signature (if necessary) are addedto the encrypted blocks, assembly

information and usage authorization information to complete the sofiware package.

An advantageous formatfor the software packageisillustrated in Figure 10,

wherein the notifier 1010 is placed at the head of the package. Where the package

includes data objects, placing the notifier at the head of the package will result in the

display of the correct image when the packageis first accessed. Where the package

includes executable objects, the first portion of the package may simply be a header
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indicating the entry point for an executable notifier located anywhere in the package.

Packagesincluding data objects have a signature 1020 appended thereto. Placing

the signature at the end of the package enables the executable driver to readily

locate the signature in order to determineif it is to exercise access control over data

objects in the package as well as perform other functions, such as decryption and

decompression of the data objects. Although the signature 1020 is shown appended

at the end of the package,in the alternative, it may be located elsewhere, suchasat

the beginning of the package orafter the notifier.

Betweenthe notifier 1010 and the signature 1020, the encrypted sections

1030 (indicated by cross-hatching) are arranged in a predetermined order to be

accessed by the driver executable or the executable notifier, as the case may be.

Figures 11A through 11C illustrate the structure of a software package

including multiple program objects. Figure 11A provides an overail view of the

software packageillustrating the arrangememof an executable notifier 1110 at the

head of the package, an optional signature section 1120 at the end of the package,

with encrypted and compressed program objects 1 and 2 and encrypted access

control information 1130 arranged between the executable notifier 1110 and the

signature section 1120.

The executable notifier 1110 is illustrated in greater detail in Figure 11B. As

showntherein, the executable notifier 1110 includes a header section 1135 at the

beginning of the software package, followed in turn by an executable code section

1140 and a data section 1145. The data section 1145is followed sequentially by a

resource section 1150 and an import table 1155. The resource section 1150

supplies various resources which may be employed by the executable code of
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section 1140, such as dialog boxes or menus. The import table 1155 includeslinks

to various routines supplied by the operating system, such as print, copy, readfile,

createfile, etc.

Figure 11C illustrates the encrypted portions of the software package,

including the encrypted access control information 1160 and the compressed

program objects in the form of N blocks 1165 and respective assembly information

sections 1170 for each program object.

With reference again to Figure 11B, the executable code section 1140 of the

executable notifier 1110, in general, exercises control over access to the program

objects 1 and 2 and performs cenain ancillary functions, as follows:

(1) When the user's system first loads the software package tn memory,the

executable code section 1140 runs a setup routine utilizing displays and dialog

boxes supplied from the resource section 1150. The setup routine performs normal

setup functions, such as a display of the relevant user license and securing the

user's agreementto the license terms. The executable code section 1140 refers to

information in the operating system of the user's computer to determine the

language (e.g., English, French, German)in which the displays and dialog boxes are

presented.

(2) The executable code section 1140 solicits and evaluates the user's

requests for access to the program objects. This is achieved by displaying a dialog

box when the software package is accessed by the user. The dialog box explains

the user's options, such as which programs and/or program options are available

without charge, which are available for a fee and which of the latter have been

purchased andarestill available to be used. To provide such a display, the
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executable code section references both the access controi information section 1160

(after decrypting section 1160) and a purchasestatusfile which is produced when

the user purchasesrights to use one or more objects.

(3) Where a requested useis either free, or already purchased, if not free, the

executable code section 1140 decrypts and decompressesthe relevant program or

data object, and then loads it in memory to be run so that the requested use may be

carried out. The section 1140 prevents access to unavailable uses by hooking the

functions referenced in the import table of the running program object to control

routines in the executable code section 1140, as explained below.

(4) The executable code section 1140 serves to deter dump attacks by

erasing from memory certain necessary information from the program object whenit

loads the program object in running format in memory. Consequently, evenif the

decrypted and decompressed program object is somehow copied from the memory

to same storage device, it could not be reloaded tn running format in memory and,

thus, is useless after a dumpattack.

It will be understood that the executable cade section 1140 functions as a

"wrapper" or access control executable but without Deing susceptible to various

types of attacks that prior art wrappers have been subjectto.

Fig 12 is a flow diagram of a method for secure distribution of software by

data communication, For the purposes of Figure 12, it will be assumed that a user's

computer has been connected to a server computer by a data communication

channel, such asthe internet. According to an initial step 1210 in Fig. 12, the server

sends a software product, which is either an executable object or a data object, to
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the user's computer, in response to a request sent to the server from the user's

computer.

If the software product is a data object, the user's computer will require a

driver executable in order to make use of the data. If the user's computer lacks the

required driver executable, the user's attempt to access the data cbjectwill result

only in the display of a notification to download the driver executable from the server

computer. When the server computer receives such a request, it responds as

indicated in step 1220 by sending the driver executable to the user's computer where

it is installed to operate betweenits operating system and the appropriate disk or

other massstorage driver thereof, as explained below in connection with Figure 14.

Then, at step 1230, and in responseto input from the user, an access control

executable portion of the software product(if an executable object) or of the driver

executable (if the software product is a data object} causes the user's computerto

transmit a purchase request for partial or full access to the software product, and the

server receives the purchase request. Step 1240 follows, at which the server sends

to the user's computer a program which generates system identification information

based on data that is specific to the user's computer. For example, the data used to

generate the system identification information may include serial numbers of such

components of the user's computer as the hard disk, the network interface card, the

motherboard, and so forth. The user's computer then sends to the server the

resulting system identification information, as well as information, such as a credit

card number, which is required to complete the transaction. This information is

received at the server, as indicated at step 1250.
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Foliowing step 1250 is step 1260, at which the servervalidates the credit card

information and generates a decryption key and/or a decryption executable program

on the basis of the system identification information received from, and specific to,

the user's computer. According to one method of implementing the invention, the

required decryption keyis split into two parts, of which one part is calculated in the

server, and the other is calculated in real time in the user's computer, using the data

which is specific to components of the user's computer. The decryption key and/or

decryption executable program are then transmitted to the user's computer from the

server, as indicated at step 1270. The decryption key and/or decryption executable

program are then used in the user's computer to decrypt the software object to which

the user has just purchased usage rights. In certain embodiments, a watermarkis

added to the software object to store data indicative of the transaction in which the

usage rights were purchased,

According to certain embodiments of the invention, the software product sent

at step 1210 includes three objects, of whichafirst object has all of the features of a

second object plus at least one additional feature. A third of the three objects hasall

of the features of the first object plus at least one additional object. Access to the

second object is free, but accessto thefirst and third objects requires two separate

payments. If a payment arrangementis made for both ofthe first and third objects,

the server computer provides different access control codes, such asdifferent

decryption keys, for the first and third objects, respectively. The different control

codes are based on different respective information characteristic of the user's

computer system.
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Fig. 13 is a flow diagram of a method for securedistribution of software stored

in a storage medium.

According to a first step 1310 in Fig. 13, software whichis distributed on a

storage medium is acquired by the user of a computer and installed on the user's

computer. This step 1310 may have taken place a substantial period of time prior to

the subsequent steps. Next, at step 1320, a server computer receives a request

from the user's computer to purchase partial or full access to a software object which

wasinstalled on the user's computerin step 1310. It again is assumed that the

user's computer has been connected by a communication channel to the server.

Preferably the information received by the server at step 1320 includes an

identification code (such as a CD serial number) whichidentifies the particular

storage medium on which the software wasdistributed.

Following step 1320 are steps 1330, 1340, 1350 and 1360. These steps may

be identical to steps 1240-1270 which were described above in connection with Fig.

12, except that the decryption key generated by the server at step 13850 may be

based in part on the storage medium identification code. In view of the previous

discussion of the corresponding steps in Fig. 12, no further explanation of Fig. 13 is

necessary.

Fig. 14 is a schematic diagram illustrating the use of a driver executable

controlling access to data objects stored in a computer system. The software

architecture tllustrated in Fig. 14 includes a media player application 1405 which is

provided to read or play data objects such as images. Also includedis a

conventional operating system 1410 and a driver executable program 1415 of the
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type referred to in connection with step 1220 in Fig. 12, or whichis distributed on the

storage medium referred to at step 310 in Fig. 13.

Also illustrated in Fig. 14 are a conventional driver program +420 whichis

provided for managing a storage device, and a storage device 1425 on which one or

more data objects are stored,

Fig. 14 aiso illustrates a process by which a data object stored on the storage

device 1425 is accessed by the media player application 1405, as well as a process

for requesting printing of the accessed object.

Whenthe user of the computer system enters an input to request access toa

data object stored on the storage device 1425, a request to that effect is passed from

the media player application 1405 to the operating system 1410, as indicated at

reference numeral 1430 in Fig. 14. In response to the request 1430, the operating

system 1410 passes a second request(represented by reference numeral 1432) to

the driver executable 1415. In responseto the request 1432, the driver executable

1415 passes a third request (reference numera! 1434) to the storage device driver

1420. In responseto the request 1434, the storage device driver 1420 retrieves the

desired data cbject from the storage device 1425. The desired object is then passed

from the storage device driver 1420 to the driver executable 1415 either in encrypted

form, as indicated at 1436, or in unencrypted form. If the user has satisfied the

condition for access io the data object (e.g., by paying the purchaseprice for

access), then the driver executable decrypts the encrypted data object and passes

the decrypted data object to the operating system 1410, as indicated at 1438. The

decrypted data abject is then passed from the operating system to the media player

application, as indicated at 1440.
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lf the user wishes to print the data object, then a request 1442 is passed from

the media player application to the driver executable, which then passes another

print request 1444 to the operating systern.

Fig. 15 is a flaw diagram which showsadditional details of a method of

printing a data object to which accessis controlled. In response to input from the

user of the computer, the media player transmits the print request (reference

numeral 1442 in Fig. 14), as represented by step 1510 in Fig. 15, to the driver

executable. The driver executable then examines the object to determine whether

identifier data such as a signature is present in the object to indicate that printing of

the object is subject to somerestriction (step 1520). If at step 1520 no such identifier

is found, then, as indicated at step 1530, the driver executable provides the data

object in an unmodified form ta the operating system.

if at step 1520 the driver executable finds the signature which identifies the

object as one for which accessis controlled, step 1540 follows. At step 1540 the

driver executable saves or modifies the target address in the media player

application to which the application directs calls for a print routine. Consequently, as

indicated at step 1550, when the media playercalls a print routine, the calli is

directed to the driver executable. However,if step 1540 has already been carried

out as a result of a previous print request from the media player, this step need not

be repeated.

At step 1560, and in response to the call for the print routine from the media

player application, the driver executable determines whether the customer has

satisfied the conditions required to authorize printing of the data object. If not, the

driver executable causes the computer system to display a suitable notice to indicate
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to the userthat printing is denied, and to invite the user to purchase the right to print

the data object (step 1570), as described hereinabove.

lf at step 1560 the driver executable determinesthat printing is authorized,

then the driver executable calis the print routine provided by the operating system

(step 1580).

Fig. 16 illustrates the software package of Figs. 11A-11C when the soflware

packageis first loaded into the working memory of a user's computer system. As

before, the executable notifier 1110 is made up of a header section 1135, followed in

turn by a executable code section 1140, a data section 1145, a resource section

1150 and an import table 1155.

Following the executable notifier 1110 are the encrypted and compressed

program objects and encrypted accesscontrol information, all indicated by reference

numeral 1130, and the signature section 1120, which were referred to above in

connection with Fig.11A.

If the user requests access to one of the program objects, say object 1, and if

access to the object has been authorized, then the executable notifier decrypts and

decompressesthe program object and causes the program object to be written in

executable form as indicated in Figure 17. As seen from Fig. 17, the decrypted,

decompressed program object includes a header section 1710, followed in tum by

an executable code section 1720, a data section 1730, a resource section 1740, and

an import table 1750.

After the program object has been written in memory in executable form as

shownin Fig. 17, the executable notifier modifies tne program object in a mannerto

defeat dump attacks. This is achieved by erasing or modifying certain portions of the
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program objectafterit is written in memory. In certain embodiments, one or more of

the program object's relocation information, directory pointers orits entry point

pointer are erased or modified for this purpose. In other embodiments, one or more

of the references to exterior routines in the import tabie of the program object are

modified to enable the executable notifier to control access to such routines. This

modification of the program object is referred to as "hooking" routine calls by the

program objects. This is done by modifying the import table 1750 so that routine

calls are routed through the executable notifier instead of directly to the operating

system. Details of the "hooking" process will now be described with reference to

Figure 18.

As indicated at 1810 in Fig. 18, the executable notifier erases portions of the

import table that identify the routines to be called by the corresponding virtual

address such as “read file", "create file", or "print". Instead of addresses to the

operating system routines, the executable notifier inserts virtual addresses in the

import table which cause jumps to the code section 1140 of the executable notifier.

The code section 1140 is programmedto interpret each jump to determine the

particular routine requested by the program object. The executable notifier then

determines whether the user hassatisfied the conditions to perform the function in

question. If so, the executable notifier calts the appropriate routine in the operating

system. To elaborate details of the "hooking" process shownin Fig. 18, the

executable notifier stores in an address record portion of the import table 1750

addresses within the executable notifier in place of the addresses of the relevant

routines in the operating system. Instead of erasing part of, and making

substitutions for, the import table 1750 of the program object, the executable notifier
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may erase and substitute for other portions of the program object, such as relocation

information, a directory pointer or an entry point pointer.

The above description of the invention is intended to be illustrative and not

limiting. Various changes or modifications in the embodiments described may occur

to those skilled in the art. These can be made without departing from the spirit or

scope of the invention.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of securely distributing software with limited usage rights,

comprising:

supplying software for distribution to a user, the software including an

access control object for preventing at least some usage thereof on a computer

system without the useof a first access control code;

producing the first access control code based on selected information

characteristic of a predetermined computer system; and

supplying the first access contro! code to the predetermined computer

system to enable the at least some usage of the software.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the step of supplying software

comprises supplying the software to the predetermined computer system, the

software having a first object and a second object, the access control object

comprising an access control executable controlling accessto the first and second

objects by referencing thefirst access control code and the selected information in

the computer system.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the step of supplying the first access

control code comprises supplying a usage authorization package including the first

access control code and information identifying authorized usages of the software,

the access control executable being operative to reference the usage authorization

package in controlling access to the first and second objecis, the software being

operative to store the usage authorization package apart from thefirst and second

objects.
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4. The method of claim 2, wherein the first object provides a first set of a

plurality of features, the second object provides a second set of a plurality of features

including some, but less than all, of the features included in the first set and the

access control executable is operative to prevent access to thefirst object in the

absenceof the first access control code and the selected information but to enable

access to the second object without referenceto the first access control code or the

selected information.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the software includes a third object

providing the first set of a plurality of features together with a third set including at

least one feature not included in thefirst set, the execuiable being operative to

prevent accessto the third object in the absence of a second access control code

different from the first access control code and further selected information

characteristic of the predetermined computer system, the second access control

code being produced based onthe further selected information, the method further

comprising:

supplying the second access control code to the predetermined

computer system.

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the access control executable

comprises a wrapper forthe first and second objects.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first access control coce is a

decryption key produced from fhe selected information.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first access control code is an

executable required for decrypting at least a portion of the software.
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g, The method of claim 1, wherein the first access control code is a

watermark in an object supplied to the predetermined computer system.

10. The method of ciaim 1, wherein the software includes transaction

information relating to a transaction by which the software is supplied to the user,

and the access control object is operative to prevent the at least some usage of the

software in the absence of the transaction information in the software.

11. The methodof claim 1, wherein the transaction information is supplied

as a watermark in the software.

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of storing the first

access control code at a location in the computer system apart from a location at

which the software is stored therein.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving at a server a

request from the user to purchase rights to predetermined usage of the software,

receiving at the server the selected information characteristic of the predetermined

computer system, obtaining paymentinformation from the user assuring payment for

the rights and supplying the first access control code from the server to the

predetermined computer system in response to receipt of the paymentinformation.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising supplying a system

information collection code from the server to the predetermined computer system,

the system information collection code being operative to obiain the selected

information characteristic of the predetermined computer system.
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15, The method of claim 13, wherein the software includes data defining a

notifier which the software causes to be dispiayed by means of the predetermined

computersystem, the notifier conveying information required by the user for ordering

rights to predetermined usage of the software and enabling entry offirst transaction

information required for the purchaseofthe rights, the sofiware being operative to

obtain the selected information from the predetermined computer system in

response to entry of the payment information and to cause the predetermined

computer system to transmit the selectec information and the first transaction

information to the server.

16. The method of claim 15. wherein the software is operative to reference

information in an operating system of the predetermined computer system identifying

a language selected for providing outputs to a user and to cause the software to

provide such outputs in the selected language.

17. The methodof claim 15, wherein the software is supplied as a software

copy on a storage medium for distribution to the user, the software including an

identification code identifying the software copy, the software is operative to transmit

the identification code to the server, the server being operative to producethefirst

access control code based on the identification code.

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the software is supplied by data

communication from a server to the predetermined computer system in response to

a request, the request including second transaction information, the server being

operative to insert transaction identification information in the software hased on the

second transaction information.
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19. The method of claim 18, wherein the server is operative to insert the

transaction identification information in the software as a watermark.

20. The method of claim 18, wherein the server is operative to produce the

first access control code based on the second transaction informaticn.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the server is operative to supply the

first access control code with an identifying watermark,

22. The method of claim 1, wherein the software comprises a first data

object.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the first data object includesa first set

of features and a secondset of features, thefirst set of features being encrypted and

the second set of features being unencrypted, and wherein the step of supplying

soitware comprises supplying a driver executable to the predetermined computer

system, the driver executable including first code for accessing the first data object

and decryption code for controlling decryption of the first data object.

24, The method of claim 22, wherein the first data object is encrypted, the

step of supplying software including supplying a driver executable to the

predetermined computer system, the driver executable including first code for

accessing thefirst data ooject and decryption code for decrypting the accessed first

data object.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the driver executable is operative to

receive a request for the first data object from an operating system of ithe

predetermined computer system and to transfer the request to a preexisting driver of
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ihe predetermined computer system, the driver executable being further operative to

receive the first data object from the preexisting driver, to decrypt the first

predetermined object and supply the decrypted first predetermined object to the

operating system.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the first data object includes a

predeterminedidentifier therein and the driver executabie includes second code for

detecting the presence of the predetermined identifier in the first data object, the

decryption code being operative to decrypt the first data object in responseto the

presence of the predeterminedidentifier therein.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein the driver executable is operative to

transfera file from the preexisting driver to the operating system without modification

in the absence of the predetermined identifier in the file as received from the

preexisting driver.

28. The method of claim 24 wherein the first data object providesa first set

of a plurality of features. the software further comprising a second data object

providing a second set of a plurality of features including some, but less than all, of

the features included in the first set, and a usage authorization package including

information identifying authorized usages of the first and second data objects, the

driver executable being operative to selectively enable usage ofthe first and second

data objects based on the usage authorization package.

29. The method of claim 28, wherein the driver executable is operative

uponafirst request for accessto the first or second data object to return a dialog box
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object for displaying a dialog box to the user, the dialog box providing the user with

options for accessing the first and second data objects on a pay and/or no-paybasis.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein the driver executable is operative

upon the first request for access io the first or second data object to reference

information in the operating system identifying a display language selecied for

producing displays to a user and to provide the dialog box with text in the display

language.

31. The method of claim 22, wherein only a portion of the first data object

is encrypted, and wherein the step of supplying software comprises supplying a

driver executable and a usage authorization package to the predetermined computer

system, the usage authorization package including information identifying authorized

usages of the first data object, the driver executable being operative to access the

first data object and to transfer the first data object to an operating system of the

predetermined computer system, wherein the driver executable selectively decrypts

the portion of the first data object before transferring the first data object to the

operating system based on the usage authorization package.

32. The method of claim 22, wherein the step of supplying software

comprises supplying a driver executable to the predetermined computer system, the

driver executable including first code for accessing the first data object in response

to a request from an operating system of the predetermined computer system and

being operative to determine whether a requested action utilizing the first data object

is authorized, the driver executable being operative to block execution of the

requested action when the sameis not authorized.
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33. The method of claim 32, wherein the driver executable is operative to

block execution of the requested action by hooking a routine of an external

executable required for performing the requested action.

34. The method of claim 22, wherein the software comprises a second

data object, wherein the method further comprises producing the second data object

fram the first data object by reducing the information content of the first data object.

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the second data object ts produced

by eliminating data from the first data object.

365. The method of claim 34, wherein the second data object is produced

by adding noise to thefirst data object.

37. The method of claim 34, wherein the second data object is

producedbyfiltering the first data object.

38. The method of claim 34, wherein the second data object is produced

by encrypting portions of the first data object.

39. The method of claim 22, wherein the software comprises a second

data object, and wherein the method further comprises producing thefirst data object

from the second data object by adding data to the second data object.

AO. The method of claim 1, wherein the software comprises a first

executable object.

41. A software package comprising:

a first object providing a first set of a piurality of features;
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a second object providing a second set of a plurality of features

including some, but less than ali, of the features included in the first set; and

an access control portion affording selective access to the first software

object and/or the second software object.

42. The software package of claim 41, wherein the first and second objects

are executables.

43. The software package of claim 41, wherein the first and second objects

are data objecis.

44, A software package, comprising:

a first object providinga first set of a plurality of features, the first object

being encrypted; and

a second object providing a second set of a plurality of features

including some, but less thanall, of the features included in the first set, the second

object being unencrypted.

45. A driver executable, comprising:

first code for accessing a requestedfile from a storage device;

second codefor detecting the presence of a predetermined identifier in

ihe accessedfile; and

decryption code for decrypting at least a portion of the accessed file in

response to detection of the predetermined identifier therein.

46. A software package, comprising:

a first executable object; and
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a wrapper for the first executable object, the wrapper being operative to

erase predetermined software from the first executable object when it has been

Joadedin running format in memory.

47. The software package of claim 46, wherein the predetermined software

comprises an import table.

48. The software package of claim 46, wherein the predetermined software

comprises relocation information.

49, The software package of claim 46, wherein the predetermined software

comprises a cirectory pointer.

50. Tne software package of claim 46, wherein the predetermined software

comprises an entry point pointer.

51, The software package of claim 46, further comprising usage

information defining at least one permitted use of the first executable object, the

wrapper being operative to reference the usage information to control usage of the

first executable object.

52. The software package of claim 51, wherein the first executable object

is Operative to access a file external to the software package and the wrapperis

Operative to control usage of the first executable object to access the externalfile

based on the usage information.

53. The software package of claim 52, wherein the external file is

encrypted and the wrapperis operative to control decryption of the externalfile.
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54. The software package of claim 51, wherein the wrapper is operative to

detect an unauthorized request for access to the external file and upon such

detection to contro! the display of a dialog box to a user soliciting payment for the

requested access.

5 55. A software package, comprising:

a first executable object; and

a wrapperfor the first executable object;

the first executable object being operative, while running, to access a

feature of the wrapper,

10 the wrapper being operative to supply the feature to the first executable

object when the feature is accessed thereby.

56. The software package of claim 55, wherein thefirst executable object

is operative to access a print contro! feature of the wrapper, and the wrapper is

operative to contro} execution of a print feature in response to access of the print

15 control feature thereof by the first executable object.

57. The software package of claim 55, wherein the first executable object

is Operative to access a copy control feature of the wrapper, and the wrapper is

operative to control execution of a copy feature in response to access of the copy

contro! feature thereof by the first executable object.

20 58. The software package of clatm 55, wherein the first executable object

is Operative to access a read-file control feature of the wrapper. and the wrapperis
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operative to control execution of the read file feature in response to access of the

read-file control feature thereof by the first executable object.

59. The software package of clairn 55, wherein the wrapperis operative to

control execution of a decryption feature in response to the access bythefirst

executable object.

60. The software package of claim 55, wherein the first executable object

includes at Jeast one record storing an address of the wrapper, thefirst executable

object being operative to access the feature of the wrapper by transferring program

execution control to the address of the wrapper.

61. The software package of claim 60, wherein the wrapperis operated to

supply the feature by calling an executable routine external to the software package.

62. A software package, comprising:

a first executable object, and

a wrapper for thefirst executable object;

the first executable object being operative to call a predetermined

feaiure external thereto;

the wrapper being operative upon a call of the predetermined feature

by the first executable object to transfer program execution control to a

predetermined address within the wrapper to contro} access by thefirst executable

object to the predetermined feature.
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63. The software package of claim 62, wherein the first executable object

stores an address record for an address of software providing the predetermined

feature, and the wrapper is operative to store an address of the wrapper in the

address record.

64. The software package of claim 63, wherein the first executable object

stores the address record in an import table including a plurality of address records

for calling a plurality of routines external to the software package, the wrapper being

operative to resolve the addresses of the plurality of routines and to insert a

predetermined one of the routine addresses as the address record in the import

table.

65. The software package of claim 64, wherein the wrapper is operative to

insert each of a pluratity of the routine addresses in a respective one of the plurality

of address records in the import table.

66. A software package, comprising:

a software object having a first set of features and a second set of

features, the first set of features being encrypted and the secord set of features

being unencrypted; and

a signature readabie by a predetermined executable serving to control

accessto the encryptedfirst set of features.

67. The software package of claim 66, wherein the software object

comprises an executable.
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68. The software package of claim 66, wherein the software object

comprises a data object.

69. The software package of claim 68, wherein the data object comprises

music data.

70, The software package of clair 69, wherein the music data is encoded

as a plurality of frequency coefficients produced by a discrete cosine transform, the

coefficients including relatively low frequency coefficients and relatively high

frequency coefficients, the relatively high frequency coefficients being encrypted and

the relatively low frequency coefficients being unencrypted.

71. The software package of claim 69, wherein the music data is arranged

in a plurality of subbands, at least some of the subbands of data being encrypted

and others of the subbands being unencrypted.

72. The software package of claim 69, wherein the music data is frequency

domain data, at least some of the frequency domain data being encrypted and other

of the frequency domain being unencrypted.

73, The software package of claim 68, wherein the data object comprises

image data.

74, The software package of claim 73, wherein the image data is encoded

as a plurality of frequency coefficients produced by discrete cosine transform, the

coefficients including relatively low frequency coefficients and relatively high

frequency coefficients, the relatively high frequency coefficients being encrypted and

the relatively low frequency coefficients being unencrypted.
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75, The software package of claim 73, wherein the image data comprises

color components, at least some of the color components being encrypted.

76. The software package of claim 75, wherein at least one of the cotor

components is unencrypted.

77, The software package of claim 75, wherein the image data further

comprises an unencrypted luminance component, and wherein all of the color

components are encrypted.

78. The software package of claim 73, wherein the image data comprises

line data, at least some of the line data being encrypted.

79. The software package of claim 73, wherein the image data is arranged

in a plurality of lines, at least portions of some of the lines being encrypted and at

least other portions of other lines being unencrypted.

80. The software package of claim 73, wherein the image data is arranged

at least in part as a plurality of blocks, at least one of the blocks being encrypted.

81. An executable object, comprising:

a first code partion comprising first predetermined instructions; and

a second code portion comprising loading instructions required for

loading the first code portion in a memory of a computer system to be programmed

thereby, the second code portion being operative to control the computer system to

erase the loading instructions from memory upon ioacing the first code portion in

memory.
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82. A computer system, comprising:

a processor,

amemory,

an instruction input device; and

5 an executable object stored in the computer system, the executable

object having a first code portion comprising first predetermined instructions for

execution by the processor, and a second code portion including loading

instructions, the processor being operative upon receipt of a predetermined

instruction from the instruction input device to joad the second code portion in the

10 memory, the processor being operative under the control of the loading instructions

to load thefirst code portion in the memory and operative under the control of the

second code portion to erase the loading instructions from the memory upen loading

the first code portion in memory.

83. A computer system, comprising:

15 a processor;

amemory,

an instruction input device; and

a software package stored in the computer system, the software

packing having a first object providing a first set of a plurality of features, a second

20 object providing a second set of a plurality of features including some, but less than

all, of the features included in the first set, and an access control portion; the
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processor being operative to load the software package in the memory, the

processor being further operative to request access to a selected one of the first and

second objects in response to a predetermined instruction from the instruction input

device, the access control portion being operative to selectively control access to the

selected object.

84. A computer system, comprising:

a processor;

a memory,

an instruction input device;

a storage cevice storing a file;

an operating system;

a driver executable; and

a device driver serving to control access to the storage device;

the instruction input device being operative to input a first request for

accessto the file;

the operating system serving to control the processor to direct a

second requestfor thefile to the driver executable in responseto tnefirst request for

access;

the driver executable being operative in response to the second

request to control the processorto direct a third requestfor thefile to the driver;
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the driver being operative in responseto the third request to control the

processor to read the file from the device to the memory and thereupon return

control of the processorto the driver executable;

the driver executable being operative upon return of control thereto to

control the processor to examine the file in memory to detect the presence of a

predetermined identifier in the file and to decrypt at least a portion of the file in

responseto detection of the predeterminedidentifier therein.
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MANAGEMENT INTERFACE AND FORMAT FOR LICENSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to methods of operation of computer systems, and

more particularly to a method and system for managing the licensing of software

executed on computer systems,

In U.S. Patent 4,937,863,issued to Robert, Chase and Schafer and assigned

to Digital Equipment Corporation, the assignee of this invention, a Software
Licensing Management System is disclosed in which usage oflicensed software
may be monitored in a computer system to determineif a use is within the scope

of a license. The system maintains a database of licenses for software products,
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delivering the license document may be in the form of a network, or may be a
phone line using modems, or may include physical delivery by disks ar CD ROMs,
for example. Likewise, the method of delivery of the software products being
licensed, i-e., the applications programs 17 to be executed on the CPUs 16, is not
material to the license managementfacility of the invention; the products are

delivered by some appropriate means, e.g., the communications link 30 and the
networks 21 and 22, by CD ROMs ordisks physically distributed,etc.

Although shown in Figure 1 as operating on a distributed system, in the
simplest case the license managementfacility of the invention may be operated
on a single CPU. The license management program 11 and the applications
program 17 may be executing on the same CPU, in which case the license
document would be stored in a database 23 as before, on this CPU, and thecalls

from the unit 18 to the license server would be tocal instead of RPCs. As in the

distributed system, however, the licensed product wouldstill not have access to the
license document, but instead could only make inquires to the server program,

even if all are executing on the same CPU.

In operation of the distributed system of Figure 1, the producer 28gives the
issuer 25 authority to grantlicenses on its behalf (the producer and issuer can be
a single entity or multiple entities). The license document generator program 26,
under control of a user (a person), generates a license (usually the result of

negotiation between the user of program 26 and a user of the server 10). This
license is called a product use authorization, andit is transmitted by the link 30
to the server 10. The license management program in the server 10 stores the

product use authorization in the database 23, and, if delegation is an authorized
option, may distribute parts of the authorized use to the delegatee servers 13,
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whereit is likewise stored in a database. Thereafter, administration of the license

is only in response to inquiries from user nodes 16. When execution of a program

17 begins, the unit 18 is invoked to check on the availability of a license for this

particular node. The unit 18 sends (as by an RPC) a request to the license

Management program 14 (or 11 if there is no delegatee), where the product use

authorization stored in database 23 is checked to see if use is authorized. if so,

a return is sent ro the user node 16, granting permission to continue. When the

program 17 has finished executing, the unit 18 again is invoked to signal to the

license management program, again by an RPC,that the authorizationis released,

so the license management program can take appropriate action, ¢.g., log the use

in log 24, etc.

To impiement these operations, the license management program 11 or 14

contains several functions, including a client interface 31, a database interface 32,

a managementinterface 33, and an interserver interface 34 for communicating

with the delegatees 13 (if any). The client interface 31, as described below,

handles the requests received from the user nodes 16, and returns resulting from

these requests. The database interface 32 handles the storing and retrieval of

license information in the database 23, and logging license usage activity to log 24,

and retrieval of this data. The managementinterface 33 handles the tasks of

receiving the product use authorizations from the issuer 25 and maintaining the

database 23 via the database interface 32. The interserver interface 34 handles

the task of communicating with the delegatee servers 13, including transmitting the

assigned parts of the product use authorizations, or communicating with other

license servers that may be separately executing the license management function;

for example, calls for validating calling cards may be made to another such server.
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If there are no delegatees or no other license servers, then of course the
interserver interface 34 has no function, and is idle.

The license documentor "product use authorization" forming the basis for
the license management activity of the program 11 on the server 10 may be
illustrated as a data structure containing the informationset forth in Figure 2; in
actual practice the product use authorizationis preferably a more abstract data
arrangement, not in such a rigidly structured formatas illustrated. For exampie,
the product use authorization as well as similar documents stored in the database
23, or passed between components of the system of Figure 1, may be of the so-
called tag-length-value data format, where the data structure begins with an
identifying tag (e.g., PUA or product use authorization) followed by a field giving
the length, followed by the value itself (the content). One type of data treatment
using this tag-length-vaiue formatis an international standard referred to as ASN.1
or Abstract Syntax Notation. In any event, the document 35 illustrated in Figure
2 is merely for discussing the various items of data, rather than representing the
way the information is stored. Some of the fields shown here exist at some times
and not others, and some are optional; the product use authorization may also
include additional fields not shown or discussed here. Also it should be noted that

copies of parts of this type of document are made for the delegatees, so this
representation of Figure 2 is a composite of several documents used in the system
of Figure 1. The document35includesfields 36 identifying the software product
by product name, producer, version numbers, release date, etc. The issuer 25 is
identified in field 37, and the licensee (usually the ownerofthe license server 10)
identified in field 38. The essential terms of the license grant are then defined in
fields 40-46. The start date and enddate are specified in fields 40; these store the

exact time (date, hour, minute, second, etc.) when the license becomes valid and
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when it ends, so Hcenses may be granted to start at some future time and to end

at a particular time. Note that the previous practice has been to specify only the

ending date, rather than also a start date as employed here. Each of the nodes,

including issuer 25, servers 10 and 13, and user nodes 16, maintain a time value

by a local clock referenced to a standard, so inherent in the license management

factlity is the maintaining of a time standard to compare with the start and end
date information in the fields 40. The units granted are specified in field 41; the

units are an arbitrary quantitative measure of program usage. In a delegatee

server 13, the units field 41 will have some subset of the units field in the original

product use authorization. As units are granted to users 16 or delegated, the
remaining units available for grant are indicated in a subfield 42 in the copy of the

document used by the server. The management policy occupies fields 43-46, and
includes style, context, duration and LURDM (license use requirements

determination method), as will be explained, The style field 43 specifies whether

the licensed units are controlled by an “allocative” styie or “consumptive”style, or

some other “private” algorithm, where styles are ways used to account for the

consumptionorallocation of the units. The context field 44 specifies the location

and environment in which product use or license management occurs, i.e., a CPU

or an individual user or a network, ete. Duration field 45 indicates whether the

license granted to a user is by assignment, by transaction, or immediate. The
LURDMfield 46 indicates the license use requirements determination method,

in some cases using a license use requirements table (LURT) seen as field 47, as

will be described.

Additional fields 48-54 in the product use authorization 35 of Figure 2

define fearures such as delegation authorization, calling authorization, overdraft
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authorization, combination autharization, token, signature, checksum, etc. These
will be described in the following paragraphs.

If the delegation field 48 is true, a license server 10 may distribute license
units to multiple servers 13. A time limit may be imposed,i.e., umits can be
delegated to other hardware systems until they time out. Delegation allows an
administrator to distribute units to improve response time and increase the
resilience of the system. For example, the communication network 21 may include
a satellite link to a remote facility where the local server 13 has a number of
clients or users i6, in which case the calls to the server 13 would be completed
much quicker than would be the case if calls had to be made to the server 10.
Also, delegation may be used as a method of allocating licensed units within a
budget for administrative purposes. Usually the delegation authorization is a
feature that is priced by the issuer, ie, a license granting 1000 units with
delegation authorization is priced higher than without this authorization.

Thefield 49 contains a calling authorization and/or a caller authorization.
If the caller authorization in field 49 is true, the product is permitted to receive
calls from other named products requesting use of the product, and if conditions
are met (identified caller ts authorized) the server can grant a calling card, as
described below. If the calling authorization is true, the product can make calls
to other products. If neitheris true, then the product can neither make or receive
calis using the calling card feature. Referring to Figure 1, if product 17a wishes
to make a remote procedure call to a feature of product 17b running on a
different user node 16, it makes a call to its server 13 including a request for a
calling card, and, if permitted, the return to product 17a includes a calling card
49a. The product 17a then makes a call to product 17b in the usual manner of
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RPCs, sending along the calling card 49a, which the product 17b then verifies by

a call to its server 13 before executing the called procedure and issuing its return

to product 17a. The feature of calling cards is important for distributed

applications. For example, if a product is able to execute faster in a distributed

system by assigning tasks to other CPUs, then the issue is presented of which

license policy is needed, i.e., does every node executing a part of the task have to

be licensed and consumeorreceive allocation of a unit, or just the one managing

the task? This is resolved for most applications by use of this calling card concept.

The product use authorization for such a product has the calling authorization

field 49 enabled, so calling cards can be issued. This feature is typically separately

priced.

The combination authorization field 50 of Figure 2 determines whether or

not license requests from a user node 16 can besatisfied by combining units from

multiple product use authorizations. It may be advantageousto purchaselicenses

with different policy values, and use units from certain product use authorizations

only for overfiow or the like. Or, for other reasons, it may be advantageous to

“borrow” and “lend”units among delegated servers or user nodes. This function

is permitted or denied by the contentoffield 50,

The overdraft field 51 determines whether or not a requested allocation

from a user node 16 will be nevertheless granted, even though the units available

field 42 is zero or too smail to permit the requested use. Overdrafts can be

unlimited, or a specific overdraft pool can be set up by a server 10, for a

customer’ internal administrative purposes. That is, the overdraft value may be

unlimited in the original license, but limited or zero for internally distributed

copies of the license. Thus, the product use authorization sent by the issuer 25 to
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the customer may have overdrafts permitted by the field 51, but the customer may
deny overdraft permission for its own budgeting purposes. In any event, if
overdraft is permitted, additional fees have to be paid to the issuer at some
accounting period, when the logged usage from log 24 indicates the available units
have been exceeded. If overdraft is denied, then the units 18 of the user nodes
making request allocations are structured to inform the products 17 thatalicense
grantis not available. The intent is not to prevent the application program from
running; the license server merely informs the application whether or not the
license manager determinesthatit is authorized to run. The application canitself
be structured to shut itself down if not authorized to run, orit can be structured
to shut down certain functions (¢.g., ability to save files, ability to print, etc.), or
it can be structured to continue in a fully functional manner. The purpose of the
license management facility is not that of enforcement, nor that of “copy
protection", but instead is merely that of license management.

An optional token field 52 is available in the product use authorization 35
of Figure 2. This field can contain comments or other information desired by the
issuer or user. For example, a telephone support number may be included in the
token field, then when the product 17 shows its “help screen” the number is
inserted. This number would be part of the argument, i.e., data transmitted to the
user node 16, when the server 10 makes a return following a request allocation
message from the user. This field may also be used to store information used in
a “private” style, where the information from this field returned to the user node
is employed by the application program 17 or the stub 19 to determine if the
application can be activated.
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The signature field 53 in the product use authorization 35 is a part of a

validation mechanism which provides important features. This field contains a

digital signature encoded toreflect the data in the licenseitseif, as well as other

encoding methods not known to customers, so it cannot be duplicated unless the

encoding algorithm is known. In a preferred embodiment, a so-called

“public/private key" system of encoding is used for the signature field 53. The
encoding algorithm used to generate the signature 53 is known to theissuer 25,
using a private key, and anyone knowing the public key can decode the signature

to determine if it is valid but cannot determine the encoding algorithm so it

cannot produce a forged signature. So, if the server 10 knows the public key

which is unique 1o the issuer 25, it can determine if a license document 35 is

genuine, but it cannotitself generate license documents. However, if the server

possesses a valid license documentthat givesit the right to delegate, then it will

be assigned its own private key (different from all other issuers or servers) andits

delegatees 13 will be able to determineif a valid delegated license is delivered to

them as they will be given the public key for the servers 13. The field 53 will

thus contain both the original signature from the issuer 25 and the license server's

signature when delivered to a delegatee 13. The decoding algorithm using a

public key for any signatures is thus used by the license server 10 or delegatee 13

to make sure a product use authorization 35 is authentic beforeit is stored in the

database 23. Related to the digital signature 53 is a checksum field 54, which

merely encodes a value related by some known algorithm to the data in the

product use authorization 35 itself. This field may be used merely to check for

corruption of the data as it is stored, recalled, and transmitted within the system.

That is, the checksum is used for data validation rather than security.
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Two concepts central to the license management system implemented using
the license documentor product use authorization 35 of Figure 2 are the “license

units", specified in field 41 or 42 and the "context", specified in field 44. License
units are an abstract numerical measure of product use allowed by the license.

When a product 17 (or a function or feature of a product) makes a license-
checking request, the license management program 11 on server 10 computes how
many license units are required to authorizethis particular use of the product, and
this is the license units requirement, in some cases using the LURDMfield 46.
A "context" is a set of tagged values which define the location and environment
in which product use or license management Occurs. Context vaiues may be
specified in field 44 of the product use authorization 35 of Figure 2 to restrict the
environments in which the license may be managed and in which product use may

occur. A context template may also be specified in the field 44 to indicate which

parts of the complete context of product use (sub-contexts) are significant in
differentiating product uses for the purposes of unit allocation; when this is
specified, it allows separate product uses to share license units in a controlled way.

The two general types of policies specified in field 43 are allocative and
consumptive. An allocative policy grants to the holder a specific number of
license units (field 41) and specifies the policy which must be used to account for
the allocation of these units. A software product 17 which is being managed by

an allocative license will require verification that the appropriate number of
license units have been allocated to it prior to performing services to the user.

Typically, this allocation of units occurs either at the time of activation of the
product 17 or at the time that product use is enabied on a particular platform
(user CPU 16). The units typically remain allocated to the product 17 throughout
the period that the product is running or is enabled to run. Upon termination of
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processing or disabling, the allocated units are deallocated and made available for
allocation to other instances of the sofrware product 17 (other users 16 activating

the product), In general, as long as any license units remain unallocatedin field
42, the holder of the license is contractually authorized to increase his utilization

of the licensed product. The usage does not deplete the license, however, as the

units are returned to the units-available field 42 after a user is finished, and can

be granted again :o another user.

A consumptive unit based license, indicated in policy field 43, grants to the

holder a specific numberofinitial license units (from field 42) and specifies the

policy used to account for the consumption of those units. A software product 17

which is being managed by a consumptive license will cause an appropriate

numberof license units to be consumed to reflect the services provided by the

product. Once consumed, units cannot be reused. Thus, the number of units

available for future use declines upon every use of the licensed software product

17. This may also be referred to as a "metered" policy, being conceptually similar

to measured consumption ofelectricity, water, etc. When the numberofavailable

units in field 42 reaches zero, the license may require that further use of the

product is prohibited, or, the agreement may permit continued decrementing of

the numberof available units: the result is the accumulation of a negative number

of available units in the field 42, It is anticipated that most consumptive unit

based licenses will consider negative units to represent an obligation of the license

hoider to pay the license issuer 25. The transaction log 24 maintains an audit trail

for providing a record of the units used in a consumptive license.

Referring to Figure 3, the major elements of the managementpolicy are

set forth in a table, where the possible entries for the fields 43, 44, 45 and 46 are
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listed. For the stvle entry 43, the possibilities are allocative and consumptive as
just described, plus a category cailed “private” which represents a style of
management undefined at present but instead to be created especially for a given
product, using its own unique algorithm. It is expected that most licenses may be
administered using the named alternatives of Figure 3, but to allow for future
expansion to include alternatives not presently envisioned, or to permit special
circumstances for unique software, the "private" choices are included, which merely
mean that the product 17 will generate its own conditions of use. It is important
to note that, except for the "private" alternative, the license management is totally
in control of the license management program 11 on the license server 10 (or
delegatee 13), rather than at the product 17. All the product 17 does,via the unit
18, is to make the request inquiry to the server 10 via the client interface 31, and
report when finished.

The context field 44 specifies those components (sub-contexts) of the
execution-context name which should be used in determiningif unit allocations are

required. License data is always used or allocated within, or for the benefit of,
some named licensing context, and context can include “platform contexts” and
“application contexts". Platform contexts are such things as a specific network, an
execution domain, a login domain, a node, a process ED or a process family, a user
name, a product name, an operating system, a specific hardware platform, as listed
in Figure 3. Applications contexts are information supplied from the application
(the product 17), such as may be used ina "private" method of determininglicense
availability. The context name can use several of these, in which case the context
name is constructed by concatenating the values of all subcontexts into a single
context name, e.g., a WAX 3100 platform using VMS operating system.
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The duration field 45 defines the duration of an allocation oflicense units

to a specific context or the duration of the period which defines a valid

consumptive use. For durations of type "Assignment," the specification of a

reassignment constraint is also provided for, as discussed below. There are three

types of duration, these being “transaction,” "assignment" and "immediate"as seen

in Figure 3.

The transaction duration type, when specified for an allocative policy,

indicates that license units should be allocated to the specified context upon

receipt of a license request and that those units should be deallocated and

returned to the pool of available units upon receipt of a corresponding license

release from a user node 16. Abnormai termination of the process or context

having made the original license request will be semantically equivalent to a

license release. On the other hand, when specified for a consumptive policy, this

duration type indicates that license units should be allocated to the specified

context upon receipt of a license request and permanently removed from the
available units pool (field 42) upon receipt of a license release which reflects

successfil completion of the transaction. Upon receipt of a license release which

carries an error status or upon abnormal termination of the processor context

having madethe original license request, the allocated units will be deallocated

and returned to the poolof available units (field 42).

The assignment duration type in Figure 3 (field 45 of Figure 2) imposes the

constraint that the required units must have been previously assigned to a specific

context. The sub-contexts which must be specified in the assignment are those

given in the context-template. A “reassignment constraint" may be imposed, and

this is a limitation on how soon a reassignment can be made. For example, a
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reassignment constraint of 30-days would require that units assigned to a specific
context could not be reassigned more often than every 30-days; this would prevent
skirting the intent of the license by merely reassigning units whenever a userof
another context made a request allocation call for the product. Related to this
assignment constraint, a “reallocation limit" may also be imposed, to state the
minimum duration of an allocation; where there is a context template of process,
the intent is to count the numberof uses of the software product at a given time,
but where software runs in batch rather than interactive mode it may min very
quickly on a powerful machine, so a very few concurrent uses may permit almost
unlimited usage - by imposing a reallocation constraint of some time period, this
mannerof skirting the intent of the license may be constrained.

The immediate duration type (field 45 of Figure 2) is used to indicate that
the allocation or consumption of an appropriate numberoflicense units from the
poolof available units (field 42) should be performed immediately upon receipt
of a license request. Receiptoflicense release or abnormalterminations will then
have no impact on the license management system. When specified as the
duration for an allocative policy, the effect will be simply to check if an
appropriate numberoflicense units are available at the time of a license request.
When specified as the duration for a consumptive policy, the effect will be to
deduct the appropriate numberoflicense units from the available pool at the time
of a license request, and, thereafter, abnormal termination, such as a fault at the
user CPU 16 orfailure of the network link, will not reinstate the units.

The LURDMorlicense unit requirement determination method,field 46,
has the alternatives seen in Figure 3 and stores information used in calculating the
number of units that should be allocated or consumed in response to a license
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request. If this field specifies a table lookup kind, this means license unit
requirements are to be determined by lookup in the LURT (field 47) which is
associated with the current license. If a constant kind is specified, this indicates

that the license units requirements are constant for ail contexts on which the

licensed product or product feature may run. A private LURDM specifies that
the license unit requirements are to be determinedby the licensed product 17, not

by the license managementfacility 11. The license unit requirements tables
(LURTs) provide a means by which issuers of licenses can store information
describing the relation berween context (or row selector) and unit requirements.
The license units requirements determination method (LURDM) mustspecify

“table lookup” for the LURT to be used, and if so a row selector must be

specified, where a valid row selector is any subcontext, e.g., platform ID, user
name, time of day, etc. An example of an LURT fragmentis shown in Figure 4,

illustrating the license unit requirements table mechanism. In this example, the
row selector is "platform-ID” so the platform-ID value determines which row is
used. Theissuer of this LURT of Figure 4 has established three unit requirement

tiers for use in determining the unit requirements for that issuer's products. The

reason for the tiers is not mandated by the license management system, but the

issuer 25 (actually the user of the program 26) would probably be establishing

three pricing tiers, each reflecting a different perspective on the relative utility of
different platforms in supporting the use of various classes of product 17. The

first column in Figure 4, Column A, specifies the use requirements for a class of

products whose utility is highly sensitive to the characteristics of the specific
platform on which they are run, This can be seen by observing that the unit

requirements are different for every row in Column A. Procucts which use the
second column (Column B) appear to have a utiliry which is more related to the

class of platform on which they run. This is indicated by the fact thar all the PC
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platforms share a single value which is different from that assigned to the VAX
platform. The final column (Column C) is for use with a class of products which
is only supported on the VAX platform. Figure 4 is of course merely an example,
and the actual LURT created by the license document generator 26 and stored
in the license database 23 (as field 47 of the product use authorization 35) can be
of any contentof this generai format, as desired by the license issuer.

Instead of always selecting the rows in LURT tables according to the
platform ID of the execution platform, in order to handle the breadth of business
practices that need to be supported by the license managementfacility, the LURT
mechanism is extended by providing a "row selector” attribute in the LURTclass
structure. No default is provided althoughit is expected that the normal value for
the row selector atrribute will be “platform ID.”

In the system of patent 4,937,863, a concept similar to that of the LURT
of Figure 4 was provided, with rows selected by the piatform ID and columns
selected by some arbitrary means, typically according to product type. The system
of this invention allowsflexibility in the selection of both LURT row and column
while continuing to provide backwards compatibility for licenses defined within the
constraints of patent 4,937,863.

Some examples will itlustrate potential uses for the row selector attribute.
A customer may only want to pay for the use of a product during one or two
months of the year; the product may be FORTRAN and the reason for this
request may be that the company has a fairly stable set of FORTRAN subroutines
that are given regular “annual maintenance” only during the months of May and
Tune. To handle this customer’s needs, the FORTRAN product would generate
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an application subcontext which would contain a value representing the month of
the year. Then, a LURT table would be defined with twelve rows, one for each
month of the year, In some column, probably column A, a negative one (-1)

would be placed in each month except for May and June. These two months

would contain some positive number. The product use authorization would then

have a LURDM field specifying a LURT for use to determine the units

requirement, and would namethis custom LURTtabie. The effect would be that

the PUA could only be used during the months of May and June since negative
one is interpreted by license managers to mean “use not authorized.” This

mechanism could also be used to do “time of day" charging. Perhaps charging

fewer units per use at night than during the day. Also, if a subcontext was used

that contained a year value, a type of license would be provided that varied in its

unit requirements as time passed. For instance, it might start by costing 10-units

per use in 1991 but then cost one unitless every year as time passed, eventually
getting to the point where the unit requirement was zero.

Another example is font names. A specific customer may purchase a

license giving it the right to concurrent use of 100-units of a large font collection;

some of the fonts may cost more to use than others. For instance, Times Roman

might cost 10-units per use while New Century Schoolbook costs 20-units per use.

The problem is, of course, making sure that charges are properly made. The

solution is to build a LURT table with a specified application subcontext as its

row selector, A row is then created for each fontin the collection and in Column

A of the LURT, the numberof units required to pay for use of the font would be

specified. The print server would then specify the nameof a font as the value of

the application subcontext whenever it does an /m_request_allocation() call. This

will allow charges to be varied according to font name.
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A further example is memory size. Some products are more or less
valuable depending on the size of memory available to support them. A software
vendor wishing to determine unit requirements based on memory size will be able
to do so by building LURT tables with rows for each reasonable increment of
memory (probably 1-megabyte increments). Their applications would then sense
memory size (using some mechanism not part of the license managementfacility)
and pass a rounded memory size value to the license managerin a private context.

Other examples are environment and operating system. Some products
may be valued differently depending on whether they are being run in an
interactive mode orin batch. This can be accomplished by building LURT rows
for each of the standard platform subcontexts that specify environment

Regarding operating system, it has been considered desirable by many to have a
single product use authorization permit the use of a product on any number of
operating systems, this conflicts with some vendors policies who do not want to
have to create a single price for a product that applies to all operating systems.
Thus, if an operating system independentlicense were offered for a C compiler,
the price would be the same on MS-DOS, VMS, and/or UNIX. Clearly, it can be
argued that the value of many products is, in part, dependent on the operating
system that supports them. By using a row selector of operating system (one of
the standard platform subcontexts), license designers could, in fact, require
different numbers of units for each operating system. However, it might be more
desirable to base the row selection on a private application subcontext that
normally had the same value as the operating system subcontext. The reason for
this is that the license designer might wantto provide a default value for operating
system names that were unknown at the time the LURT rows were defined. If
this is the case, the product would containalist of known operating systems and
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pass the subcontext value of "Unknown" when appropriate. The LURT row for
“Unknown’ would either contain a negative one (-1) to indicate that this operating

system was unsupported or it would contain some default unit requirement.

Another example is variable pricing within a group. One of the problems

with a “group”license is that there is only one unit requirements field on the PUA

for a group. Thus, all members of the group share a single unit requirement.

However, in those cases were all members of the group can be appropriately

licensed with a constant unit requirement yet it is desired to charge different

amounts for the use of each group member, a LURT canbebuilt that has rows

defined for each group member. Therow selector for such a group would be the

Standard platform subcontext “product name.”

Many different types of license can be created using different combinations

of contexts, duration and policy from the table of Figure 3. As examples, the

following paragraphs show some traditional licensing styles which can be

implemented using the appropriate values of the product use authorization fields

43-46.

A "system license”as it is traditionally designated is a license which allows

unlimited use of a product on a single hardware system. The correct numberof

units must be allocated to the processor in advance and then an unlimited product

use i§ available to users of the system. The product use authorization would have

in the context field 44 a context template for a node name, the duration field

would be "assignment" and the policy style field 43 would be “allocative”.
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A "concurrent use” license is one that limits the number of simultaneous
uses of a licensed product. Concurrentuse license units are only allocated when
the product is being used and each simultaneous user of the licensed product
requires their own units. In this case the context template,field 44, is a process
ID, the duration field is "transaction" and the policy style 43 is “allocative”.

A "personal use"license is one that limits the number of named users of
a licensed product. This style of licensing guarantees the members of a list of
users access to a product. Associated with a personal use type of product use
authorization thereisalist of registered users. The administratoris able to assign
these users as required upto the limit imposed by the product use authorization,
the numberof units assigned to each useris indicated by the LURDM.It may be
a constant or it may vary as specified ina LURT. The context template is “user
name", the duration is "assignment", and the policy is “allocative”.

A "site license” is one that limits the use of a licensed productto a physical
site. Here the product use authorization contains for the context template either
"network name" or “domain name”, the duration is “assignment” and the policy
style field 43 is "allocative".

Generally, a license to use a software product is priced according to how
much benefit can be gained from using the product, which is related to the
capacity of the machine it will run on. A license for unlimited use on a large
platform such as a mainframe, where there could be thousands of potential users
at terminals, would be priced at a high level. Here the style would be “allocative”,
the context template = “node”, the duration = “assignment” and the LURDMmay
be "Column A" - the units, however, would be large, e-g., 1000. At the other end
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of the scale would be a license for use on a single personal computer, where the

field values would be the sameas for the mainframe except the units would be "1",

If a customer wanted to make the product available on the mainframe but yet

limit the cost, he could perhaps get a license that would allow only five users at

any given time to use the product; here thefields in the product use authorization

would be: units = 5; style = allocative; context template = process; duration =

transaction; LURDM = constant, l-unit. This would stil! be priced fairly high

since a large number of users may actually use the productif a session of use was

short. A lower price would probably be available for a personal use license where

only five named persons could use the product, these being identified only in the

license server 10, not named by the license issuer 25. Here the fields in the

praduct use authorization are: units = 5; style = allocative; context template =

user name; duration = transaction; LURDM = constant, 1-unit.

An additional feature that may be provided for in the product use

authorization 35 is license combination. Where there are multiple authorizations

for a product, license checking requests sent by user nodes 16 may besatisfied by

combining units from multiple authorizations. Individual product use

authorizations may prohibit combined use. Thus, a licensee may have a license

to use a product 17 on anailocative basis for a certain numberof units and on a

consumptive basis for another numberof units (this may be attractive from pricing

standpoint); there might not be enough units available for a particular context

from one of these licenses, so some units may be "borrowed" from the other

license (product use authorization), in which case a combination is made.

The interface between the program executing on the client or user 16 and

the license server 10 or its delegatees 13 includes basically three procedurecalls:
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a request allocation, a release allocation and a query allocation. Figure 5
illustrates in flow chart form someof the events occurring in this client interface.
The request allocation is the basic license checking function, a procedure call
invoked when a software product 17 is being instantiated, functioning to request
an allocation of license units, with the return being a grant or refusal to grant.
Note that a product may use request allocation calls at a number of points in
executing a program, rather than only upon start-up; for example, a request
allocation may be sent when making use of some particular feature such a special
graphics package or the like. The release allocation call is invoked when the user
no longer needs the allocation, e.g., the task is finished, and this return is often
merely an acknowledge;if the style is consumptive, the caller has the opportunity
via the release allocation call to influence the number of units consumed, ¢.g.,
decrease the number due to some event. The query allocationcallis invoked by
the user to obtain information about an existing allocation, or to obtain a calling

card, as will be described.

The requestallocation, referred to as im_request_allocation(), is a request
that license units be allocated to the current context. This function returns a grant

or denial status that can be used by the application programmerto decide whether
to permit use of the product or product feature. The status is based on the
existence of an appropriate product use authorization and any license management
policies which may be associated with that product use authorization. License
units will be allocated or consumed,if available, according to the policy statement

found on the appropriate product use authorization. The product would normally
call this function before use of a licensed product or product feature. The
function will not cause the product's execution to be terminated should the request
fail. The decision of what to do in case of failure to obtain allocation of license
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units is up to the programmer. The arguments in a request allocation call are the

product name, producer name,version, release date, and request extension. The

product name, producer name, version and release date are the name of the

software product, name of producer, version number and reiease date far

specifically identifying the product which the user is requesting an allocation be

made. The request extension argumentis an object describing extended attributes

of the request, such as units required, LURT column, private context, and

comment. The results sent back to the calling node are a return code,indicating

whether the function succeeded and,if not, why not, and a grant handle, returned

if the function completes successfully, giving an identifying handle for this grant

so it can be referred to in a subsequentrelease allocation call or query allocation

call, for example.

The release allocation, referred to as im_release_allocation(), is an

indication from a user to the license manager to release or consume units

previously allocated. This function releases an allocation grant made in response

to a prior call to request allocation. Uponrelease, the license managementstyle

38 determines whether the units should be returned to the pool of available units

or consumed. If the caller had specified a request extension on the earlier call to

request allocation which contained a units-required-attribute, and the number of

units requested at that time are not the number ofunits that should be consumed

for the completed operation, the caller should state with the units-consumed

argument how many units should be consumed. The arguments of the release

allocation are: grant handle, units consumed, and comment. The grant handle

identifies the allocation grant created by a previous cail to requestallocation. The

uruts-consumed argument identifies the number of units which should be
consumedif the license policy is consumptive; this argument should only be used
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in combination with an earlier call to request allocation which specified a units
requirementin a request extension. Omission of this argumentindicates that the
number of units to be consumed is the same as the number allocated previously.
The comment argument is a comment which will be written to the log file 24 if
release units are from a consumptive style license or if logging is enabled. The
result is a return code indicating if the function succeeded, and, if not, why not.

The query allocation, or im_query_allocation(}, is used by licensed products
which have received allocations by a previous request allocation cali. The query
*s to obtain information from the server 10 or delegatee server 13 about the
nature of the grant that has been made to the user and the license data used in
making the grant, or to obtain a calling card (i.e., a request that a calling card be
issued). Typically, the item read by this query function is the tokenfield 52 which
contains arbitrary information encoded bythe license issuer and which may be
interpreted as required by the stub 19 for the licensed product software 17, usually
whena "private" allocation style or contextis being employed. The arguments in
this procedure call are the grant handle, and the subject. The grant handle
identifies the allocation grant created by a previous call to request allocation. The
subject argumentis either "product use authorization" or "calling card request’;if
the former then the result wiil contain a public copy of the product use
authorization. If this argumentis a calling card request and a calling card which
matches the previous constraints specified in that request can be made available,
the result will contain a calling card. If the subject argument is omitted, the result
will contain an instance of the allocation. The results of the query allocation call
are (1) a return code, indicating whether the function succeeded, and, if not, why
not, and (2) a result, which is either an allocation, a product use authorization or
a calling card, depending on type and presence of the subject argument.
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Referring to Figure 5, the flow chart shows the actions at theclient in its

interface with the server. When the software product 17 is to be invoked, the unit

18 is first executed as indicated by the block 60, and the first action is to make a

requestallocation call via the stub 19, indicated by the dlock 61. The client waits

for a return, indicated by the loop 62, and when a return is received it is checked

to see if it is a grant, at decision block 63. If not, the error code in the return is

checked at block 64, and if a return code indicates a retry is possible, block 65,

control passes back to the beginning, but if no retry is to be made then execution

is terminated. If the policy is to allow use of the product 17 without a license

grant, this function is separately accounted for. If the decision point 63 indicates

a grant was made, the grant handle is stored, block 66, for tater reference. The

program 17 is then entered for the main activities intended by the user. During

this execution of product 17, or before or after, a query allocation call can be

made, block 67, though this is optional and in most cases not needed. When

execution of the program 17 is completed, the grant handleis retrieved, block 68,

and a release allocation call is made, block 69. A loop 70 indicates waiting for the

return from the server, and whenthe return received it is checked for an error

code as before, and a retry may be appropriate. If the release is successfully

acknowledged, the program exits.

Referring to Figure 6, the actions of the server 10 or deiegatee server 13

in executing the license management program 11 or 14, for the client interface,

are illustrated in flow diagram form. A loop is shown where the server program

is checking for receipt of a request, release or query call from its clients. The call

would be a remote procedure call as discussed above, and would be a message

communicated by a network, for example. This loop shows the decision blocks 71,
72 and 73. If a release allocation call is received, a list of products for which
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authorizations are stored is scanned, block 74, and compared to the product
identity given in the argument of the received call, block 75. If there is no match,
an error code is returned to the client, block 76, and control goes back to the
initial loop. If the product is found, the authorization is retrieved from the
database 23, block 77 (there may be more than one authorization for a given
product, in which case all would be retrieved, but only one will be referred to
here) andall of the information is matched and the calculations made depending
upon the managementpolicy of Figures 3 and 4, indicated by the decision block
78. Ifa grant can be made,itis returned as indicated at block 79, or if not an
error code is returned, block 80. If a release allocation call is received, indicated
by a positive at the decision block 72, the grant handie in the argumentis checked
for validity at block 81. If no match is found, an error code is returned, block 82,
and control passes backto the initial loop. If the handleis valid, the authorization
for this product is retrieved from the database 23 at block 83, and updated as
indicated by the block 84. For example, if the license managementstyle is
allocative, the units are returned to the available pool Or, in some cases, no
updateis needed. The authorization is stored again in the database, block 85, and
a return made to the client, block 86, before control passes back to the initial
loop. If the decision block 73 indicates that a query allocation call is received,
again the grant handleis checked at block 87, and an error code returned at block
88 if not valid. If the grant handle matches, the authorization is retrieved from
the database 23, at block 89, and a return is made to the client giving the
requested information in the argument, block 90.

The basic allocation algorithm used in the embodiment of the license
management system herein described, and implemented in the methodof Figures
5 and 6, is very simple and can handle a very large proportion of known license
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unit allocation problems. However, it should be recognized that a more elaborate
and expanded algorithm could be incorporated. Additions could be made in
efforts to extend the allocation algorithm so that it would have specific supportfor

optimizing unit allocation in a wider variety of situations. Particularly, sources of
non-optimal allocations occurring when using the basic allocation algorithm are
those that arise from combination and reservation handling.

Thefirst step is formation offull context. The client stub 19 is responsible
for collecting ail specified platform and application subcontexts from the execution
environment of the product 17 and forwarding thesecollected subcontexts to the
license managementserver 13 or 10. The collection of subcontexts is referred to
as the “full context” for a particular license unit allocation request.

The next step is retrieval of the context template. When the license
manager receives an im_request_allocation(), it will look in its list of available
product use authorizations (PUA) to determine if any of them conform to the
product identifier provided in the lm_request_allocation() call. The product
identifier is composed of: product name, producer, version, release date. If any
match is found, the license manager will extract from the matching PUA the

context template. This template is composed ofalist of subcontexts that are
relevant to the process of determining unit requirements. Thus, a context

template may indicate that the node-ID subcontext of a specific full contextis of
interest for the purposes of unit allocation. The context template would not
specify any specific value for the node-ID; rather, it simply says that node-ID
should be used in making the allocation computation.
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The next step is masking the full context. Having retrieved the context
template, the license manager will then construct an “allocation context" by
filtering the full context to removeall subcontexts which are not listed in the
context template. This allocation contextis the context to be used in determining
allocation requirements.

Thenfollows the step of determining if the request is new. Thelicense
manager maintains for each product use authorization a dynamic table which
includes the allocation contexts of all outstanding allocations for that PUA (i.e.,
allocations that have been granted but have not yet been released). Associated
with each entry in this table is some bookkeeping information which records the
number of units allocated, the full context, etc. To determine if a recent

Im_request_allocation() requires an allocation of units to be made, the license
manager compares the new allocation context with all those allocation contexts in
the table of outstanding allocations and determines if an allocation has already
been made to the allocation context. If the new allocation context does not
already exist in the table, an attempt will be made to allocate the appropriate
number of units depending on the values contained in the LURDMstructure of
the PUA and any LURTsthat might be required. If an allocation context similar
to that specified in the new allocation request does exist in the table, the license
manager will verify that the number of units previously allocated are equal to or
greater than the numberof units which would need to be allocated to satisfy the
new allocation request. If so, the license manager will return a grant handle to
the application which indicates that the allocation has been made {ie., it is a
"shared allocation" - the allocated units are shared between two requests.) If not,
the license manager will attempt to allocate a number of units equal to the
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difference between the number previousiy allocated and the number of units

required.

The step of releasing allocations (Fig. 6, blocks 84-85) occurs when the

license manager receives an /m_release_allocation() call; it will remove the record

in its dynamic allocation table that corresponds to the allocation to be released.

Having donethis, the license manager will then determineif the allocation to be

removed is being shared by any other allocation context. If so, the units

associated with the allocation being released will not be released. They will

remain allocated to the remaining allocation contexts. Some of the units might

be released if the license manager determines that the numberofallocated units

exceeds the number needed to satisfy the outstanding allocation contexts. If this
is the case, the license manager will “trim” the numberof allocated units to an

appropriate level.

In summary, the two things that make this algorithm work are (1) the basic

rule that no more than one allocation will be made to any single allocation

context, and (2) the use of the context template to make otherwise dissimilar full

contexts appear to be similar for the purposes of allocation.

Thelicense designer's task, when defining basic policy, is then to determine

which contexts should appear to be the same to the license manager. If the

license designer decides thatall contexts on a single node should look the same

(context template = node-ID), then any requests that come from that node will
all share allocations. On the other hand, a decision that all contexts should be

unique (i.e., context template = process-ID) will mean thatallocations are never
shared.
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and stores a unit value indicating the numberoflicensing units for each product,
When a user wishes to use a licensed product, a message is sent to the central
license management facility requesting a license grant. In response to this
message, the facility accesses the database to see if a license exists for this
product, and, if so, whether units may be allocated to the user, depending upon
the user’s characteristics, such as the configuration ofthe piatform (CPU) which
will execute the software product. If the license management facility determines
that a license can be granted, it sends a message to the user giving permission to
proceed with activation of the product. If not, the message denies permission.

While the concepts disclosed in the patent 4,937,863 are widely applicable,
and indeed are employed in the present invention, there are additional functions
and alternatives that are needed in someapplications. For example, the license

management system should allow for simultaneous use of a wide variety of
different licensing alternatives, instead of being rigidly structured to permit only
one or only a few. When negotiating licenses with users, vendors should have
available a wide variety of terms and conditions, even though a given vendor may
decide to narrow the selection down to a small number. For example, a software

product may be licensed to a single individual for use on a single CPU, or to an
organization for use by anyone on a network, or for use by any users at terminals
in a cluster, or only for calls from anotherspecific licensed product, or any ofa
large number of other alternatives. A vendor may have a large number of
products, some sold under one type of license and some under others, or a
product may be a composite of a numberof features from one or more vendors
having different license policies and prices;it would be preferable to use the same
license management system for all such products.
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Distributed computing systems present additional licensing issues. A

distributed system includes a number of processor nodes tied together in a

network of servers and clients. Each node is a processor which may execute

programs locally, and may also execute programs or features (subparts of

programs) via the network. A program executing on one node may make remote

procedure calls to procedures or programs on other nodes. In this case, some

provision need be made for defining a license permitting a program to be

executed in a distributed mannerrather than separately on a single CPU,shortof

granting a license for execution on all nodes of a network.

In a large organization such as a company or government agency having

various departments and divisions, geographically dispersed, a software license

policy is difficult to administer and enforce, and also likely to be more costly,if

individual licenses are negotiated, granted and administered by the umits of the

organization. A preferred arrangement would be to obtain a single license from

the software producer, and then split this license into locally-administered parts
by delegation. The delays caused by network communication can thus be

minimized, as well as budgetary constraints imposed on the divisions or

departments. Aside from this issue of delegation, the license managementfacility

may best be operated on a network, where the licensing of products run on all

nodes of the network may be centrally administered. A network is not necessary

for use of the features of the invention however, since the license managementcan

be implemented on a single platform.

Software products are increasingly fragmented into specific functions, and

separate distribution of the functions can be unduly expensive. For example, a

spreadsheet program may have separate modules for advanced color graphics, for
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accessing a database, for printing or displaying an expanded list of fonts, etc.
Customers of the basic spreadsheet product may want some, none or all of these
added features. Yet, it would be advantageous [to distribute the entire
combination as one package, then allow the customer to license the features
separately, in various combinations, or under differing terms. The customer may
have an entire departmentof the company needingto use the spreadsheet every
day, but only a few people who need to use the graphics a few days a month. it
is advantageous,therefore, to provide alternatives for varied licensing of parts or
features of software packages, rather thanafixed policy for the whole package.

Another example ofdistribution of products in their entirety, but licensing
in parts, would be thatof delivering CD ROMSto a customercontaining all of the
software thatis available for a system, then licensing only those parts the customer

needs or wishes to pay fees for rights to use. Of course, the product need not be
merely applications programs, operating systems, OF traditional executable code,
put instead could also include static objects such as printer fonts, for example, or

graphics images, or even music or other sound effects.

As will be explained below, calling and caller authorizations are provided
in the system according to one feature of the invention, in order to provide
technological support for a number of business practices and solve technical
problems which require the use of what is called “transitive licensing.” By
“transitive licensing” is meant that the ght to use one productor feature implies
a right to use one or more other products or features. Transitive licenses are
similar to group licenses in that both types oflicense consist of a single instrument
providing rights of use for a plurality of products. However, transitive licenses
differ from grouplicenses in that they restrict the granted rights by specifying that
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the licensed products can only be used together and by further specifying one or

more permitted inter-product cailing/caller relationships. Some examples may

help to clarify the use and nature of a transitive license: the examples to be

explained are (1) two products sold together, (2) a give-away that results from

narrow choices of licensing alternatives, (3) a client licensing method in a

client/server environment, (4) impact of modular design, and (5) the impact of

distributed design.

A software vendor might have two products for sale: the first a mail

system, and the second a LEXIS™-like content-based text retrieval system. Each

of these products might be valued at $500 if purchased separately. Some

customers would be satisfied by purchasing the rights to use only one of these

products. others might find that they can justify use of both. In order to increase

the likelihood that customerswill, in fact, purchase both products, it would not be

surprising if the software vendor offered his potential customers a volume

discount, offering the two products for a combined price of $800. The customers

who took advantage of this combined offer would find that they had received two

products, each of which couid be exploited to its fullest capabilities independently
from the other. Thus, these customers would be able to use the content based

retrieval system to store and retrieve non-mail documents. However, from time

to time, the vendor may discover that particularly heavy users of mail wish to be

able to use the content based retrieval system only to augment the filing

capabilities provided by the standard mailoffering. It is likely that many of these

potential customers would feel that $800 is simply too much to pay for an

extended mail capability. The vendor might then consider offering these

customers a license that grants mail users the right to use the content-based

retrieval system only when they are using mail and prohibits the use of content
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based retrieval with any other application that might be available on the
customers system. This type oflicense is referred to below a “transitive license,"
and it might sell for $600.

Another exampleis a relational database product (such as that referred to
as Rdb™) designed for use on a particular operating system, ¢.g., VMS. This
relational database product has two components: (1) A user interface used in
developing new databases, and (2) a “run-time” system which supports the use of
previously developed databases. The developers of the database product might
spend quite a bit of effort trying to get other products made by the vendor of the
database productto use it as a database instead of having those other products
build their own product-specific databases. Unfortunately, the other product
designers may complain that the cost of a run-time license for the database
product, when added to the cost of licenses for their products, would inevitably
make their products uncompetitive. Thus, some mechanism would be needed that
would allow one or another of the vendor's products to use the run-time system

for the relational database product in a "private" manner while not giving
unlicensed access to products of other vendors. No such mechanism existed, prior
to this invention: thus, the vendor mightbe forcedto sell the right to use its run-
time system for the database product with its proprietary operating system license.
Clearly, this combinedlicense would makeit possible for the vendor’s products to
use its database product without increasing their prices; however, it also would
make it possible for any customers and third-parties to use the database product
without paying additional license fees. However, had the system of the invention
been available, the vendor could have granted transitive licenses for the run-time
component ofits database productto all the vendor’s products. Essentially, these
licenses would have said that the database run-time could be used without an
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additional license fee if and onlyif it was used in conjunction with some other of

the vendor’s products. Any customer wishing to build a new relational database

application or use a third-party application that relied on the vendor's database

product would have had to pay the vendorfor its database run-timelicense.

A proposed client/server licensing method provides yet another example

of a problem which could be solved by transitive licensing. Typically, a client is

only used by one user at a time, while a server can support an arbitrary number

of clients depending on the level of client activity and the capacity of the machine

which is supporting the server. While traditionally, server/client applications have

been licensed according to the numberofclients that a server could potentially

support, this may not be the most appropriate method for licensing when the

alternatives afforded by the invention are considered. The business modelfor the

proposed client/server method requires that each client be individually licensed

and no explicit licensing of servers is required to support properly licensed clients.

Such a licensing scheme makesit possible to charge customers only for the specific

numberof clients they purchase. Additionally, it means that a single client can

make use of more than one server without increasing the total cost of the system,
The soiution to this transitive licensing problem would be to provide a mechanism

that would allow the clients to obtain license unit allocations and then pass a

"proof”of that allocation to any servers they may wish to use. Servers would then

support any clients whose proofs could be verified to be valid. On the other hand,

if a client that had not received a proof of allocation attempted to use a server,

the server would obtain a license allocation for that client session prior to

performing any services. Such a solution has not been heretofore available.
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As the complexity and size of the software systems provided to customers
increases, it is found that the actual solution provided to customers is no longer
a single product. Rather, customers are¢ more often now offered sclutions which
are built up by integrating an increasing number of components or products, each
of which can often stand alone or can be part of a large number of other
solutions. In fact, a product strategy may rely almost exclusively on the vendor's
engineering and selling a broad range of specialized components that can only be
fully exploited when combined together with other components into a larger
system. Such components include the relational database runtime system
mentioned above, mail transport mechanisms, hyperinformation databases,
document format conversion services, time services, €tc. Because these

components are not sold on their own merits, but rather on their ability to
contribute to some larger system, it is unlikely that any one customer will be

receiving the full abstract economic value of amy one of the components once
integrated into a system. Similarly, it can be observed that the value of any
component once integrated into a larger system varies greatly from system to
system. Thus, it may be found that a mail transport mechanism contributes a
large part of a system whose primary focus is mail, however, it will contribute
proportionally less of the value of a system that provides a broader office
automation capability. As a result of these observations, the job of the business
analyst who is attempting to find the "correct" market price for each component
standing on its own, is more complex. In reality, the price or value of the
component can only be determined when considering the contribution of that
componentto the full system or solution in which it is integrated. Attempting to
sell the components at prices based on their abstract, independent values will
simply result in overpriced systems.
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Transitive license styles are particularly suited to dealing with pricing of

modular components, since component prices can be clearly defined in relation

10 the other components or systems which they support. Thus, a vendor can

charge a price of $100 for the right to use a mail transport system in conjunction

with one product, yet charge $200 for the use of the same mail transport system

when used by another product.

In addition to the "business" reasons for wanting to support transitive

licensing, there is also a very good technical reason that arises from the growing

tendency of developers to build “distributed products” as well as the drive toward

application designs that exploit either tightly or loosely coupled multiprocessor

systems; the availability and growing use of remote procedure calls has contributed

to this tendency. This technical problem can be seen to arise when considering

a product which has a number of components, each of which may run in a

different process space and potentially on a different computer system. Thus,

there might be a mail system whose user interface runs on one machine, its “file
eabinet” is supported by a second machine and its mail transport system runs on

yet a third machine. The simple question which arises is: “Which of the three
components should checkfor licenses?" Clearly it must be ensured that no single

component can be usedif a valid license is not present. Thus, the answer to the

question will probably be that ali three components should check for licenses.

However, the question is then presented: "Where are the licenses to be located?".

This can become more complex.

Increasingly, the distributed systems being built are being designed so that

it is difficult to predict on which precise machine any particular component will

run. Ideally, networks are supposed to optimize the placement of functions
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automatically so that the machine with the most available resource is always the
one that services any particular request. This dynamic method of configuring the
distribution of function servers on the network makesit very difficult for a system
or network manager to predict which machines will run any particular function
and thus very difficult for him to decide on which machines software licenses
should be loaded.

Evenif a system manager could predict which machines would be running
the various application components and thus where the license units should be
ioaded, the situation would still be less than ideal. The problem arises from the
fact that each of the components of the application would be independently
making requests for license unit allocations. This behavior will result in a difficult
problem for anyone trying to decide how many license units are required to
support any one product. Given the mail example, the problem wouldn't exist if
it were assumed that all three components (i.e., user interface, file cabinet, and
transport system) were required by the design of the mai] system to be in use
simultaneously. If this were the case, it could be simply assumed that supporting
a single activation of the mail system would require three units. However, in a
real mail system,it will be inevitably discovered that many users will only be using
just the user-interface and file-cabinet components of the system at one time.
Thus, there will be some unused units available which could be used to authorize
additional users. This situation might not be what is desired by the software
yendor.

The problem of providing license support to multi-component products
which are dynamically configured could be solved by viewing each of the product
components as a distinct licensable product and by treating the problem as one
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of transitive licensing, but a mechanism for accomplishing this has not been

available. Essentially, a single license document would be created that stated that

if any one of the components had successfully obtained a license 10 run,it couid

use this grant to give it the right to exploit the other components. Thus, in the

example above, the user mightstart the mail system by invoking its user interface.
This user interface code would then query the license managementfacility for a

license allocation and once it has received that allocation, it would pass a proof

of allocation to the other mail components that it uses. Each of the other

components would request that the license management system validate that the

"proof" is valid prior to performing any service; however, none of the other

components would actually require specific allocations to be made to them. In

this way, the complexity of licensing and managing networks of distributed

applications can be significantly reduced.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, a license

management system is used to account for software product usage in a computer

system. The system employs a license management method which establishes a

management policy having a variety of simultaneously-available alternative styles

and contexts. A license server administers the license, and each licensed product

upon start-up makes a cali to the license server to check on whether usage is

permitted, in a manner similar to that of patent 4,937,863. The license server

maintains a store of the licenses, called product use authorizations, that it

administers. Upon receiving a call from a user, the license server checks the

product use authorization to determine if the particular use requested is
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permitted, and, if so, returns a grant to the requesting user node. The license
server Maintains a database of product use authorizations for the licensed

products, and accesses this database for updating and when a requestis received
from a user. While this license management system is perhaps of most utility on

a distributed computer system using a local area network,it is also operable in a
stand-alone or cluster type of system. In a distributed system, a license server
executes on a server node and the products for which licenses are administered
are on client nodes. However, the license managementfunctions and the licensed

products may be executing on the same processor in some embodiments.

The product use authorizationis structured to define a license management

policy allowing a variety of license alternatives by components called "style",
"context", "duration" and "usage requirements determination method". The style

may be allocative or consumptive. An allocative style means the units of the
license may be allocated temporarily to a user when a request is received, then
returned to the pool whenthe useris finished, so the units may be reused when

another user makes a request. A consumptive style means the units are deducted
from an available pool when a user node makesa valid request, and "consumed",
not to be returned for reuse. The context value defines the context in which the

use is to be allowed, such as on a particular network, by a particular type of CPU,

by a particular user name, by a particular process, etc. The duration value (used
in conjunction with the style component) concerns the time when the license units
are to be deducted from the available pool of units, whether at the time of

request, after a use is completed, etc. A usage requirements determination
method maybe specified to define or provide information concerning the number
of license units charged in response to a license request from a user node; for
example, some CPU platforms may be charged a larger numberof license units
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than others. A table may be maintained of usage requirements, and the

determination method may specify how to access the table, for example. The

important point is that the user node (thus the software product) can only make

a request, identifying itself by user, platform, process, etc., and the license

managementfacility calculates whether or not the license can be granted (thatis,

units are available for allocation), without the user node having access to any of

the license data or calculation. There is a central facility, the license server,

Storing the license documents, and, upon request, telling the licensed products

whether they can operate under the license terms.

An important feature of one embodimentis that the license administration

may be delegated to a subsection of the organization, by creating anotherlicense
managementfacility duplicating the main facility. For example, some of the units

granted in the product use authorization may be delegated to another server,

where the user nodes serviced by this server make requests and receive grants.

The license managementfacility cannot create a license itself, but instead

must receive a license document (a product use authorization) from an issuer of

licenses. As part of the overall license management system of the invention, a

license document generator is provided which creates the product use

authorizations under authority of the ownerof the software, as negotiated with

customers. Thus, there are three distinct rights in the overall license management

facility of the invention:.(1) the right to issue licenses, (2) the right to manage

licenses, and (3) the right to use the licensed products. Each one of these uses the

license document only in prescribed ways. The license issuer can generate a

license document. The license manager (or license server as referred to herein)

can grant products the right to use underthe license, and can delegate parts of the
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licensed units for management by another server, as defined by the license
document; the way of granting rights to products is by responding to certain
defined calls from the products. And, the licensed products can make certain cails
to the license server to obtain grants of rights based upon the license document,

inquire, or report, but ordinarily cannot access the documentitself.

As explained above, transitive licensing is an important feature of one
embodiment. This is the provision of a mechanism for one user node to get

permission to use another software product located on another user node; this is
referred to as a calling authorization and a caller authorization, using a “calling
card," and these are examples of the optional features which must be specifically
permitted by the product use authorization. A user node must obtain permission
to make a procedure call to use a program on another node; this permission is
obtained by a request to the license server as before, and the permission takes the
form of a calling card. When a calling card is received by a second node {i.e.,
when the procedurecall is made), a request is made by the second node to the
license server to verify (via the product use authorization) that the calling card is
valid, and a grant sent to the user node if allowed, In this manner, all nodes may
have use of a program by remote calls, but oniy one consumes license units.

Another important feature of one embodiment is a management interface
which allows a license manager to modify the license policy components ofa
license document maintained by at a license server in its database. Usually the
license manager can only make modifications that restrict the license policy
components to be more restrictive than originally granted. Of course, the
management interface is used to make delegations and assignments, if these are
authorized.
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The license document interchange format is an important feature, in that

it allows the license managementsystem to be used with a wide variety of software

products trom different vendors, so long as all follow the defined format. The

format uses data structures that are defined by international standards.

An important function is the filter function, used in the management

interface and also in the client interface to select among elements in the data
structures,

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS |

The novel features believed characteristic of the invention are set forth in

the appended claims. The invention itself, however, as well as other features and

advantages thereof, will be best understood by reference to the detailed

description of specific embodiments which follows, when read in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a diagram in biock form of a distributed computer system which

may be used to implement the license management operations according to one

embodiment of the invention:

Figure 2 is a diagram of the content of a license documentor "product use

authorization" generated by the license document generator and stored by the

license server in the system of Figure 1;
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Figure 3 is a diagram of the alternatives for license style, context and

duration making up the license management policy implemented in the system of

Figure 1, according to one embodimentof the invention;

Figure 4 is a diagram of an example of a fragment of a license use

§ requirements table (LURT) used in the system of Figure 1, according to one
embodiment of the invention;

Figure 5 is a logic flow chart of a program executedby a user node(client),

in the system of Figure 1, according to one embodimentof the invention;

Figure 6 is a logic flow chart of a program executed bya license server, in

10 the system of Figure 1, according to one embodimentofthe invention; and

Figure 7 is a diagram ofthe calls and returns made in an example of use

of calling cards in the system of Figure 1.

Figure 8 is a diagram of an LDIF document identifier, according io an
standard format;

15 Figure 9 is a syntax diagram of an LDIF document;

Figure 10 is a diagram of an LDIF documentstructure;

Figures 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21-28 and 31-43 are syntax diagrams for
elements of various ones of the LDIF data stmictures;
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Figure 16 is a diagram of a license data structure;

Figures 12, 14 and 20 are exampies of descriptions of data elements using

a standard notation:

Figures 29 and 30 are examples of context templates used in the license

Management system:

Figures 44 and 45 are tables of attributes specific to filter and filter item

type; and

Figure 46 is notation in a standard format for an example ofafilter.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODIMENTS

Referring to Figure i, a license managementfacility according to one

example embodiment of the invention is centered around a license server 10,

which typically includes a CPU located in the customer's main office and executing

a license management program 11 as will be described, under an operating system

12, The license server 10 communicates with a number of delegatees 13 which

likewise include CPUs in departments ordivisions of the company or organization,

each also executing a license management program 14 under an operating system

15. The license management program 14 is the same as the program 1] executing

on the main server 10; the only difference in the functions of server 10 and servers

13 is that the latter bave a delegated subset of the license units granted to the

server 10, as will be described. The CPUs 13 are in turn servers for a numberof
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users 16, which are CPL’ nodes where the licensed programs 17 are actually

executed. The programs 17 executing on the user CPUs 16 are applications
programs (or operating systems, etc.) which have added to them units 18 and 19,
according to the invention, allowing them to make inquiry to the their server 13
(or 10) before executing and to report back after executing, using a client stub 19
in the manner of remote procedure calls, in one embodiment. A user node 16
may have many different programs 17 that may be executed, and the various user
nodes 16 would usually each have a set of programs 17 different from the other
user nodes, all of which would be administered by the license management

program 14 or 11. The terms “program” and “licensed product” are used in
reference to the element 17, but it is understood that the products being

administered may be segments of programs, or functions or features calied by
another program, or even merely data (such as printer fonts), as well as complete
stand-alone applications programs. The license server 10 communicates with the
delegatee servers 13 by a network 21, as is usual in large organizations, and the
delegatee servers 13 each communicate with their user nodes 16 by networks 22;
these networks may be of the Ethernet, token ring, FDDI types or the like, or
alternatively, the user nodes 16 may ‘be merely a cluster of terminals on a
multiuser system with the delegatee being a host CPU. The particular hardware
construction of the user nodes, server nodes, communication networks, etc., and

the operating systems 12 or 15, are of mo concern regarding the utility of the
features of the invention, the only important point being that the user CPUs 16

of the software products 17 in question can communicate readily and quickly with
their respective server nodes 13 or 10. In one embodiment, remote procedure
calls (RPCs) are used as the communication medium for the interfaces between
componentsof the system, handling the inquiries and grants as will be described.
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A remote procedure call is similar to a local procedure cail but is made to a

procedure located on a remote node, by way of a communications network.

The function of the unit 19 is that of a client stub, in a remote procedure

call sense. The calls to the license server 10 are made through this stub 19, and

returns are received by the stub 19 and passed on to the program 17. The stub

19 is responsible for obtaining the network addresses of other nodes an the

network, such as the server 10. Aiso, the stub 19 is responsible for determining

the context (as defined below) for passing on to the server 10. The unit 18

functions to execute a "private" type oflicense availability determinationif this is

used, rather than this task being done by the application program 17, butif the

ordinary method of determination is employed (using the license server) as is

usualiy the case, the unit 18 is merely code that starts the execution and passes

calls and returns back and forth between the program 17 and the unit 19.

Thelicense server 10, using the license management program 11, maintains

a license data file 23 comprising a number of license documents or licenses

(product use authorizations), and also maintains a log 24 which is a record of the

usage activity of all of the user CPUs 16 of each ofthe licensed programs. The
delegatee servers 13 would maintain similar license databases and logs. ‘The

license server 10 has no authority to originate a license, but instead must receive

a license from a license issuer 25. The issuer 25 is again a CPU executing a

license document generator program 26 under an operating system 27. The

license issuer 25 may be under control of the producer 28 of the programs or

software products being licensed, or may be controlled by a distributor who has

received the authority to grant licenses from the producer or owner 28. The

communications link 30 betweenthe license issuer 25 and the license server 10 for
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This mechanism permits the system of the invention to dispose of the
cumbersome, explicit support of license types having different scope such as the
cluster licenses, node licenses, and process licenses found in prior license
management systems including that of patent 4,937,863. Insteac of defining a
limited set of scopes (cluster, node, etc.), the system of this invention provides a
general mechanism which allows an effectively unlimited range of allocation
scopes to be defined.

Transitive licensing, as referred to above, is supported by the system of the
invention by (1) calling authorizations, which are statements made in field 49 of
the product use authorization 35 for one product (the "ealler") to permit that
productto cail another product (the "callee"), and, (2) caller authorizations, which
are statements made in field 49 of the product use authorization for one product

(the “callee"} to permit it to be called by another product (the “cailer").

If calling or caller authorizations are to be exploited by products, then
whenever one product calls another product, it must pass the callee a calling card
49a, This calling card 49a is an encoding of an identification of the cailer as well
as a statement by the license managementsystem thata license unit allocation has
been madeto the caller whichis passing the calling card. This calling card is then

passed by the caliee to the license management system for validation and, if the
either the product use authorization of the caller carries an appropriate calling
authorization or the product use authorizationofthe callee carries an appropriate
caller authorization, the use of the callee by the caller will be authorized without

requiring any additionallicense unit allocations.
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Referring to Figure 7, the intercomponentinteractions that occur when

either calling or caller authorizations are being used areillustrated. This figure

shows a license managementserver 10, a caller product 17a named “Product-1”

and a callee product 17b named “Product-2". When Product-1 starts to run,it will

make an im_request_allocation() call to the license management server 10 to

obtain a grant handle for an allocation of some numberof units of the Product-1

license. Either immediately, or at somelater time, but always prior to making a
call to Product-2, Product-1 wili call &m_query_allocation(), passing the grant

handle received earlier and specifying that it wants a calling card for the product

named “Product-2." if the field 49 of the product use authorization 35 used ta

sausfy the grant represented by the grant handie carries a calling authorization in
field 49 narning "Product-2," the license manager will create a calling card 49a
which inciudes the statement that a calling authorization exists and pass this

calling card back ta Product-1. If the calling authorization does not exist, the

calling card passed to Product-1 will contain a statement to that effect.

Once Product-1 has successfully obtained a calling card 49a from the

license manager, it will then make a call to Product-2, passing the calling card
along with any other initialization parameters that would normally be used when

Starting Product-2. Product-2 will then pass that calling card to the license

manager as part of its dm_requestallocation() call and the license managerwill

determine if the calling card is valid. Note that calling cards becomeinvalid once

the process which received the calling card makes an /m_release_allocation() call
or terminates abnormally. If the calling card is valid, and it indicates that a cailing
authorization is present, the license managerwill verify this statement and if found

to be true, will return a grant handle to Product-2. If, on the other hand, the

calling card carries an indication that no calling authorization is present, the
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license managerwill attempt to find a product use authorization for Product-2 that
contains a caller authorization naming Product-1 as an authorized caller. If the
caller authorization is found, a grant handie will be passed back to Product-2. If

not, the license manager will ignore the calling card and proceed with the norma!

im_request_allocation {) logic.

The requirementto be passing calling cards between products requires that
both the caller and the callee be “aware” of the fact that calling and caller

authorizations may be used. This is one of the few examples of a requirementfor

a product 17 to becomeactively involved in the licensing problem when using the
licensing management system of the invention. However, since the use of
calling/caller authorizations if a fairly “sophisticated” and powerful feature, it is
considered acceptable to impose this burden on application coders.

MANAGEMENT INTERFACE

Referring to Figure 1, the license management program 11 executing on a
server 10 includes a license managementinterface 33 which functions to allow a
user at a console for the server 10 CPU or at a remote terminal to implement

certain necessary operations. The managementinterface 33ts essentially the tools
or mechanisms available to the license manager at the licensee’ site to (a) load

the various licenses received from issuers 25 into the database 23 and make them

available for request allocation calls from the users, (>) remove the licenses from
the machine when expired, (c) to make delegations if permitted, (d) to make

assignments, (¢) to make reservations, etc. Whatever the license manager is
allowed to do to modify the license for his special circumstances (within the
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original grant, of course), he does it by the mechanism of the management

interface 33. Some licenses are not modified at all, but merely loaded. In a

multiple machine environment, as on a network, there is considerable modifica-

tion, as it is necessary to make sure the correct numberof units are distributed

onto the correct machines, the right people have access, other people don’t have

access, etc. Thus, in a network environment, there is extensive use of the

management interface 33.

In reference to the terminology used in describing the management

interface, as well as the license managementsystem in general, it is heipful to note

that the documentation conventions, data deciarations, macro declarations, etc.,

for the object management used in one embodiment of the invention are

according to the standards set forth in OSI Object Managemen: API Specification,

version 2.0, X.400 API Association and X/Open Company Limited, 24 August

1990, a published document.

The specific operations available to the management interface 33 are to

allow a manager to open and close a management session, register (load) objects
in the license database 23, obtain a list of objects in the license database 23, and

control a cursor (a cursor is a movable pointer to a memberofa list of items).

Once an object in the license database 23 is identified with the cursor, certain

changes may be made in the object by a write function. For example, certain

fields of a license documentof Figure 2 or an LURTof Figure 4 may be changed

in only specified ways as will be explained.

The operation of opening a session goes by the nameof/m_open_session()

and is used to establish a license management service session between a
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managementclient and the service. Opening a session also creates a workspace
to contain objects returned as a result of functions invoked within the session.

Object management Objects can be created and manipulated within this
workspace. Objects created within this workspace, and only such objects, may be
used as Object arguments to the other license management service management
functions used during the session established by a call to this function. More than
one session mayexist simultaneously.

The arguments that go with a ém_open_session() call are (a) the binding
handle, which is binding information that defines one possible binding (a client-
server relationship), and (b) a comment which will be inserted in the log file 24
if logging is enabled. The results from a im_open_sesston() call are (a) a return
code indicating whether the function succeeded, and,if not, why not, (b) a session,
which is an established license management session between the management

client and the license managementservice, and (c) a workspace that will contain

all objects returned as a result of functions invoked in the session.

The close session cal! is referred to by im_close_session(} and functions to

terminate the im session. This function terminates the license service manage-

ment session and makes the argument unavailable for use with other interface

functions. The arguments that go with a Im_close_session() call are (a) the session
which identifies the established lm session between the managementclient and the

license managementservice, and (b) a comment which will be inserted in the log
file if logging is enabled. Theresult of the call is a return code indicating whether
the function succeeded, and,if not, why not.
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Thelist function returns a set of selected objects in the license database 23,

and uses the name dm_list_licenses(). This function is used to search the license

database 23 and return a cursor which represents the first of one or more objects

which match the specified filter. The specified filter will be applied to each object

in the license database 23; all objects for which the filter evaluates true will be

inciuded in the object list accessible by the set_cursor function. The arguments

that go with Jm_lisrlicenses() are (a) session which identifies an established

session between the managementclient and the license managementservice, and

(b) a filter which is an object used to select license database 23 objects; license

database objects will only be included in the object tist headed by the cursorif

they satisfy the filter - the constant no-filter may be used as the value of this

argument if ali license data objects are to be included in the object list. The
results of the dm_iist_licenses() call are (a) a return code indicating whether the

function succeeded, and, if not, why not, and (b) a license list upon successful

completion of this cali containing a cursor which represents the first of one or

more objects in the current license database 23 for which the specified filter

evaluates true,

The register function is to register objects in the license database 23, and

uses the name /m_register(). This function is used to register (i.e., load or create)

new objects, or modify existing objects, in the license database 23; the objects

which may be registered include only those which are subclasses of the license

data class or history objects. The arguments are (a) session, which identifies an

established session between the managementclient and the license management

service, (b) license data object which is to be registered: if this argument is

omitted, the camment argument is a required argument and a history object

containing the commentwill be registered in the license database 23, and {(c)
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comment, which will be inserted in the log file if logging is enabled. The result

is a return code indicating whether the function succeeded, and, if not, why not.

The errors possible when it does not succeed include data-expired, duplicate-

object, no-such-session, memory-insufficient, network-error, ctc., indicated by this
Teturn code.

The set cursor function establishes a new cursor, and is called by

lm_set_cursor(). The arguments are (a) session, which identifies an established
session between the managementclient and the license managementservice, (0)

forward, which is a boolean value indicating if the direction in which the cursor

is to be moved is forward or reverse, (c) filter which is used to eliminate cursors

from the search for the next cursor that are not wanted; a new cursor will only be

set if it Satisfies the filter - the constant no-filter may be used as the value of this

argumentif any cursor is to be considered as the target cursor, and (d) the cursor
which is to be used as the starting point in searching for the new cursor. The

results are (a) a return code indicating whether the function succeeded, and, if
not, why not, and (b) next-cursor, which is the requested cursor. The error codes
in the return code may be end-of-list, not-a-cursor, etc.

After a session is opened, and an object such as a product use authorization
or a LURThas been identified by the cursor, using the functions explained above,

the management interface 33 is able to execute certain object management
interface functions such as write or copy. By this mechanism, the management

interface can modify certain limited attributes. None of these attributes can be

modified in such a way that they reduce constraints established by corresponding

attributes in the license data objects. The more important attributes which can

be modified by the managementinterface 33 using this Mechanism are:
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(a) assignment: an assignment of someorall of the units granted on

the associated product use authorization;

(b) reservation: a reservation of someorall of the units granted on

the associated product use authorization;

(c) delegation: a delegation of the right to manage someorail of

the units granted on the associated product use authorization, or if the

associated license data is not a product use authorization, the delegation

is of the right to use that license data:

(d} backup delegation; a statementof the right to manage some or

all or the units granted on the associated product use authorization; this

right is only active at times when the delegating server is not available:

(e) aliocation: an allocation of units to a specific context;

(f) allocation period: the minimum duration ofa singie allocation -

all allocated units cannot be allocated to a new context until a time period

equal to the allocation period has passed since the units were last
allocated:

(g) termination date: a date which is to override the vaiue specified

as the end date of the productuse authorization 40 - this date must be
earlier than specified;

(h) delegation permitted: an override of the delegation permitted

flag of the associated license data;

(i) overdraft: the current overdraft level:

(j) overdraft iogging: an override of the overdraft logging attribute

of the associated product use authorization;

(k) comment: a comment created by the licensee;

(1) extended info: information not defined by the architecture which

may be of use in managing the license data.
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It will be noted that an assignment and a reservation are identical, the only

difference being that a reservation is something optional, while an assignmentis

somethingthatis required. If the duration is Assignmentin the policy declaration

of Figure 3, the license manager must assign some orall of the units before units

can be allocated. Reservations, on the other hand, are made by the license

manager using the managementinterface, regardless of the policy.

Thus, there are certain attributes that can be changed by a license

administrator using the managementinterface at the server 10, but none of these

can result in obtaining more extensive rights to use than granted by the product

use authorization. In each case, the license administrator can limit the rights

which will be allocated to users in some way that may be appropriate for the

administrator for control purposes.

LICENSE DOCUMENT INTERCHANGE FORMAT

The major structural components of an ASN.1 encoded document which
conforms to the specifications for the license managementsystem discussed above

will be described. The object identifier that is assigned to this data syntax,

according to one embodiment, is that specified in ASN.1 as seen in Figure 8. The

International Standards Organization or ISO,as it is referred to, defines how bit

patterns are chosen to uniquely identify an object type, so the bit pattern set forth

in Figure 8 would preceed each documentusedin the license managementsystem

so the document could be identified as being a document conforming to the

prescribed License Document Interchange Format.
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A document encoded according to this formatis represented by a value of

a complex data type called "license document interchange format document” of

LDIFDocument, in this embodiment. A value of this data type represents a singie

document. This seif-describing data structure is of the syntax defined in the

international standard ASN.1 referred to above. The X/Open standard referred

to above defines the conventions that must be used in employing this syntax, while

the syntax itself is described in an OSI (Open Systems Interconnect, a standard

administered by 180) document identified as ¥.409 (referenced in the X/Open

documentidentified herein).

The LDiFDocument data type consists of an ordered sequence of three

elements: the document descriptor, the document header, and the documentitself.

Each of these elements are in turn composed of other elements. The overall

structure of the LDIFDocument data type will be described, and the nature of the

document descriptor and document header types. Then, the document content

elements will be described in detail, as well as the various component data types

used in the definition of the descriptor, the header and the content.

The LDIFDocumentrepresents a single license document, with the syntax

being shown in Figure 9 and the high-level structure of an LDIF documentin

graphical form being seen in Figure 10. The DocumentDescriptor of Figure9is

a description of the document encoding, the DocumentHeader contains

parameters and processing instructions that apply to the documentas a whole, and

the DocumeniContentis the content of the document, ali as explained below.

Referring to Figure 9, what this says is that an LDIFDocument is composed

of (::= means “is composed of") a number of elements, the first thing in an
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LDIFDocument is a bit pattern (tag) according to an international standard,
indicating a certain type of documentfollows, which is indicated here to be
“private” or vendor selected, the number 16373 in this case. Following the bit
pattern which functions as a "starting delimiter” it is "implicit" that a “sequence”
of elements must follow, where a sequence is distinguished from a set. A

sequence is one or more of the elements to follow, whereas a set is exactly one
of the elements to be listed. Implicit means thar any file identified as
LDIFDocument must have a sequencedata type, rather than sameothertype. In
the case of Figure 9, the sequenceis document-descriptor, document header and
document content; the dacument-content is mandatory, whereas the first two are

optional. If an element in the sequence begins with a “O" it is a document-
descriptor, "1" means a document-header, and "2" means itis a document-content.
Again, it is implicit that the data followingis of the format DocumentDescnptor,
etc., in each case, and these are defined in Figure 11, Figure 13 and Figure 15.

Eachfile is in the tag-length-value formatmentioned above, and also each
elementof a file containing multiple elements is of the tag-length-value format.
The data stream could be examined beginning at any point, and its content
determined byfirst locking for a tag, which will tell what data structure this is,
then a length field will say how longit is, then the content will appear. These
structures are nested within one another; a documentcontaining several product-
use-authorizations would be an LDIFDocumentof the formatof Figure 9, with a
number of DocumentContent elements of Figure 15 following, with the length

given for the LDIFDocument spanning the several PUAs, and the length given for
each PUA being for the one PUA.
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In Figure 11, the elements major-version and minor-version are seen to be

"implicit integer”. This means that because the element is of the type major-

version, etc.. it must be an integer. Various other implicit types are given in other

syntax diagrams, such as character-string, boolean, etc.

In Figure 15, the ticense body is identified as being of the type “choice”

meaning it can be one of PUA, LURT, GroupDefinition, KeyRegistration, etc.

Thus, knowing this is a license-body does not mean the data type of the objectis

known; it is a bie further where the kind of a license-body becomes known. The

defintion of a license body is not implicit, but instead is a chioce type.

The contents of the various data elements will now be described in detaii

with reference to Figures 11-43. Using these detailed descriptions, the exact

format of each of the elements used in the LDIF can be interpreted.

The license document descriptor or DocumentDescriptor consists of an

ordered sequence of four elements which specify the version level of the LDIF

encoding and identify the software that encoded the document, with the syntax

being shown in Figure 11. An example of the way a product called PAKGEN

V1.0 is expressed in the DocumentDescriptor encoding ts shown in Figure 12.

The fields in the DocumentDescriptor syntax are major-version, minor-version,

encoder-identifier and encoder-name. The major-version field is the primary

indicator of compatibility between LDIF processors and the encoding of the

present document; this major-version field is updated if changes are made to the

system encoding that are not backward compatible. The minor-versionfield is the

tevision number of the system encoding. The encoder-identifier field is a

registered facility mnemonic representing the software that encoded the document;
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the encoder-identifier can be an acronym or abbreviation for the encoder name -
this identifier is constant across versions of the encoder. The encoder-identifier

should be used as a prefix to Named Value Tags in Named Value Lists ta identify
the encoder of the named value. The encoder-name field is the name of the
product that encoded the document; the encoder-name string must contain the
version number of the product.

The document header or DocumentHeader contains data that pertains to
the document as a whole, describing the document to processors that receive It;
the syntax is shown in Figure 13. An example of a document headeris shown in
Figure 14, using the hypothetical product PAKGEN V1.0 of Figure 12. The
private-header-data contains the global information about the document that is not
currently standardized; all interpretations of this information are subject only to
private agreements between parties concerned, so a processor which does not
understand private header data may ignore that data. The Title field is the user-
visible name of the document. The Authorfield is the name of the person or

persons responsible for the information content of the document. The Version
field is the character string used to distinguish this version ofthe document from
all other versions. The Datefiled is the date associated with this document. Note
that the nature and significance of the Title, Author, Version, and Datefields can
vary between processing systems.

The content of an LDIF documentis represented by a value of a complex

data type called DocumentContent. An elementof this type contains one or more
LicenseData content element using a syntax as shown in Figure 15. There are no
restrictions on the number, ordering or context of LicenseData elements. The
structure of a LicenseData element is represented in Figure 16. No restrictions
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license-data-headerfield of Figure 16 specifies that data, commontoall types of

license data, which describes the parties to the licensing agreement, the term of

the agreement, and any constraints that may have been placed on the management

of the license data encoded in the license body. The license-body is an element

that contains one content element, including: product use authorizations, license
unit requirements tables, group definitions, key registrations, and various forms of

delegations. The Management-Info is an element that contains information

concerning the current state of the license data; this element is not encoded by

Issuers.

The license data header, called LicenseDataHeader, is represented as a

syntax diagram in Figure 17. The license-id field provides a potentially unique

identification of the encoded license data, so issuers of license data can generate

unique license-ids to distinguish each issuance of license data; however, the

architecture does not require this to be the case, since the only architectural

restriction is that no rwo objects in any single license management domain may

have the same value for license-id. The licensee field identifies the party who has

received the rights reflected in the license data; there are at least two parties

involved in all transfers of license data, first, the issuer of the license data, and

second, the licensee or recipient of that data - it is anticipated that individual

licensees will specify to those issuing them licenses what the licensee fields on

their license data should contain. the term field identifies the term during which

the license data may be used;the validity of license data can be limited by issuers

to specific time ranges with given starting and ending dates, which are carried in

the term element- attempts to use license data or products descrided by that data

either before the start date or after the end date will result in conforming license
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managers denying access to the license. Management-constraints identifies
constraints placed on the right to manage the associated license data; these
constraints can include (a) limiting the set of contexts permitted to manage the
data, (b) limiting the set of platforms which may benefit from that management,
and (c) limiting the right to backup and delegate the managed data. The
signature provides the digital signature used by the issuer to sign the license data
and identifies the algorithm used in encoding the signature. Issuer-commientis a
comment provided by the issuer and associated with the license data.

The IssuerCommentis of an informational nature and does not impact the

process of authorizing product or feature use. This field is not included in the
fields used to generate the signature for a license, thus, even if specified by an
issuer, the IssuerComment can be omitted from a license without invalidating the
license. If specified, the IssuerComment should be stored in the appropriate
license data base with the associated license data, The IssuerComment can be
retrieved by products which use the system and may be of particular utility to
products in the “Software Asset Management” domain which are intended to
extend or augment the administrative or accounting facilities or basic system
components. Some examples of potential uses for this field are order information,
additional terms and conditions, and support information. For order information,
some issuers may wish to include with their loadable license data some indication
of the purchase order or orders which caused the license data to be issued;
licensees may find it useful to include this data in their license databases to assist
in the license management process. For additional terms and conditions, the
system will never provide automatic means for the managementof all possibie
license terms and conditions, and so someissuers may wish to include summaries
of non-system managed terms and conditions in the comment as a reminder. For
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support information, the IssuerComment could be used to record the phone

numbers or addresses of the responsible individuals within the issuing organization

who should be contacted if there are problems with the data as issued.

A product use authorization as previousiy discussed in reference to Figure

2 is used to express the issuance of a right to use some product, product feature,

or members of some product group. As such,it records the identity of the product

for which use is authorized and specifies the means that will be used by the

license manager to ensure that the licensee’s actual use conforms to the terms and

conditions of the license. Figure 18 illustrates a syntax diagram for a

ProductUseAuthorization. Product-id identifies the name of the producer of the

product or product feature of which usage rights are being granted as well as the

name of that product; in addition, issuers of product use authorizations may

specify a range of versions and/or releases whose use is controlied by the specific

product use authorization. Units-granted - Contains the number of units of

product use which are granted by the license. Management-policy defines the

policy which is to be used in managing the granted software usage rights; this

definition specifies the Style, Context-Template, Duration, and License Lnit

Requirements Determination Method which must be used. The calling-

authorizations and caller-authorizations are as explained above in reference to

calling cards. The execution-constraints field identifies constraints placed on the

characteristics of execution contexts which may be authorized to benefis from the

units granted by this Product Use Authorization. The product-token filed contains

product specific data not interpreted in any way by any processors conformant

with the architecture; software product producers 28 use this array to augmentthe

capabilities of conformant license managers.
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Some anticipated uses of the token field include ianguage support, detailed
feature authorizations, and product support number. For language support, a

token could be constructed which contains a list of local language interface
versions whose use is authorized; thus, if a product were available in English,
German, French and Spanish, a token could be constructed listing only English
and German as the authorized languages. For detailed feature authorizations,
somelicense issuers will wish to have very fine control over the use of features in
a complex product; however, they may not wish to issue a large number of
individual Product Use Authorizations to "turn on" each feature, so these vendors
could construct tokens which containlists of the features authorized or whose use

is denied. For product support number, some issuers may wish to include on the
product use authorization, and thus make available to the running product, some
information concerning the support procedures for the product; for example, an
issuer might include the telephone number of the support center or a support
contract number,and the product could be designed to retrieve this data from the
license manager anddisplay it as part of Help dialogues.

The LURTs or license use requirements tables of Figure 4 provide a

means by which issuers of licenses, whose LURDMis dependent on the type of
platform on which the product is mun, can store information describing the
relationship between the platform type and unit requirements. A syntax diagram
for a LURTis shown in Figure 19. In Figure 20, an example of how the LURT

of Figure 4 might be encoded is illustrated. Lurt-name specifies the name by
which the LURTis to be known to conforming license managers. The rows field
models a list of multicolumn lurt rows. Platform-id identifies the piatform for
which this LurtRow provides license unit requirements. The lurt-columns field
provides a list of one or more lurt column values; the first value provided is
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assigned to column-1 of the lurt-row, the second value provided is assigned ta

column-, etc. A lurt column value of -1 indicates that use of the product or

feature is not authorized, while a lurt column value of 0 or greater indicates the

numberof units that must be allocated in order to authorize product use on the

platform described by this jurt-row, All unspecified columns(e.g., columns whose

numberis greater than the number of column values provided in the lurt columns

element) will be considered to contain the value «lL.

In reference to Figure 19, to use the row-selector feature mentioned above,

the platform-ID element would be repiaced with row-selector which would be

implicit of Context. Also, in Figure 34 described below, in the lurdm-kind

element, row-selector would be included if the row-select feature is to be used.

As discussed above, Figure 4 provides an example of a hypothetical LURT,

iilustrating the LURT mechanism, where the issuer of this LURT table has

established three unit requirement tiers for use in determining the unit

requirements for thatissuer's products. Figure 20 pravides an example of how the

LURTpresented in Figure 4 might be encoded.

A group definition is used to define and namea iicense group. Once so

defined, the name of this group can be used on product use authorizations in the

same manner as a product name. Since a single product use authorization

specifies the management policy for all members of the group, the members of

that group must be compatible in their licensing styles, i.¢c., a personal use type

product can not be mixed with a concurrent use product in the same group.

Figure 21 shows a group definition syntax diagram. Group-name is the name

which must appear on Product Use Authorizations for this group. Group-version
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specifies the current version of this group; the requirements for matching between
the version information on a product use authorization and that on a specified
group definition are the same as those rules which require matching between
produce use authorizations and the Release Date data provided by products.
Group-memberslists those products or features which are components of the
named group.

A key registration is used by a producer 28 or issuer 25 who have been
registered as authorized license issuers and provided with an appropriate public
and private key pair. The key registration identifies the public key which is to be
used by conforming license managers 10 in evaluating signatures 53 created by the
named issuer 25 or producer 28. A key registration syntax diagram is shown in
Figure 22. Key-owner-name provides the name which must be used in either of,
or both, of the Producer andIssuerfields of license data generated by the issuer;
the key-owner-name must be identical to that specified in the Issuer field of the
header record. Key-algorithm identifies the registered algorithm thatis to be used
when producing digital signatures with this key. Key-value identifies the public
key.

An issuer delegationis typically issued by a producer 28 and authorizes the
named issuer 25 to issue licenses for products produced by the producer. An
issuer delegation syntax diagram is shown in Figure 23. Delegated-issuer-name
identifies the name which must appear in the Issuer field of any Product Use
Authorization generated using the License Issuer Delegation. Delegated-product-
id identifies the products whose licenses the named issuer is authorized to issue.
Delegated-units-granted,if specified, indicates that the use ofthis issuerDelegation
is to be managedin the style of a consumptive license; the value of this attribute
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gives the number of units for which license documents may be generated(i.e., if
granted 1000 units by a Producer, an Issuer can only issue 1000 units.) Template-
authorization provides a “template” Product Use Authorization whose attribute

values must be included on any Product Use Authorization generated using this

[ssuerDelegation; in the case of attributes which have a scalar value (i.¢., Version,
Release Date, etc.), the Issuer may issue licenses with more restrictive values than

those specified on the Template Authorization. Sub-license-permitted indicates
whether the Issuer identified on this IssuerDelegation may issue an

IssuerDelegation for the delegated-product-id.

A license delegation, as shown in a syntax diagram of Figure 24,is used to

delegate the right to manage license data. Such delegations are created by the

licensee (by the license manager), if authorized by the issuer 28. A backup

delegation, also shown in Figure 24, is used by one license management facility to
authorize another to manage the delegated rights in the case that the delegating

license manager is not running. The delegated-units field specifies the numberof
units whose managementis being delegated; this may only be specified when a

product use authorization is being delegated. Delegation-distribution-control
defines the mechanisms by which the distribution and refreshing of the delegation

will be accomplished. Delegatee-execution-constraints identifies any constraints

which are placed on the execution-context of the Delegatee; these constraints are

applied in addition to those which are a part of the delegated License Data.

Assignment-list identifies any assignments of the delegated units that must be
respected by the delegatee. Delegated-data stores a copy of the LicenseData
received from the issuer that is the subject of the delegation; the delegated data

is not provided when the LicenseDelegation element is inciuded in a

DelegationList.
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The management information or Managementinfo element records
information concerning the current State of the LicenseData with which it is
associated. A syntax diagram of the ManagementInfo elementis shown in Figure
2§. The assignmentsfield identifies a list of one or more assignments which may
be outstanding for the units on the associated product use authorization.
Reservations identifies a list of one or more reservations which may be
outstanding for the units on the associated product use authorization. Delegations
identifies a list of all outstanding delegations. Backup-delegations identifies all
outstanding backup delegations. the allocations field provides detailed
information aboutoutstanding allocations which involve units from the associated
product use authorization. Registration-date is the date on which the LicenseData
was registered in the license database. Registrar is the context which caused the
LicenseData to be registered, Local-comment is a comment field. Termination-
date means a license defined date after which the license data may not be used;
this date must be earlier than the end-date specified in the license data’s term
record. The extended-info field allows additional information concerning the state
of the LicenseData and its handling by the license manager that is not
standardized.

The defined types of elements will now be described. These defined type
are:

Allocation ManagementPolicy

Assignment Member
Context NamedValue

DistributionContral NamedValue List

ExecutionConstraints ProductiD

IntervaiTime Signature
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LicenselD Term

LUDRM Version

ManagementConstraints

The allocation element records the information concerning a single unit

allocation, and is shown in a syntax diagram in Figure 26. Allocation-context

specifies the context to which the allocation was made. The allocation-lur field
specifies the license unit requirement which applies to the allocation-context; this
license unit requirement is calculated without consideration of any allocation

sharing which may be possible. The allocation-group-id field identifies the
"allocation-group” for the current allocation, in which an unshared allocation will

always have an allocation groupid of 0; allocations which utilize shared units will
have an allocation group id which is shared by all other allocations sharing the
Same utlits.

The assignment element is shown in syntax diagram in Figure 27.

Assigned-units identifies the number of units which are assigned. Assignment-
term identifies the start and end of the assignment period. Assignee identifies the

context to which the assignment is made.

The context element is shown in syntax diagram in Figure 28. The

SubContext-type field identifies the type of subcontext, and this type can beeither
standard or private; if standard, the type value will be taken from the standard-

subcontext-type enumeration: (a) network-subcontext means the subcontext value
identifies a network: (b) execution-domain-subcontext means the subcontext value

is the name of the management domain within which the caller is executing; (d)

login-domain-subcontext means the subcontext value is the name of the
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management domain within which the user of the caller was originally
authenticated or “logged in"; (d) node-subcontext means the subcontext value is
the name of a node; (e) process-family-subcontext means the subcontext value

is an implementation specific identifier for a group of related processes; (f)
process-ID-subcontext means the subcontext value is an implementation specific
process identifier: (g) user-name-subcontext means the subcontextvalueis a user
name; (h) product-name-subcontext means the subcontext value is the same as
the product name found on the Product Use Authorization; (i) operating-system-
subcontext means the subcontext value is a character string representation of the

nameof the operating system; (j) platform-[D-subcontext means the subcontext
value is an identifier that describes the hardware platform supporting the context.
The subcontext-value field is the value of the subconteat.

As discussed above, license data is always used or allocated within, or for
the benefit of. some namedlicensing context. This context name is constructed

by concatenating the values of all subcontexts into a single context name. A
Context Template specifies those components of the context name which should
be used in calculating license unit requirements. The management system
determines the need to perform a unit allocation each time license units are

Tequested. The ful! context on whose behalf the allocation should he made is
obtained for each requested authorization. The system will mask the full context
to exclude all sub-contexts not specified in the context template and then
determine if the resulting context already has units allocated to it. If not, units
will be allocated according to the specification of the LURDM, otherwise, the

units previously allocated will be shared by the new context. Thus, if a given
productauthorization contains a contextspecification of NODE + USER_NAME,
each context which requests license unit allocations and which has a unique pair
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of NODE + USER_NAMEsubcontext values will require an explicit grant of

license units to be made. On the other hand, any contexts which share the same

pair of NODE and USER_NAMEsubcontext values will be able to "share" a

singie allocation of license units. The requirementfor specific allocations of units

and the ability to share units is exhibited in Figure 29 which attempts to provide

a "snapshot" of the units allocated for the product FOOBAR V4.1 at a particular

instance. It is seen from the figure that although presented with five unique ful!
contexts, only four of them are unique when looking only at those portions of each

context which are described by the Context Template (ie: NODE +

USER_NAME). A unit allocation must be made for each of the four instances

of unique contexts, when masked by the Conteat Template. The fifth context can

Share allocated units with another context. Thus, the total requirement to support

product use as described in this example would be 40-units (ie: four allocations of

ten units each). Significant changes in the unit requirements can be achieved by

making smai!l modifications to the Context Template, Figure 30 shows the same

contexts as in Figure 29 but a Context_Template of NODE. The total unit

requirementfor this example would be three units (three allocations of ten units

each) rather than the forty units required in the previous example.

The distribution control element defines the mechanism thatwill be used

for distributing the subject delegation and records some status information

concerning the distribution of that delegation. A syntax diagram of the

distribution contro] element is shown in Figure 31, Distribution-metnod identifies

the means by which the delegation wil] be distributed, and the alternatives are

refresh-distribution, initial=distribution-only, and manual-distribution. Refresh-

distribution means the license manager shall be responsible for the initial

distribution of the delegation and for ensuring that refresh delegations are
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properly distribuied. Initial-distribution-only means the license managershall be
responsible for the initial distribution of the delegation, however, distribution of
refresh delegations will be made by some other means. Manual-distribution
meansthe distribution of the delegation will be under the control of some other
mechanism (perhapsa license asset manager). Current-start-date is the time that
the last successful initial or refresh delegation distribution was performed.
Current-end-date identifies the last date on which the most recent delegation
distribution was performed. Refresh-interval identifies the period oftime between
attempts to refresh the delegation; the refresh-interval may not be longer than the
maximum-delegation-period and should normally be less than that in order to
ensure that refresh delegations are distributed prior to the expiration of the
previous delegations that they are replacing. Retry-interval identifies the amount
of time to wait for an unsuccessful distribution attemptto try again. Maximum-
retry-count identifies the maximum number of times that an unsuccessful
distribution attempt may be retried. Retries-attempted records the number of
unsuccessful retry attempts which have been made since the last successful initial
or refresh delegation distribution was performed.

The execution constraints elements place limits on the environments and
contexts which may receive allocations. A syntax diagram of the execution
constraints elementis shown in Figure 32, Operating-system contains a list of zero
or more operating systems on which the use of the subject license is authorized;
if no operating systems are specified, it is assumed that license use is authorized
on all operating systems. Execution-conteat specifies a list of zero or more full or
partial context names which identify the contexts within which products described
by the license data may be executed: if no context names are specified, the
licensed products may be executed in amy context controlled by the licensee.
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Environment-list identifies those environments within which the licensed product

may be used.

The interval time element is defined by the syntax IntervalTime ::=

UTCTime.

The license ID element uniquely identifies the license datait is associated

with, and is described by the syntax diagram of Figure 33. Here issuer uniquely

identifies the issuer of the license data as well as the name space within which the

License[D Numberis maintained. While the issuer namewill typically be the

same as the name of the issuer's company or personal name,this is not a

requirement. For instance: The issuer name for Digital Equipment Corporation

is "DEC," an abbreviation of the corporate name. Valid contents of the Issuer

field are maintained in the an Issuer Registry. The serial-number provides a

unique identification or serial numberfor the license data. The amendmentfieid

is an integer which is incremented each time license data is ame ndedbyits issuer,
with the first version of any license data carries the amendment number0; an

amendment can only be applied to license data if that license data has identical

Issuer and Numbervalues and an amendment numberless than the numberof the

amendment to be applied.

The license units requirements determination method or LURDM element

is shown in syntax diagram in Figure 34. The combination-permitted field

indicates whether conforminglicense managers are permitted to combine together

into a common pool the units from different product use authorizations if those

produce use authorizations have the same product record value; for example, if

combination is permitted and a single license manager discovers in its database
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two $00-unit authorizations for the use of DEC Cobol, the license manager would

be permitted to combine these two authorizations into a logical gran: of 1000
units. The overdraft-limit modifies the behavior of a conforming license

managementfacility in those cases whereit is found that there are zero or fewer
license units available for use at the time of a request for the allocation or

consumption of additional license units. Operation of overdraft is different
depending upon whetherallocative, or consumptive style is being used. In using
with allocative style, an allocation is granted even though the remaining units are
zero orless, up to the overdraft-limit. In using with consumptive style, the license
is authorized to accumulate a negative balance of license units, up to the
overdraft-limit. Overdraft-logging-required indicates whether all license grants
which are the result of overdraft use must cause a log record to be generated,
When the allocation-size field is non-zero, then all unit allocations and delegations

must be made in sizes which are whole number multiples of the allocation-size

value. Lurdm-kind identifies the method by which license unit requirements will

be calculated once the requirement for an allocation has been discovered, the

permitted alternatives being (a) LURT which specifies that license unit
requirements are to be determined by lookup in the LURT which is associated
with the current license, (b) Constant which specifies that license unit

requirements are constant for all platforms on which the licensed product or
product feature may run, and (c) Private-LURDM which specifies that license unit
requirements are to be determined by the licensed product, not by the license
managementfacility. The named-lurt-id specifies the name ofthe LURTtable to
be used in determining license unit requirements if the LURDM-kindis specified
as LURT; if the LURDM-kindis specified as LURT and no table is explicitiy

named, the nameof the table to be usedis constructed from the issuer name on

the product use authorization. Lurdm-value specifies the LURT column to be
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used when LURDM-kind = LURT; however, when LURDM-xind = Constant,

the Lurdm-value field contains the precise number of units to be allocated or

consumed, Default-unit-requirement specifies the unit requirement value to be

used when the appropriate LURT does not have a row corresponding to the

appropriate platform ID; when specified on a product use authorization with
Style = Allocative, the context template will change to Process +

Product_Specific and the Duration will change to Transaction in cases of
unrecognized Platform ID’.

The management constraints element is shown in a syntax diagram in

Figure 35. The management-contextfield specifies a list of zero or more partial
context names which identify the specific contexts within which the license data

may be managed. If no managementcontexts are specified, the license data may

be managed within any context controlled by the licensee. The contexts used in
specifying Management Context Constraints may only contain the Network,
Domain, and Node subcontexts. Specifying a list of management contexts does
not effect whether or not the license data can be used within other contexts. For

example, unless otherwise restricted, license data with a specified management
context can be remotely accessed from or delegated to other nodes in a network.

The management-scopefield defines the maximum permitted size of the license
management domainwithin which the license data may be managed or distributed,
these being single-platform, management-domain, or entire-network. Single-
platform constrains the license management domain for the subject license data
to be no larger than a single platform. Management-domain constrains the license
management domain for the subject license data to be no larger than a single
management domain. Entire-network constrains the license management domain
for the subject license data to be no larger than a single wide area network; that
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network which contains the platform on which the license units were initially
ioaded. Although technology may not exist to detect the interorganizational
boundaries of a wide area network (ie. what is on the Internet as opposed to
being on a company’s own network), the assumption is that interorganization and
internetwork sharing of licenses will normally be considered a violationoflicense
terms and conditions. The backup-permitted field indicates if the Issuer has
authorized the use of backup delegations for this data. Delegation-permitted
indicates if the Issuer has authorized the licensee to delegate this data.
Maximum-delegation-period identifies the longest interval during which a
delegation may be valid; by default, delegations have a life of 72-hours.

The major elements of the managementpolicy specification are shown in
Figure 3, as previously discussed. A syntax diagram for the management policy
element is shown in Figure 36. For the Style field, three fundamental styles of
license managementpolicy are supported, allocative, consumptive, and private-
style, as explained above, Only oneof these styles may be assigned to any single
product use authorization. The Context-template specifies those components (sub-
contexts) of the execution-context name which should be used in determiningif
unit allocations are required. The Duration defines the duration ofan allocation
of license units to a specific context or the duration af the period which defines
a valid consumptive use. For durations of type “Assignment,” the specification of
a Reassignment Constraint is also provided for. Taree types of Duration_Kindare
supported, these being Transaction, Assignment and Immediate, as explained
above. The lur-determination-method stores information used in calculating the
number of units that should be allocated or consumed in response toalicense
request. The allocation-sharing-limit identifies the largest number of execution
contexts that may share an allocation made under this management policy: an
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allocation-sharing-limit of 0 indicates that the numberof execution contexts that

may share an allocation is unlimited. The reassignment-constraint specifies a
minimum duration of assignment; although there is normally no constraint placed

on how frequently granted units may be reassigned, an issuer may constrain
reassignmentbyspecifying this minimum durationof an assignment, in which case
reassignment of assigned units will not be supported until the amount of time
specified in the Reassignment Constraint has passed. If an assignment of some
particular set of units has been delegated and the delegation period for that
delegation has not terminated, cancellation of the delegation must be performed
prior to reassignment.

The member element identifies a specific licensed product which may be

part of a calling authorization or groupdefinition, and is shown in syntax diagram
in Figure 37. Member-product identifies the product which is a member.
Member-signature is constructed from the product and tokenfields of the called
memberstructure as well as the product and issuer fields of the calling product.

Member-token provides the data which should be used as the product token for
this member.

Named values are data elements with a character string tag that identifies

the data element, and have a syntax as shown in Figure 38, which also shows the

syntax for ValueData and namedvaluelist. A named value list modelsalist of
named values, with an example being shown in Figure 39. In Figure 38, Value-

Name uniquely identifies the value; no standard value names are defined, and the

period character can be used as a part of the value nameto form a hierarchical
tag regisiry at the discretion of the issuer. Walue-data is the data that has been
named; data types are selected from the possible Value Data types, seen in the
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Figure. Value-boolean means the named data is a boolean value. Value-integer
means the named data is an integer value. Value-text means the named datais
a SuringList value. Value-general means the named data is a stream of bytes in
any format. Walue-list means the named data is a list of named data values.

The product ID explicitly identifies the product which is the subject of the
license data with whichit is associated, with the syntax for ProductID being shown
in Figure 40. The version and release date fields provide a mechanism for
defining which specific instances of the licensed product are described in the
associated license data. The Producerfield is a registered name which identifies
the producer of the licensed feature; in the case of Group Names, the Producer
is always also the Issuer of the group. The Product-name identifies a licensed
software feature. The First-version identifies the earliest version of the product
whose use is authorized. The Last-version identifies the latest version of the
product whose use is authorized. The First-retease-date identifies the earliest
release of the product whose use is authorized. The Last-release-date identifies
the latest release of the praduct whose use is authorized. Conforming license
managers are required to interpret the contents of these fields in the most
restrictive way possible. Thus, if a license is issued with Last-version = 3.0 and
a Last-release-Date of 1-Jan-1991, then the use of version 2.0 of the licensed
product would be unauthorized if it had a release date of 2-Jan-1991. If either a
First-version or First-release-date is specified without a matching Last-version or
Last-release-date, use of the produce is authorizedforall versions or release dates

following that specified. Similarly, if cither a last-version or Last-release-date is
specified without a matching First-version or First-release-date, use of the produce
is assumed to be authorizedforall versions or release dates prior to that specified.
Issuers should typically only specify one of either First-version or First-release-
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date. This is the case since it is anticipated that these fields wil! typically refer to

events which occurred prior to the moment of license data issuance. Thus,it

should normally be possible for the issuer to state unambiguously with only one

of these two fields which is the oldest implementation of the product thatis to be

authorized. The architecture does permit, however, both fields to be used in a

single product authorization.

The signature elementis used to establish the integrity and authorship of
the license data with which it is associated. A syntax diagram for the signature

element is shown in Figure 41. The Signature-aigorithm field identifies the

registered algorithm that was used to produce the digital signature. Signature-

parameters are the values ofthe algorithm's parameters that are to be used; the
need for and syntax of parameters is determined by cach individual algorithm.

Signature-value is an enciphered summary of the information to which the

signature is appended; the summary is produced by means of a one-way hash
function, while the enciphering is carried out using the secret key of the signer

(Issuer).

The term element defines an interval during which the license datais valid,

and is shown in syntax diagram form in Figure 42. Thefields are start-date and
end-date. Start-date identifies the first date of the term; if not specified, the

license data is considered valid on any date prior to the end-date. End-date
identifies the last date of the term;if not specified, the license data is considered

valid on any date after the Start-date. While the Start-date is always cither

omitted or specified as an absolute date, the End-date can be either absolute or

relative. If the End-date is specified as a relative or “interval” date and the Start-

date has been omitted, the date of license registration will be used as the effective
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start date in computingthevalid term of the license data. It should be noted that
the system does not specify the mechanism by which system dates are maintained
by platforms supporting system components. Instead, the system always accepts
that system time returned to it as correct. Thus, the reliability of the management
of license data which specifies terms is dependent on the time management
function of the underlying platform.

The version element identifies a four-part version ofthe licensed software

product or feature. A syntax diagram of the version element is shown in Figure
43. The schematics of each of the four parts is not detailed, but it is required that
producers who wish to permit version ranges to be specified on product use
authorizations ensure that the collating significanceof the four parts is maintained.
When comparing versions, Part-1 is considered first, then Part-2, then Part-3, and
finally, Part-4. Part-1 identifies a major modification to the versioned object.
Part-2 identifies a modification to the versioned object which is less significant
than a modification which would cause a change in the Part-1 value. Part-3
:dentifies a modification to the versioned object whichis less significant than a
modification which would cause a change in the Part-2 value. Part-4 identifies a
modification to the versioned object whichis less significant than a modification
which would cause a change in the Part-3 value.

FILTERS

An important feature is the use of filters in the license management
program 11, including the client interface 31 and the managementinterface 33.
A filter is used is select items in the license database 23. for example. Warious
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selection mechanisms are used in picking aut or doing lookups in database

technology; filters are one of them. The filter engine used in the license

managementsystem It of Figure 1 is generally of a known construction, with the

exception of the select filter item type as will be described, which allows a

complex rather than a flat data format to be selected from. The feature that is

of importance to this embodimentis the way of specifying items as an input to the

filter function , rather than the filter function itself. Thus, there is described

below a template for specifying input to the filter engine. This is as if a form

were used as the input, with blanks on the form; byfiling in certain blanks these

would be the items selected on, the blanks not filled in would be "don't care”.

An instance of the class filter is a basis for selecting or rejecting an object

on the basis of information in that object. At any point in time, a filter has a

valuerelative to every object - this value is false, true or undefined. The object

is selected if and only if the filter's value is true. This concrete class has the

attributesofits superclass - Object - and the specific attributeslisted in the table

of Figure 44.

A filter is a collection of simplerfilters and elementary filter-items together

with a Boolean operation. The filter value is undefined if and only if all the

componentfilters and filter-items are undefined. Otherwise, the filter has a

Boolean value with respect to any object, which can be determined by evaluating

each of the nested components and combining their values using Boolean

operation (components whose value is undefined or ignored). The attributes

specific to filter as shown in Figure 44 are (a) filter items which are a collection of

assertions, each relating to just one attribute of an object, (b) filters which are a
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collection of simple filters, and (c) filrer type whichis the filter’s type, of one of the
following values: And, Or, Not.

An instance of the class filter item is a component of a filter. It is an
assertion about the existence or valuesof a single attribute ofa license data object
or one or its subobjects. This concrete class has the attributes of its superclass -
object - and the specific attributes listed in the table of Figure 45.

The value of a filter item is undefined if: (a) the Attribute Types are
unknown, or (b) the syntax of the Match Value does not conform to the attribute
syntax defined for the attribute type, or (c) a required Attribute is not provided.
The attributes specific to filter tem as shawn in Figure 45 are (a) filter item type
which identifies the type offilter item and thereby the nature of the filter, and its
value must be one of

equality less
inequality present
greater or equal select
less or equal request candidates
greater simulate request

(b) attribute type which identifies the type of that attribute whose value or
presence is to be tested; the value of All Attributes may be specified, (c) match
value which is the value which is to be matched against the value of the attribute,
(d) filter which identifies the filter to be used in evaluating a selected subobject
of the currentobject; thefilter is ignoredif the filter item type is not select or if the
specified attribute type is not present in the object, and upon evaluation of the
filter the value of filter item will be set to that of thefilter, (¢) initial substring, if
present, this is the substring to compare against the initial portion of the value of
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the specified attribute type, (f) substring, if present, this is the substring(s) to
compare against all substrings of the valueof the specified attribute type, (g) final
substring,if present, this is the substring to compare against thefinal portion of the
value of the specified attribute type, and (h) license request, if present, this is
license request against which the appropriate license data objects should be
evaluated: this attribute may only be specified if the value of the filter item type

is either Request Candidates or Simulate Request.

An instance of enumeration syntax Filter Type identifies the typeofa filter.

Its value is chosen from one of the following: (a) And means thefilter is the

logical conjunction of its components; the filter is true unless any of the nested
filters or filter items is false, or if there are no nested components,thefilter is

true; (b) Or means thefilter is the logical disjunction of its components; the filter

is false unless any of the nested filters or filter items is true, or, if there are no

nested components, the filter is false; (c) Not means the result of the filter is
reversed; there must be exactly one nested filter or filter item, and the filter is
true if the enclosed filter or filter item is false, and is false if the enclosed filter

or filter item is true.

An instance of enumeration syntax Filter Item Type identifies the type of a

filter item. Its value is chosen from one of the following: (a) Equality which

means the filter item is true if the object contains at least one attribute of the

specified type whose valueis equal to that specified by Match Value (according
to the equality matching rule in force), and false otherwise; (b) /nequality which
means the filter item is true if the object contains at ieast one attribute of the

specified type whose value is not equal to that specified by Match Value
(according to the equality matching rulein force), and false otherwise; (c) Greater
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or Equal which means the filter item is true if the object contains at least one
attribute of the specified type whosevalueis equal to or greater than the value
specified by Match Value (according to the matching rule in force), and false
otherwise; (d) Less or Equal which means the filter item is true if the object
contains at least one attribute of the specified type whose value is equal or less
than the value specified by Match Value (according to the matching rule in force),
and false otherwise; (¢) Greater which means the filter item is true if the object
contains at least one attribute of the specified type whose valueis greater than the
value specified by Match Value (according to the matching rule in force), and
false otherwise; (f) Less which means the filter is true if the object contains at
least one attribute of the specified type, whose value is less than the value
specified by Match Value (according to the matching rule in force),and false
otherwise; (g) Present which means the filter item is true if the object contains at
jeast one attribute of the specified type, and false otherwise; (h) Select which
means the filter item is true if the object contains at least one attribute of the
specified type which has an object syntax and when the Filter is evaluated against
the attributes of that object the Filter is true, and false otherwise; (i) Request
Candidates which means the filter item is true if the object against which it is
evaluated is one which could be used to provide some or all of the units requested
by the specified License Request; the evaluation is made independently of any
outstanding allocations or preallocations; and (j) Simulate Request which means
the filter item is true if the object against which it is evaluated is one which would
be used to provide some or all of the units requested by the specified License
Request.

The Request Candidates and Simulate Request filter item types are of
special use in testing and prototyping of systems by 4 license manager at a
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licensee's site. For example, the license manager can simulate the effect of

potential assignments, the effect of a population of certain types on a network, etc.

As an exampie, Figure 46 shows howafilter may be constructedto identify
"All Product Use Authorizations issued by Digital for the Product ‘Amazing

Graphics System’ which contains a calling authorization for Digital's “Amazing
Database’ Product". This exampleis in the international standard formatreferred
to as X.409 as mentioned above.

Filters can aiso used in a request allocation, being specified in a request

extension as explained above, Thatis, a filter is one of the optional items in a

request extension. For example,if a user wanted to use a version of WordPerfect
with French language extension, and there were version with and without on the
network, his request allocation would have a request extension that specified a
filter for “French” in the token field. In this manner, a product can describe itself

more richly. The filter in the request extension can be a Required filter or a
Preferred filter, meaning the feature such as “French” is either absolutely

necessary, or merely the preferred.

While this invention has been described with reference to specific embodi-

ments, this description is not meant to be construed in a limiting sense. Various
modifications of the disclosed embodiments, as well as other embodiments of the

invention, will be apparent to persons skilled in the art upon reference to this

description. It is therefore contemplated that the appended claims will cover any
such modifications or embodiments as fall within the true scope of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED TS:

1. A method of managing use of licensed software items, said

software items separately executable on a computer system or

accessible by said computer system, the computer system including

a processor and one or more nodes, comprising the steps of:

maintaining by said processor a store of license

authorizations for said software items; each license authorization

including an indication of license management policy for a software

item, said indication having a plurality of sets of policy

components, said sets of policy components granting alternatives of

specified restrictive rights to selectively access and execute said

software items in said system; said indication of license

management policy being in the format of an encoded document of a

data type consisting of an ordered sequence of elements;
accessing said store by said processor to modify in said store

one or more of said specified restrictive rights of said policy

components of an identified license authorization;

accessing said store by said processor using a filter to

obtain information from said license authorization for a selected

software item, in response to a request from a node, and

comparing an identification of said node and said software

item with said information, to produce and send to said node a

qrant or refusal of said request.

2. A method according to claim 1 including the step of

receiving said license authorizations , for storing in said store,
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from a license grantor external to said procegasor, and wherein said

step of accessing said store to modify in said store one or more of

said sapecified restrictive rights employs management functions

executable on said processor but not on said nodes or said license

grantor to identify a license authorization in said store.

3. A method according to claim 1 wherein said indication is

in the format of an encoded document of a data type consisting of

an ordered sequence of three elements, the three elements including

a document descriptor, a document header and the document content.

4, A method according to claim 1 wherein said filter

specifies one or more of said attributes and a Boolean operator for

each selected attribute.

5. A method according to claim 2 wherein said step of

accessing said store to modify one or more of said policy

components is to allow grant of rights to use which are more

restrictive than said specified restrictive rights.

6. A method according to claim 2 including the steps of:

sending a request by a user of one of gaid software items to

obtain permission to use said software item; said request

identifying the user and said software item;
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accessing said store to obtain information from said license

authorization for said software item, in response to said request,

and comparing said identification of said user and said software

item with said information, to produce a grant or refusal of said

request for sending to said user.

7. A method according to claim 6 wherein said store is

maintained by a license server, and said request is sent to said

server and wherein said request is in the form of a remote

procedure call, and said grant or refusal sent to said user is 4

return of said procedure call.

8. A method according to claim 7 wherein said license

authorization is a data arrangement specified as a product use

authorization, and said product use authorization is received by

said server from an issuer, and wherein said server and said users

are nodes on a computer network.

9. A method according to claim 2 wherein said policy

components include a termination date, and said management

functions can modify said termination date to an earlier

termination date and wherein said policy components include a right

cof delegation of a right to grant said requests to another server,

and said management functions can modify said right of delegation

to remove said right of delegation.
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10. A method acc. ‘ding to claim 2 including storing in

association with said license authorization a number of management

attributes, and said management functions being able to modify said

management attributes.

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein said management

attributes include a reservation of units of license use grantedby

said license authorization so that said units will not be granted

to a user in response to said request, and wherein said management

attributes include an allocation of umits of license use to a

specific context.

12, A method according to claim 10 wherein said management

attributes include an allocation period which is the minimum

duration of an allocation of units, and wherein said management

attributes include permission to enable a backup delegation of the

right to grant said requests.

13. A system for managing use of licensed software products,

comprising: means for maintaining a store of license documents, one

for each said product; each license document including an

indication of license policy having plurality of sets of policy

components granting specified restrictive rights to use said

software products, said policy components in each set providing

alternatives;

a management interface for accessing said store to modify
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selected ones of said components of an identified license

authorization.

14. A system according to claim 13 including:

means for sending a request from a user of one of said

products to obtain permission to use said product; said request

identifying the user and said product;

means for accessing said store to obtain information from said

license document for said product, in response to said request, and

for comparing said identification of said user and said product

with gaid information, and with constraints imposed by said policy

components, to produce a grant or refusal of said request and send

said grant or refusal to said user.

15. A system according to claim 13 wherein said management

interface can modify said selected ones of said components to allow

grant of rights to use which are more restrictive than said

specified restrictive rights and wherein said means for

maintaining, and said means for accessing and sending to said user

are all located at a server on a distributed network, and said

means for sending a request is located at a user node on said

network.

16. A system according to claim 14 wherein said request is in

the form of a remote procedure call, and said grant or refusal sent

to said user is a return of said procedure call, and wherein said
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license document is a data arrangement specified as a product use

authorization, and said preduct use authorization is received by

said server from a license issuer.

i7. A system according to claim 13 wherein said policy

components include a termination date, and said management

functions can modify said termination date to an earlier

termination date, and wherein said policy components include a

right of delegation of a right to grant said requests to another

server, and said management functions can modify said right of

delegation to remove said right of delegation.

18. A system according to claim 15 including means for storing

in association with said license authorization a number of

management attributes, wherein said management functions are able

to modify said management attributes and wherein said management

attributes include a reservation of units of license use granted by

said license authorization so that said units will not be granted

to a user in response to said request.

19. A system according to claim 18 wherein said management

attributes include an allocation of units of license use to a

specific context.

20. A system according to claim 18 wherein said management

attributes include an allocation period which is the minimum
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duration of an allocation of units, and include permission to

enable a backup delegation of the right to grant said requests.

21. A method according to claim 3 wherein said document

descriptor includes an encoding method version number, and encoder-
identifier and an encoder-name, and wherein said document-—header

includes a title, an author, a version and a date for the software

item.

29. BR method according to claim 3 wherein said document

content ingludes at least one of the following:

a product-use-~authorization;

a license-use-requirementa-table;

a group-definition;

key-registration;p

a delegation.

23. AR method according to claim 3 wharein said document-

content includes a license-data-header, and gaid iicense-data-

header describes the parties to the license document, the term of

the agreement and constraints that may have been piaced on

management of the license data.

24. A method according to claim 3 wherein said document~

content includes management~-info, where the management-info may

include at least one of the following:
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an assignment;

a reservation;

a delegation;

a backup delegation;

an allocation;

a registration date;

a registrar;

a comment;

a termination-date.

25. A method according to claim 3 wherein:

said document descriptor includes an encoding method

version and a date for the software item;

said document content may include at least one of the

following: a product-use-authorization, a license-use-requirements-

table, a group-defination, a key-registration, and a delegation;

Said document-content selectively includes a license-

data-header, and said license-data-header describes the parties to

the license document, the term of the agreement and constraints

that may have been placed on management of the license data;

said document-content may have been placed on management

of the license data;

said document-content selectively includes management-~-

info, where the management-info may include at least one of the

following: an assignment, a reservation, a delegation, a backup

delegation, an allocation, a registration date, a registrar, anda
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comment. .

26. A method according to claim 3 wherein said store is

maintained by a license server, and said request is sent to said

server, and wherein said server and said users are nodes on a

computer network.

27. A method according to claim 3 wherein said request is in

the form of a remote procedure call, and said grant or refusal sent

to said user is a return of said procedure call, and wherein said

license authorization is received by said server from an issuer.

28. BR method according to claim 3 including the steps of:

sending a request by a user of one of said software items to obtain

permission to use said software item; said request identifying the

user and said scftware item;

sending said grant or refusal to said user.

29. Apparatus for managing use of licensed software items,

comprising:

means for maintaining a store of license authorizations

for said software items; each license authorization including an

indication of license management policy for a software item, said

indication being in the format of an enceded document of a data

type consisting of an ordered sequence of three elements, the three

elements including a document descriptor, a document header and the
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document content;

means for sending a request by a user of one of said

software items to obtain permission to use said software item; said

request identifying the user and said software item;

means for accessing said store to obtain information from

said license authorization for said software item, in response to

said request, and comparing said identification of said user and

said software item with said information, to produce a grant or

refugal of said request;

means for sending said grant or refusal to said user.

30. Apparatus according to claim 29 wherein gaid document

descriptor includes an encoding method version number, and an

encoder-identifier and an enceder-name, and wherein said document-

header includes a title, an author, a version and a date for the

software item.

31. Apparatus according to claim 29 wherein said document

content includes at least one of the following:

a product-use-authorization;

a licenge-use-requirement s-table;

a group-definition;

a key-registration;

a delegation.
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32, Apparatus according to claim 29 wherein said document—

content includes a license-data-header, and said license-data-

header describes the parties to the license document, the term of

the agreement and constraints that may have been placed on

management of the license data.

33. Apparatus according to claim 29 wherein said document-—

content includes management-info, where the management-info may

include at least one of the following:

an assignment;

a reservation;

a delegation;

a backup delegation;

an allocation;

a registration date;

a registrar;

a comment;

a termination-date.

34. Apparatus according to claim 29 wherein:

said document descriptor includes an encoding method

version number, and enceder-identifier and an encoder-name;

said document-header includes a titie, an author, a

version and a date for the software item;

Said document content may include at least one of the

following: a product-use-authorization, a license-use-requirements-
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